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Fluoride debate looming 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A REFERENDUM to end the fluoridation of 
drinking water may be coming to Terrace. 
City council voted Jan. 13 to explore the idea 
after several councillors called fluoride an unne- 
cessary poison in the drinking water. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel said recent re- 
systems to combat ooth decay. It's considered 
particularly effective in preventing tooth decay 
in children and among low-income people. 
Fluoride may be great for teeth, critics say, 
but there's no good reason to ingest it, bathe in it 
or water lawns with it. 
About five per cent of B.C. residents have 
search indicates the health hazards of fluorida- ' fluoridated water, a number that has declined 
tion outweigh the benefits. "Terrace is one of 
only nine communities in the province still add- 
ing fluoride to its drinking water," he said. 
McDaniel also noted fluoridation ow costs 
the city up to $30,000 per year. 
Councillor David Hull is backing the idea. 
"It's highly toxic," Hull said. "It's a poisonous 
caustic hemical in our water. And it's unregula- 
ted mass dosing of the people." 
He also said the dose is self-controlled in at 
the more tap water you drink, the more fluoride 
you take in. 
The chemical has long been added to water 
[] Dentists back water fluoridation, 
page A2 
over the years. Alberta, in contrast, has a 75 per 
cent fluoridationrate, and 40 per cent of Cana- 
dians have fluoride in their water. ~: 
Water fluoridation is backed by national orga- 
nizations of dentists and doctors, and by the 
World Health Organization. 
The provincial health planning ministry also 
concludes fluoridation is safe. 
"The safety of community water fluoridation 
has been studied more thoroughly than any other 
public health measure during the past 50 years," 
says a fact sheet on the govemment web site. 
It says hundreds of studies have shown fluori- 
dation at proper levels has no harmful effects, 
and that there is no evidence of a link to cancer 
or problems with other parts of the body. 
McDaniel says there's already some naturally 
occuring fluoride in Terrace's untreated water 
- about 0.1 to 0.2 parts per million. 
Most fluoridation systems adjust the level up 
to 0.8 to 1.0 parts per million. 
The other eight fluoridating communities in 
B.C. are Prince Rupert, Burns Lake, Prince 
George, Williams Lake, Fort St. John, Golden, 
Sparwood and Cranbrook. 
Mackenzie was the latest o end fluoridation 
after a referendum in November. 
City administration are to report back to coun- 
cil after researching the issue. 
II Slinky skaters 
FIGURE SKATERS Shelby Stach, 16, and Kelsey Minhinnick, 
13, are spinning, jumping and gliding on the ice at this year's 
Pacific Skate competition in Kamloops taking place this week. 
They're competing in a series of events called the triathalon. It 
features a skills competition, a solo program and an interpre- 
tive skate. •They're among 10 Terrace Figure Skating Club 
members attending the provincial level event. For more details 
turn to page B4, SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Old Terrace plan advances 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A NEW downtown tourism zone 
along with regulations to create 
an "Old Terrace" concept is ad- 
vancing after an overwhelming 
show of support for the plan. 
The Jan. 13 public hearing saw 
more than 30 merchants and busi- 
ness and tourism leaders back the 
plan to create a to,rist-friendly 
stretch of Kalum St. 
The centrepiece of the concept 
is the relocation of the historic 
George Little house from Hall St. 
to the foot of Kalum, where it will 
be turned into a railway station. 
Cruise ship passengers who 
take rail excursion tours here from 
Prince Rupert would walk through 
the station and into the historic 
section of Terrace with heritage 
lighting and landscaping. 
The zone restricts the two and 
a half blocks of Kalum street o 
certain types of shops so a bouti- 
que-style look evolves over time. 
Existing businesses don't have to 
change, but new construction 
must have a pro-1950 look. 
metres of his property fronting 
Kalum St. be developed as small 
shops - rather than part of a big 
box store - is an unfair restriction. 
"We did not buy the largest 
available piece of property in Ter- 
race to break it into a bunch of 
little pieces or to open up a bunch 
of seasonal trinket shops," Hull 
said. 
He said the downtown tourism 
zone is a "stupid idea" that won't 
work in a city that endures incle- 
ment weather nine to 12 months 
of the year. 
And he ridiculed the notion of 
a downtown revitalization based 
on a pedestrian-friendly street. 
"Who in their right mind is 
going to bounce from trinket shop 
to trinket shop on Kalum St. in 
minus-30 degree weather? Nobo- 
dy. These businesses simply can- 
not and will not survive." 
"I think you'w all lost your 
senses," Hull told council. "What 
kind of developer is going to in- 
vest in Terrace if this is the best 
council can come up with?" 
Others at the hearing were so- 
lidly behind the vision. 
Don Diego's owner Annalee 
Davis predicted the new zone will 
work, encouraging new develop- 
ment on the west side of Kalum. 
"This will put up an incentive 
for property owners to 
help fill in those 
empty spaces," she 
said. 
"What this town 
needs is a hook," 
added TEDA's Brian 
Baker, noting towns 
with worse weather in 
New Zealand have 
built thriving tourism 
industries. 
"We need some- 
thing downtown to 
focus on," added 
Sidewalkers owner Lori Merrill. 
"It's pride for us and a showcase 
for all our visitors." 
City councillors said tourism 
may never rival forestry, but it's 
still important to pursue, 
"It's a rare opportunity we have 
Lloyd Hull 
Councillor David tlull didn't 
vote, declaring a conflict of inter- 
est because he's working on be- 
half of a property owner in the 
area. 
Heritage lighting and specia- 
lized landscaping provided by the 
city is part of the plan 
for the tourism zone. 
The downtown tourism 
zone is to become part 
of the city's Official 
Community Plan. 
Trawin agreed to some 
concessions before the 
plan went to a vote. 
Some properties, in- 
cluding Sears, All Sea- 
sons Sports and Elan 
Travel, were exempted 
from rules that ban 
stores larger than 5,000 
square feet. 
And the definition of a "tourist 
specialty store" for the zone was 
changed to one that has merely a 
component - not be completely 
dedicated - to  "historical, cultural 
and tourist atmbspheres." 
FLUORIDE has been added to Terrace's 
tap water for years, but some city council- 
lors say it may now be time to stop, 
Terrace is 
now centre 
 Tor surgery 
i~i, ~ By ROD LINK money from savings in 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hos- non-patient spending to 
pital ha~bo6.~ted the num- 
~;!! ber of su~ge~i~s":.iii"iS doing 
and in the process is quiet- 
ly establishing itself as the 
northwest's regional medi- 
cal services centre. 
The idea is to increase 
access to surgical services 
so northwesterners don't 
have to travel outside the 
region, says Cholly Be- 
land, the Northern Health 
Authority's head of health 
care for Terrace, Kitimat 
and Stewart. 
Terrace has always 
been home base for the 
most specialists in the re- 
gion but the increase in 
surgeries reflects the 
health authority's goal to 
establish regional medical 
contres across the north. 
"Certainly we've al- 
ways said we want to in- 
crease access," 
Boland said last 
week. 
For the April 
to October per- 
iod of 2002, 
Mills booked 
1,910 surgeries, 
a 17.per cent in- 
crease over the 
1,637 surgeries 
for the same 
period of 2001. 
For the same 
time periods, Oholly 
admissions rose 
to 1,069 patients from 904, 
an 18 per cent increase. 
Some of the admission 
increase flows from the 
boost in the number of sur- 
geries, said Boland. 
The overall plan is that 
as the authority cuts costs 
in non-patient care areas, 
the money is then diverted 
to direct patient care, he 
continued. 
"That's not to say we 
don't face 
challenges," 
added Be- 
land, refer- 
ring to the 
need to cut 
overa l l  
cover additional costs. 
"We're always dea!ifig' 
with a demand that's 
greater than the resources 
we have," he said, adding 
he's preparing financial in- 
formation he wants physi- 
cians and hospital staff to 
examine. 
"We're managing it, 
but it's not being done 
easy," said Boland Of ba- 
lancing the surgical in- 
crease against higher costs 
of providing the service. 
He said efforts are un- 
derway to do more surger- 
ies within scheduled 
operating room time allot- 
ments. 
"If it's a matter of sim- 
ply more supplies, that 
may not be that much of a 
cost factor, but if you get 
into staffing costs and 
overtime, that 
can be costly," 
he said. 
At the very 
least, he said, 
the surgical in- 
crease should 
help dispel no, 
tions that health 
care is being re- 
duced in the 
northwest. 
Dr. Geoff Apple- 
ton, who repre- 
Bo land  sents the north 
on the board of 
the B.C. Medical Associa-. 
tion, welcomed the in- 
crease in surgeries. 
"It's the unofficial sen- 
timent we're getting from 
Prince George [NHA 
headquarters], he said of 
making Mills a regional 
surg:ical centre. 
"We've always had the 
highest number of Special- 
ists here anyway, so this is 
a natural consequence" 
One factor in 
"We've always !he surgery 
had the highest increase is 
the creation 
number of special, by Dr. Tom 
ists here anyway, Nagy, the re- 
as this Is a natural gion's only~ 
..spending be- .consequence," opthalmolo- 
cause of a gist, of a so- 
th ree-year  parate eye 
budget freeze imposed by surgery space away from 
One lone critic took aim at the 
concept. 
Lloyd Hull, owner of the former 
Terrace Co-op property, said the 
requirement that the eastern 10 
But development services dir- 
ector David Trawin Said Hull can 
still develop up~ tO 50,000 square 
feet of big-box retail space on the 
rest of the property. 
to move on another front," Mary- 
lin Davies said. 
: " I  have a great" sense that 
people want to proceed with this," 
added councillor Carol Leclerc. 
Trawin also indicated that he Victoria. the standard operating' 
would have, if possible,:songht to Boland was reluctant to rooms, said Appleton, ~ • 
lncorpb~tate the entire Co.opprop. ,say if !he increase in SUr,  Thatthen frees:;~.tp more 
arty -not  just the e~sternmost geriesis,bemgimmediate - operating roomi:t|me for 
strip - into the plan.i ~ ly matched wtth more other procedui~es,:. ! : 
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City counts on outside money 
to drive downtown tourism plan 
A PLAN to create a tour- house to the foot of Kalum figure includes completion be the city's contribution Terrace Economic De- 
ism zone downtown will St., renovate it into a train of the second floor, which toward the distinctive "Old velopment Authority exec- 
likely only get final appro- 
val if the city finds other 
partners to cover most of 
the costs. 
City development ser- 
vices director David Tra- 
win said the bylaw to bring 
in the plan - although it 
got the support of council 
and most people at a Jan. 
13 public hearing -wi l l  be 
held at third reading and 
won't get final approval 
until grants are in hand. 
"If we can't move the 
house down there as a 
hook to get people in the 
area, there's no point in 
creating the zone," Trawin 
explained. 
The costs to move the 
historic George Little 
station and make other 
street improvements are 
now pegged at just over 
$850,000. 
But Trawin said he's 
proceeding on the under- 
standing that city council 
is prepared to commit up 
to about $225,000 of city 
money, with the rest com- 
ing from other sources. 
The single biggest 
chunk of the costs is an 
estimated $330,000 to de- 
sign and renovate the 
house into the station. 
But Trawin points out 
that's a "Cadillac version 
that contains everything 
from A to Z", adding it 
can be scaled down if ne- 
cessary. For example, that 
could be left unfinished 
until there is an eventual 
tenant for the space. 
About $75,000 is to 
move the house. The cost 
of getting the building past 
power and phone lines is 
unexpectedly high - 
$30,000 - while basic 
moving costs are $40,000' : 
More than $116,000 is 
for curbing, paving stones, 
landscaping and a variety 
of other costs to prepare 
the new site. 
And another $260,000 
would cover both an initial 
and a future phase of street 
improvements. They would 
Terrace" look of the two- 
block section of Kalum 
- items like ornamental 
lighting, landscaping and 
tourist features. 
Some of the costs in the 
grand total are on paper 
only. 
The city lists the pur- 
chase cost of the house a t  
$55,000 for the purpose of 
seeking grants, but it has 
already acquired the house 
for a few thousand, and 
lists the balance - $51,339 
- as an in-kind contribu- 
tion from the K'san House 
Society that offered the 
building to the city. 
utive director Brian Baker 
is optimistic there will be 
a major contribution from 
Human Resources Deve- 
lopment Canada. 
So far the city's plan 
calls for it to seek total 
contributions of $445,000, 
cutting the city's share to 
just over $400,000. But of- 
ficials say they will look 
for other contributors to 
trim that figure further be- 
fore scaling back parts of 
the project. 
Construction could start 
soon this year if major 
chunks of money fail into 
place soon, Trawin said. 
Fluoride protects 
poor, dent=st says 
DENTISTS here are vow- poor people who can't af- 
ing to oppose any city ford treatment o r  aren't 
council effort to end fluori- aware of benefits. ........................... iiiii:: BOok & Pay For Your 
dation of Terrace's drink- "We have the highest 
ing water . . . .  decay rates in the pro,i.nee ,.  ~1__ , .  a . . .2  Iwer  ~un 
Dr. Mark Forgie said he in this region," Forgie 
doesn't support the idea said. "If things are high 
and doubts any of his col- now and we pull that out 
leagues will either. 
"It is the cheapest, 
most effective mass means 
of antidental cavity pre- 
vention," Forgie said of 
water fluoridation. "And 
it's available to all." 
Council wants to re- 
search the idea further in 
advance of a possible re- 
ferendum to end fluorida- 
tion. 
Forgie said dental dis- 
ease affects predominantly 
things will skyrocket, par- 
ticularly for people who 
can't afford to come to 
dental care in the first 
place." 
He links the bad dental 
stats here to poor eating 
habits and the economic 
hardship affecting the re- 
gion. 
"We've got a poor 
quality diet," he said. 
"There's lots of sugar and 
junk food eaten here." 
Ii5%: CASH BACK 
iii!ii iil (some Restrictions Apply) 
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ROYAL LEPAGE 
I l r l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i  
!il Royal LePage Terrace 
~ congratulates 
LISA 
~ GODLIHSKI 
i~ on obtaining the i~ 
Royal LePage Terrace 
m 
"Master Sales .- 
Award" - 
during the month of i::~ 
December 2002. ~i 
AllRealtorsatRoyalLePagecontrlbutetotheRLPShelterfoundatlon, = 
635 2404 i , ~  (250) - 
ROYALLePAC~ #102-4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
'JJ="'="=" ~ax~'.r0yallepageo Email:nfo@royallepagelerrace.c0m 
It S Back Again/ 
' Saturday, January 25th 
~11:30  a.m.- 3:30 p.m. 
/ ' .~  , 
Haryana's Restaurant 
5522 Hwy 16W,  Ter race  
Death 
probe  ......... 
.nears,: 
ItSyenJ.. 
ZIMMERMAN 
TERRACE RCMP say 
they are nearing the end of 
the investigation into the 
suspicious death of a 14- 
month-old Terrace baby. 
Rowen Van Niederhau- 
sern died Aug. 16, 2002 
after the B.C. Ambulance 
Service received a phone 
call of a child in distress. 
The child was transpor- 
ted from his Thornhill 
home to Mills Memorial 
Hospital where he was 
pronounced dead. 
Police have said little 
about the development of 
the case except o say that 
the baby's death is suspi- 
cious. " ""' 
"Hopefully within the 
next month we will have 
[the case] closed," Terrace 
RCMP Sgt. Jas Bast said. 
"There definitely will 
be some closure once we 
finish our entire investiga- 
tion." 
Police confirmed last 
week the baby's autopsy 
report was completed and 
forwarded to RCMP Dec. 
19. 
Details of that report 
and the child's cause of 
death are not being re- 
leased. 
Basi did say no more 
medical or pathology tests 
need to be done. 
"At this time the in- 
vestigation stil! conti- 
nues," said Basi. 
 lzheimQrs  w trenes$ MaoKA.~S ~RAL .............. .... SERYICELTD.~.~.:: ~ ~.~;: and TERRACE CREMATORIUM ' C~n~rn~ Persona/8eru/oe t in Ti~ Horthu.~st Since 1946 
BRONZE PLAQUES lit MONUMENTS 
, .  FAX# 635 2444 - , , .  
4626 Dmlls,Te~e, B.C. VBG 1X7 
THE FACTS , The disease is fatal. 
, One in 20 people over 65 years have Nzheimer Disease. 
. Alzheimer Disease is a neurological disease affecting the 
brain. It is the most common type of irreversible dementia. 
, Over 35,000 British Columbians are affected by Alzheimer 
Disease related dementias. 
• The disease occurs more frequently as people get older. 
• It is NOT a normal part of aging. • 
10 Warning Signs of 
Alzheimer Disease 
1) Memory loss that affects day-to-day function 
2) Difficully perbrming familiar tasks 
3) Problems with language 
4) Disorientation of time and place 
5) Poor or decreased judgment 
6) Problems with abstract hinking 
7) Misplacing things 
8) Changes in mood and behaviour 
9) Changes in personality 
10) Loss of initiative 
One in four people over 85 years have Alzheimer Disease. 
Alois Alzheimer, a German physician, first described it as a 
disease of the brain causing memory loss and serious 
mental deterioration. 
THERE IS NO KNOWN CAUSE OR CURE. 
HOW DOES ALZHEIMER DISEASE AFFECT 
A PERSON'S ABILITY TO FUNCTION? 
Like all dementias, Alzheimer Disease affects 
the brain. The brain controls everything we 
think, feel or do. As a result, Alzheimer Disease 
affects everything someone thinks, feels or does. 
At the present time, it is estimated that over 
32,000 people in British Columbia (over 
253,000 people in Canada) have some form of 
irreversible dementia. Of these, it is estimated 
that 64% have Alzheimer Disease. These 
numbers are expected to triple by the year 2031. 
For more information contact the Alzheimer 
Society of B.C. 
#20- 601 West Cordova St., 
Vancouver, B.C. M6B 1G1 
Phone: (604) 681-6530 . . . . . .  
(Lower Mainland) 1-800-667-3742 .......... 
(Outside Lower Mainland) 
Fax: (604) 669-6907 
E-math alz@mindlink.bc.ca. 
4708 KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C. 
TEL: (250) 638-8746 FAX: (250) 638-8715 
,,,-o.'-x. 
TERRACE Omamaan 
4916 Hwy.  16 West  Ter race ,  B.C. 
250-635-7187 
www.ter raceautomaH.com 
COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
Terrace Alzheinler Support & Education Group, nENTALS L~J~ 
Aveline McConnell at 798-2581 or Doris Mitchell at 638-0223 
Terrace Home Support Services, Home Support Program at 635-5135. A Complete Line of Equipment 
North West Community Health Services, (Health Unit), 638-2200. for Construction, Home & Industry 
Alzheimer Society of B.C., Skeena Region, Shelley Algor, Regional Representative, 635-3038 
1-800-900-2288 2903 Kalum St. Terrace 
./ / , :  . ' (  
• TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 491z Hwy 16 w,  Terrace B.C. . , 4718-B LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE 
635-6600 250-635-6558 635-4997 
www.terraceautomall .com ~ , ~.: 1-800-251-4997 
I 
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Missed Queen's medals, here  
could very welt be recla,med 
THERE'S A chance four area residents might 
be added to the list of those receiving a 
.Queen's Jubilee medal for service to their 
community. 
The names weren't submitted in time to a 
special section of the premier's office by MLA 
Roger Harris's office last August that oversees 
the medals struck in honour of Queen Eliza- 
beth's 50th anniversary on the throne. 
It theoretically means the four medals are 
lost to the area. 
But provincial protocol officials are still 
working their way down a list, matching up 
names of nominees with the approximately 
800 Jubilee medals given to the provincial 
government tohand out. 
And depending upon how that goes, there 
may be some medals left over, says protocol 
official Manjit Khaira. 
"It would be something between us and the 
MLA's office and we'd have to discuss it," 
said Khaira of the possibility the four medals 
might be returned. 
He did say that Harris was not the only 
MLA not to submit names by the deadline of 
last August. 
Speaking last week, Harris described the 
missed deadline as "embarrassing." 
Each MLA was given medals based on the 
number of registered voters ia their riding. 
Skeena was allocated four while Burnaby- 
Edmonds in the lower mainland, for example, 
received five. 
Harris said 
he and his of- 
fice sent out 
nominat ions  
forms asking 
various com- 
munity groups 
for suggestions. 
"There was 
the option of 
having the 
MLA make the 
choices, but we :: ':. 
decided to do it ' ::;"': 
this way," said + ~+ .... "' . . ! . . / : :  ~ ,.,:' 
Harris. ' ' ...... • ,.~ ' :: ' , ' , ' . ; .  ,~' 
T h e s e ~t~+:'+:/T;.:::::I::SL+++:: .,:, 
should not be l~: . , :~ : )  ~; 
treated as tools ~ 
of pol i t ics.  
They should be tools of award for services," he 
said. 
The MLA said names were returned and a 
final four were then selected, but not forwar- 
ded to the protocol office. 
The possibility of those four people being 
able to receive their medals after all is part of 
a complicated process of how the Jubilee me- 
dals are being distributed. 
Both Skeena Canadian Alliance MP Andy 
Burton and Harris received a medal automa- 
tically. 
And just last week Premier Gordon Camp- 
bell held a ceremony for 211 people chosen by 
his office. That's fully one-quarter of the 800 
allocated to the provincial provincial govern- 
ment. 
Each provincial deputy minisler was on the 
list as were people chosen from around the 
province. 
The list includes two Terrace people, 
Northwest Community College president Ste- 
phanie Forsyth and businessman Roa Bartlett. 
Burton, like Harris, received medals to dis- 
tributed but his allotment was larger-  20 in 
all. 
Three people from Terrace - Mary Ann Dil- 
ley, Eileen Frank and Yvonne Moen - re- 
ceived medals for community service last No- 
vember from the Burton allotment. 
As well, Kay Daniels, a local civil servant 
working for Human Resources Development 
Canada, received a medal. 
It came from a pool of medals available for 
deserving federal civil servants. 
Terrace fire chief Randy Smith also re- 
ceived a medal. He was nominated by theCa- 
nadian Red Cross for his international work. 
Smith, for example, worked at Ground Zero 
in New York following the Sept. 11 attack on 
the World Trade Centre. 
The Red Cross is one of 200 organizations 
across the country eligible to nominate reci- 
pients in addition to federal and provineial 
presentations. In all, 46,000 Jubilee medals are 
being distributed across Canada. 
TERRACE FIRE CHIEF Randy Smith, left, was presente d last week with the 
Queen's  Jubilee medal for international volunteer relief work.Wit i~ him Is Wen-  
dell Hiltz, the local rep for the Canadian Red Cross, the agency under whose 
jurisdiction Smith does his relief work. It nominated him for the medal. 
Fire chief honoured 
for Red Cross work 
TERRACE FIRE chief Randy Smith was recognized last 
week for his international relief work by receiving the 
Queen's Jubilee medal. 
Smith was nominated by the Canadian Red Cross, 
one of 200 non-governmental organizations permitted to 
make nominations in addition to provincial and federal 
agencies. 
Mayor Jack Talstra presented the medal to Smith at 
the Jan. 13 council meeting. 
The mayor congratulated Smith for his achievements. 
Also on hand and also passing along his congratula- 
tions was local Red Cross representative Wendell Hiltz. 
Smith has amassed a solid resume of specialized vo- 
lunteer Red Cross work out of the country when disaster 
has struck. 
After the Sept. 11, 2001 attack on the World Trade 
Center in New York, Smith spent time working at a rest 
and relaxation station closeto Ground Zero, :: ~ +:,~- T~ii 
He helped organize food and other services for ihose:-:~l 
working at the rote =tselL Sm=t h has also :worked ,aft+r ~'l 
hurricane and rain storms struck in the United States, | 
specifically Puerto Rico in 1998. | 
N ews In Brief 
Pulp mtll boss named 
NEW SKEENA Forest Products has named Lorne 
Byzyna to head its Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
"Lorne is coming to our team from Indonesia, 
where for the last nine years he oversaw the startup 
and operation of one of the largest and most tech- 
nologically advanced pulp and paper mills in the 
world," said Donald Stewart, vice-president of 
pulp. 
Before that Byzyna worked at Prince George 
Pulp. The new general manager of pulp operations 
will be based in Prince Rupert. 
Specialist coming 
AN INTERNAL medicine specialist with an inter- 
est in kidney ailments is coming to Terrace to take 
a look around. 
He's from out of the country and is coming the 
beginning of next month with the expectation that 
if the visit goes well and an agreement is reached, 
he=!l fill one of two vacant internal medicine posi- 
tions here, says Cholly Boland of the Northern 
Health Authority. 
"We have several very strong applicants," noted 
Boland. 
For years this area had two internal medicine 
specialists but the number dropped to one in 2001 
• when Dr. Michael Kenyon moved to Nanaimo. 
Health authorities have been trying to fill that 
position ever since. They then decided to add a 
third internal specialist in 2002 and began looking 
for a person with an interest in kidney ailments, 
That's in recognition of approval last year to de- 
velop a kidney dialysis service at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. Construction is underway and it is expec- 
ted to open in the spring. 
Woman escapes car 
submerged in river 
A PRINCE RUPERT woman managed to escape 
from her vehicle when it plunged into the Kasiks 
River 85kin east of Prince Rupert and became 
completely submerged Jan.15. 
The 62-year-old woman was westbound when the 
single vehicle accident occurred at the Kasiks 
River Bridge. 
"I think she hit a patch of slush on the shoulder 
and over compensated and went off to the left 
across the oncoming lane and turned 180 degrees 
and went off the embankment," said Terrace 
RCMP Cnst. Natasha Stultz. 
The woman's vehicle - which entered the river 
backward - sank into the water. She managed to 
escape by opening the driver's ide door. 
Once the woman reached safety she realized her 
dog was still trapped in the car so she went back 
into the water to save it, Stultz said. 
"Her engine was still running at that point and 
somehow the window roiled down and she was 
+ able,to get her dog," St ultz said. ~+.: .,~ .,+" ~ ,' 
: The:~oman was picked up by a passing motorist 
who+dr~'ei'her.'t'~,+Princ~ Rupert whef~ ~l i~;~'~ 
treated for minor mjunes, 
But Pa, You Promised! You! 
The eight children ate in silence. 
"DON'T STUFF YOUR MOUTH, E5 ~X~k~ m ---- -h~-'thg 
MARGARET'" Pa shouted at his cowering  juag e 
daughter. 
Bil! whispered to his brother Geoffrey. "1 can't 
~"I EY CLAIRE  BEF INS I 'E  N wait to leave this farm." 
Once the children were grown, they all left to 
pursue careers in town. 
Except for Geoffrey. 
"Come with us, Geoffrey," Bill begged, 
"There's a w[~ole world out there. Pa will make 
you miserable. He doesn't even appreciate your 
woodwork." 
"He needs me," Geoffrey sighed, 
A year later, Geoffrey called his brother in a 
panic, "It's over, Bill. Pa threw me outl" 
"1'11 pick you up in an hour," Bill promised. 
At Bill's apartment in town, Geoffrey was like 
a lost puppy. "What do I do now? I've never 
lived in the city." 
"You'll find something," Bill reassured. 
Geoffrey found work as a handyman and got 
his own place in town, 
After two years, he was ready for an even 
bigger step. "1 got my acceptance to carpentry 
ring the farm will make it worthwhile." 
Pa was relieved to have Geoffrey back. 
"You're a lifesaver," Pa said tearfully. 
Geoffrey worked hard for years running the 
farm while his ailing father continued to bark 
out orders and complaints. 
History would soon repeat Itself. 
=You're horridl Get out and don't come 
back," Pa yelled one night. 
Geoffrey left that night. 
A few months later, Pa died. 
Geoffrey got a terrible shock. "Pa wrote me 
out of the will after all those years of sweatl I'm 
contesting the will." 
IN THE COURTROOM 
Pa's estate argued hard. "Pa is free to 
leave his property to whomever he wlshes, Hs 
school In the malll This Is my futurel" left Geoffrey out of his will because of all the 
Bill hugged him. "That's greatl Hey, what's fighting between them." 
this?" A letter had fallen to the floor. 
Geoffrey gasped. "It's a Getter from Pa. I Geoffrey fought back.  "Pa promised the 
didn't notice It." farm to me. That's why I gave up the chance 
Geoffrey read the letter. "I'm so sorry for at a promising career In carpentry in order to 
treating you badly. My heart is weak and I'll lose run the farm. Without my help, the farm 
everything if you don't return; I promise to leave would've gone under," 
the farm to you." 
"Don't do it," Bill pleaded. "You have a life Should Geoffrey get the farm? Youl Be The 
here." Judge. Then look below for the court's dec,- 
Geoffrey smiled sadly. "I've even gotten used elan. 
to the traffic. But I can't refuse Pa. Besides, get- 
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Our Premier 
PREMIER GORDON Campbell's future rests in 
the hazy distinction between whether or not a 
public figure has a private life or whether the 
fact of being a public figure outweighs having a 
private life. 
Supporters of Mr. Campbell say that while 
what he did was stupid and was wrong and was 
against he law, it happened in his private life 
and had no bearing on his job as Premier. 
Mr. Campbell's opponents say there is no dis- 
-.-.~ \ 
, _ . . . _  
/ ~, ..// k~ [;Oltt)ON [AI4PlIELL 
/ ,  ,.i.." .,, r- r- ........... 
, : ' " l ' "  7{7i9 ,:/ I('i::7:;),1_  2t'1 
- " I ,  &C. i?l(EMIEI ~U.I. 
" I I I  
' . : \  
~lPa~ol 
I 
tinction between his private and public lives, 
particularly when the action of drinking and 
driving resulted in an arrest and a charge and, 
by his own admission, will result in a guilty 
plea. 
In this circumstance, Mr. Campbell's oppo- 
nents are right - his actions removed whatever 
right of privacy public figures have, particular- 
ly when they are elected to high office. 
And that leads to the question of whether Mr. 
Campbell should resign. It's a difficult question, 
made even more so given the very high moral 
ground Mr. Campbell occupied during his years 
in opposition and now in government. 
The Premier has already asked for forgive- 
ness, which is fine and which can be forthcom- 
ing. But his position will be stronger if he vo- 
luntarily undergoes whatever criminal sanction 
there is for drinking and driving had the charge 
been laid in British Columbia. 
That would put him in front of the issue and 
lay to rest the silly notion that since this hap- 
pened in a foreign jurisdiction, it is somehow 
:-ive Camp )ell c nother chance  
VICTORIA- Within an hour 
of the news of Premier Gordon 
Campbell's arrest on Maui for 
drunk driving, the vultures 
began circling. 
The news, said Joy Mac- 
Phail, one of the two lone 
NDP members in the B.C. Le- 
gislature, was "deeply 
troubling." 
That would be the same Joy, 
that paragon of virtue, who 
once presented Ted Nebbel- 
ing, the openly gay Liberal 
MLA for West Vancouver- 
Garibaldi, with a dancing 
penis. 
The presentation took place 
in the legislative chamber at 
the beginning of a night sit- 
ting, following a bit of merry- 
making and imbibing. 
While I digested the news of 
the premier's arrest, e-mail 
messages began to flood the 
inbox of my computer. 
T-shirts with Gordon Camp- 
bell's mug shot were being of- 
fered, priced from $19.95 to 
$27.95. Also offered was 
I 
... , . . .  
lillelt'llld|i:ll~tll_,lltll:llll 
HUBERT BEYER 
man against drunk driving. 
At an evening with friends 
and acquaintances the day the 
news came out, I had a hard 
time finding anyone willing to 
cut Campbell any slack. 
Mind you, some of the folks 
who expressed pretty harsh 
judgment on him had no trou- 
ble getting into their cars after 
a few drinks and driving home. 
Such is the double standard. 
Again and again I have 
job over this mistake and ter- 
rible error of judgment, so 
should every other person who 
is convicted of drunk driving. 
Fortunately, that isn't the 
case, and 1 know whereof I 
speak. Some 15 years ago, I 
found myself in the same si- 
tuation the premier is in today. 
I was pulled over, arrested 
for and pleaded guilty to drunk 
driving. It earned me a $500 
fine and a six-month suspen- 
sion. I felt as humiliated as the 
premier does today. I, too, 
realized what a horrible mis- 
take I had made. 
I awoke next morning to a 
five-column headline in my 
daily newspaper. 
Local radio stations carried 
the story. 
But I didn't lose my job. I 
wrote a candid column about 
the affair, so that none of my 
readers would ever have to 
find out from others that I had 
been convicted Of drunk driv- 
ing. It was probably the most 
difficult column I have ever 
,).! 
different han if it happened in this province. It "Gordon Campbell's favourite heard people say that he pre- 
Aloha Shirt in red and black," mier shouldbe held tea  high- 
will also end:~the p~c~ption:that because drink-~ .aOor"ed With C0cktail, glaSses. ,er standard ihenTthoi:rest, of us~,. 
ing and::::dr'iving Jn:~a~aJi is' [reared as a "petiy " . . . . . . .  
misdemeanour," Mr. Campbell's punishment 
will be less than what it would be in B.C. 
Mr. Campbell should also refer his case to the 
provincial Conflict of Interest Commissioner 
for a non-partisan and independent determina- 
tion of his abilities to carry out his public du- 
ties. Mr. Campbell made much of other situa- 
tions referred to the commissioner so it is only 
fair and reasonable for him to do the same here. 
To not do so, raises the spectre of a double 
standard. 
Mr. Campbell should then ask his cabinet 
ministers to prepare a code of conduct, laying 
out rules ahd expectations for elected officials. 
Curiously enough, the provincial Liberal 
party's New Era document, the Bible of the 
government, which lays out its agenda, is silent 
on the issue of personal conduct. 
This is an opportunity for Mr. Campbell to 
do a lot of good. His personal conduct may not 
have a lot to do with balancing books and crea- 
ting a vibrant economy: But the act of govern- 
ing is a lot more than that. And that's how we 
should ultimately judge Mr. Campbell. 
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Former NDP MLA David Really? Why is that? 
Schreck weighed in" with 20 
questions the premier should 
be asked by reporters at Sun- 
day's news conference. They 
weren't very nice questions. 
Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving (MADD) demanded 
his head, but reversed that 
stand Sunday afternoon, ex- 
pressing hope that the premier 
might become a good spokes- 
L :  
Is he less human, less prone 
to making mistakes? Or does a 
terrible mistake made by a 
premier make the rest of us 
feel smug about our own short- 
comings? 
Frankly, I am appalled by 
the double standard many 
apply to politicians and others 
in the public eye. If people ex- 
pect the premier to lose his 
when he said he would stay on 
and try to regain the trust of 
British Columbians. 
Whether the premier can 
weather the storm over the long 
haul is another matter. You can 
bet that from now on, at every 
anti-Liberal rally, there'll be 
hundreds if not thousands of 
demonstrators wearing T-shirts 
with his mug shot. 
The vultures will no go 
quietly into the night, and there 
are plenty of them in his own 
caucus who will have no com- 
punction pushing him out if his 
mistake causes lasting political 
damage. 
The other problem he will 
have to overcome is that while 
in opposition, he screamed for 
the resignation of any NDP ca- 
binet minister for the slightest 
indiscretion. 
Then again, Campbell is 
very stubborn. He, too, will not 
go quietly into the night. 
There are enough good rea- 
sons why many British Colum- 
bians may want to see Camp- 
written bell defeated, but this one mrs- 
: .! was absolutely amazed ..... take~b~d.as, it,v~asj,sho~d,not t 
how •forgiving peopie were{; be on.o:~g~,tlTe~m.f" L ( ;':~,~ ,":.17, 
The parents of a little girl who What people also should re, 
had been killed by a drunk dri- 
ver wrote to congratulate me 
on my courage to come clean 
publicly. 
And no, I don't even look at 
a drink when I have the car 
with me. 
If didn't lose my job, there is 
no way I could call for Camp- 
bell to lose his. In my books, 
he made the right decision 
member is that it's never a 
good idea to throw rocks when 
you're in a glass house. 
Would everybody who ever 
got behind the wheel after hav- 
ing had a few drinks too many 
please raise their hands. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-math hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
.httP. ://www:hubertbeyer.com 
; 'hool defi ;its? \sk the Premier 
~l'I I I l lol lEel I l i  "I I i l l l i l l : l l  l,,,"ill 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
THE FIRST of four reconfi- 
guration meetings to cut $5 
million from the Coast Moun- 
tain school district's budget 
profoundly disappointed me. 
Only about 30 people atten- 
ded. Many were teachers. 
Each of the ten topics - 
Revenue Generation, Four 
Day Week, Foreign Students, 
High School Configuration and 
Timetables, Special Educa- 
tion, French Immersion, 
School Closures, Music Pro- 
gram, Magnet Schools and 
Outreach Learning Centre was 
assigned a room with a facili- 
tator, someone named to pitch 
the school board's position. 
I went expecting to partici- 
pate in the discussion of all 
ten topics, not just one. So did 
other parents. 
And I felt sure I would at 
least see the list of 52 money- 
saving or generating sugges- 
tions brain stormed by an ear- 
lier parents group. 
The meeting began at 7 
p.m. In the first 20 minutes I
toured the rooms twice, look- 
ing for one with more than 
three people. 
Dividing 30 people into 
eight discussion groups sup- 
already been decided. 
The meeting concluded 
money saving is impossible by 
sacrificing so long as present 
long term staff and busing con- 
tracts are in effect, Magnet 
schools would simply move 
students from regular schools 
to one native studies school. 
Cancelling Grade 6 and 7 band 
would save no dollars because 
those band classes allow tea- 
chers preparation time. And on 
and on. 
Throughout he meeting I
asked myself what sort of gov- 
ernment would starve educa- 
tion this way. 
Next day I had my answer 
when Gordon Campbell was 
arrested in Maui driving with a 
blood alcohol evel of .149. 
Tearfully, Campbell apolo- 
gized for his stupidity and poor 
judgment and for getting 
caught. The impression was 
that what he had done wasn't 
so bad, after all he was on va- 
cation, out of B.C. close to his 
hotel and he didn't hurt any- 
one. 
Since then many of his 
MLAs including the two for- 
mar RCMP officers, one of 
whom administered over 1,000 
breathalyzer tests have shrug- 
ged off Campbell's drunken 
driving. 
We're told his caucus is be- 
hind him. Which shows why 
B.C. can't get tougher laws 
against drunk driving and other 
criminal acts. 
Drunks must be cheered to 
have the permission of Liberal 
supporters to drink while im- 
paired so long as they do it on 
vacation, off the job,  out of 
province, or without getting 
pulled over. 
Only two good things have 
come from Campbell's arrest. 
For one, he has boosted come- 
dians and free enterprise. Jokes 
and funny songs are every- 
where, while print shops work 
overtime screen printing his 
four mug shots on tee-shirts and 
baseball caps. 
The second good thing? for 
the 25 minutes of Campbell's 
apology/press conference the 
ear-to-ear grin was gone from 
education minister Christy 
Clark's face. 
She looked as grim as I felt 
at the January 9 meeting. 
v'-', rTaf- fl.t6S ! toE:ooe  
pressed ebate. (No one atten- 
ded revenue generation or 
school closures.) 
At 8 p.m. we gathered in 
the library to be handed print- 
outs of school enrollment 
numbers, and to hear facilita- 
tors summarize any discussion 
of their topics. The meeting 
ended before 8:45. 
One frustrated parent sum- 
med up the evening, "We're 
here so later the school board 
can say we had a chance to 
contribute and we gave the 
board our permission to cut 
where it sees fit." 
These cuts have probably 
121-- . ;  
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A disappointed MLA says Campbell 
had to stay for the good of the province 
.:. 
i ~ Stories by Jeff Nagel 
i ~ : '  OGER HARRIS says premier the vehicle speeding and weaving 
Gordon Campbell was right pulled over the premier around 2 a.m. 
not to resign after his arrest Campbell blew 0.149- well over 
. . . .  : for drunk driving in Hawaii. the legal blood-alcohol limit of 0.08 in 
r l l  i However Skeena's MLA says both Hawaii and B.C. - and spent he 
' .  the jury is still out on whether Camp- -night in jail. The breathlyzer readings 
i bell can survive and rebuild his career - released Wednesday - intensified 
for the long term. speculation about how much alcohol 
i "A t  the moment we need stability he consumed. 
w i th in  government,,' Harris said, ex- The premier has said he will not 
plaining why he did not press the pro- contest he charge against him, which 
:mier  to resign last week. "One of the could lead to a fine or community ser- 
failings in the past has been the in- vice in Hawaii and a suspension of his 
stability of our leadership in this driving privileges in both jurisdictions. 
~' province." Harris was blunt in expressing his I 
! But he said only time will tell who- dismay. 
~ thor the premier can continue without "I was very disappointed and sur- 
the episode impairing his govern- prised and shocked, like anybody 
ment's performance and his party's else," he said. "I was disappointed, 
i ~ chances in the very disappointed, with his actions." 
next election. "It's unacceptable b haviour, it's a 
"I think the lousy example, it's disappointing - it's 
people of the all those things that have been said 
province and already," he said. "He is still the best 
the people of qualified person to do the job he's 
the B.C. Lib- doing." 
oral party will Harris said feedback from local 
make those de- constituents has been split, with some- 
cisions," Harris what more people saying Campbell 
said. should resign than stay. 
He said sur- 
viving the pol- 
tical damage "It's unacceptable beha- 
of Campbell's Roger Harris viour, it's a lousy example, 
arrest and jail- it's disappointing - it's all 
ing will depend on the government's those things that have 
ability to produce the results the pre-  been said already. He is 
mier said he was going to deliver, still the best qualified per- 
"That was always going to be the 
test anyway," he added. SOIl to do the job he's 
Campbell says he drank three mar- doing." 
tinis and several glasses of wine over 
several hours at a dinner party at a re- It's also divided in the sense that 
tired broadcaster's home on Maul. Harris says he's talked to political op- 
He left in a rented sport-utility ve- ponents who say the premier should 
hicle and embarked on the 20-kilo- stay and Liberal supporters who say he 
metre drive to his hotel, should go. 
A Maul police officer who spotted' "Some people say there are a lot of 
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MAUl POLICE mugshots of Premier Gordon Campbell taken early Friday, 
Jan. 10, 2003 after his arrest for drunk driving. The premier's breathalyzer 
test showed a 0.149 blood-alcohol concentration. 
other reasons why he should lose his 
job, but this is not that." 
"I've run into many people that say 
'For the grace of God it could have 
been me' - and that's me included," 
Harris said. 
He said there hasn't been a tremen- 
dous amount of feedback, however, 
adding people who visit him wan( to 
deal with their issues, not talk about 
the premier. 
"People are more concerned that 
this will be a distraction that will get 
the government off track," he said. 
Harris said Campbell at least did 
not shirk responsibility. "He has taken 
heat in a very open way and has not 
tried to hide it or mask it in any way 
that I can see." 
Campbell in his emotional apology 
speech of Jan. 12 repeatedly empha- 
sized that the drunk driving incident 
happened 'on his own personal time, 
while he was on vacation, and was not 
Robbie Burns event to proceed, Libs say 
LOCAL~LIBERALS say they wil l . 'go ahead " ..... We have bag pipers and haggis;" Me- ~ r "I agree he has made a tremendous. . . . .pers 9- :~. 
with plans to serve~alt~oh01 ~it ~ a $50-a-plate' "Ke0wn said. "We're looking forward to a very hal mistake and ! kn0whe wall' be'tremendous- 
Robbie Burns night fundraiser here On Friday. ~interesting and fun evening." ' ly hard On' himself as a'result of this iandwill i' 
Skcena Constituency Association president It's the second time the event has been drive himself even further for the betterment of
Lael McKeown said the event won't be can- planned under challenging political cireum- British Columbia." 
celled in response to Premier Gordon Camp- stances. McKeown said it was difficult o gauge how 
bell's arrest for drunk driving in Hawaii. Last year Liberal organizers cancelled the much of a setback the premier's arrest will be 
"Alcohol is being served," McKeown said. Robbie Burns night here because of its prox- for the party and Harris' re-election prospects 
"But we are also going to have a program imity to the "Black Thursday" announcement in Skeena. 
sponsored by Wightman and Smith that there of civil service layoffs and because of the eco- "It's hard to anticipate how this is going to 
will be subsidized cab rides home for anyone nomic pain in the region, translate into the future and the next general 
who feels the need." McKeown said she and the local party or- election," she said. 
Guests at the Robbie Burns night include ganization support he premier and his deci- MeKeown stressed the Robbie Burns event 
deputy premier and education minister Christy sion to remain in office, is a fundraiser in support of MI.A Roger Harris 
Clark, West Vancouver MLA Ralph Sultan "I had many phone calls that we've got to next campaign and not provincial party coffers. 
and B.C. Liberals vice-president Martin Mac- get letters of support out to the premier - and The $50 ticket cost results in a partial tax 
Lachhin. we did," she said. receipt. 
Poll finds B.C. split over premier, 
but northerners more forgiving 
NORTHERNERS are 
somewhat more likely 
than other B.C. residents 
to cut Premier Gordon 
Campbell slack for his 
Jan. 10.drunk driving 
arrest in Hawaii, a new 
poll shows. 
The findings by Ipsos- 
Reid are a surprising con- 
trast to its previous polls 
that found Liberal support 
and the premier's approval 
rating were both sinking 
fastest in the north/interior. 
The new poll found 47 
per cent of respondents in
this region said Campbell 
should resign over the 
drunk driving incident 
while 50 per cent said he 
should stay. 
Vancouver Island resi- 
dents were less forgiving, 
with 59 pe r cent there say- 
ing he should resign to 40 
per cent saying he should 
stay. 
Province-wide, 50 per 
cent said the premier 
should resign while 48 per 
cent said he should stay. 
Older people, men, non- PREMIER GORDON CAMPBELL is getting slightly more support in the north and interior regions of the 
union households and province than elsewhere in B,C. after his arrest for drunk driving on Maul, according to a new poll. 
those earning more than 
$60,000 per year were all However the numbers resignation of any other back the Liberals by 42 63 per cent. 
more likely to say Camp- were much closer on the politician in the same si- per cent versus 34 per cent His strongest disappro- 
bell should remain pro- question of whether he has tuation, for the NDP. That's up val ratings come on Van- 
ruler, lost the "moral authority" Support for the B.C. from a dead heat of 35-35 couver Island where the 
• A sizable majority of to lead B.C. Liberals among decided in December. Liberals trail with 35 "er 
those polled in each region And big majorities in voters in the north and in- And the oremier's aD . . . .  ~, . • . . . ~. '- cent support o me r~ur-s said they accepted the each region - around 75 tenor rebounded m the provai rating is up in the ,^ . 
, ,~z per cent 
preiTieri~salP?:?oY r ai~idmth?t per cent -  agreed with a new Ipsos-Reid, poll de- region to 39 per cent f rom The poli's accuracy o f  
' P .... , . . .  statement that Campbell is spite the premier s arrest, 37 per cent last month H is ,  . . . .  . . . . .  
earn back'the trust ot unt -~ a hypocrite i because: he i~Voters  ~ In  : the  disapproval rating Stands plus or minus 3,Spot cent 
ish Columbians, would have demanded the : north/interior region now at 57 per cent) ~ down from 19 times out of 20. 
' ? " i 
connected to his public duties. 
Harris says sees little separation 
between public and private life in po- 
litics. 
"Once you get in public office you 
don't have very much private time," 
he said. "Is that a good thing? Probab- 
ly not. Is it reality? Probably." 
"You have to expect anything you 
do in your private life will impact on 
your public one.' . . . . . . . . .  
Harris did say society must be care- 
ful about how high it sets standards for 
its leaders. 
Setting them too high could result 
in few people running for public office. 
Harris said the revelation that the 
premier was impaired at nearly double 
the legal limit for alcohol did not alter 
the situation. 
"You're over 0.08, you're over 0.08. 
You're impaired. It becomes irrele- 
vanL" ' 
Skeena's MLA says he doesn't 
think the premier has lost the moral 
authority to govern - and he's unsure 
precisely what people who use that 
phrase mean. 
As for whether the premier's trou- 
bles will damage• his own re-election 
chances, Harris was unsure. 
"I don't kid myself that this is about 
politics and that people actively in- 
volved in politics will use this for 
whatever reason," he said. 
He said he hopes to be judged on 
two standards - whether he succeeded 
in helping get the northwest economy 
going again, and how well he repre- 
sented constituents' interests in Vic- 
toria. 
"That's if I plan on running again," 
Harris added, saying he's undecided 
on that question. 
"I took this job to get a job done." 
Some pundits have said the premier 
and the government will have to de- 
monstrate more compassion if Camp- 
bell wants to get forgiveness and com- 
passion from the electorate. 
"We are trying to be compassio- 
nate," Harris said in response. "You 
cannot pmvidp a strong social net for 
your citizens if you don't have a strong 
economy to build it on." 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
• The  Mail Bag 
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Resign, please 
An open letter to Premier Gordon Campbell: 
Dear Sir: 
I watched your Jan. 12press conference and was 
appalled by your continued arrogance toward the 
people of British Columbia. Despite what your staff 
writers are telling you, you are indeed a criminal, 
guilty of committing a criminal offence. How dare 
you try and mince words and take the typical political 
dodge by not admitting you committed a criminal act. 
You admit to a "terrible, horrible, personal 
mistake" but do not seem to understand as an elected 
individual holding an extremely high office, these 
same personal actions hold you accountable as a 
moral and ethical role model. You set very high 
standards of other politicians and demanded 
resignations for acts that were not remotely criminal. 
I am embarrassed tobe a British Columbian. If you 
want the public's forgiveness, do the only honourable 
thing left to you, admit you are a convicted criminal, 
with little respect for anyone but yourself and, resign. 
Greer Kaiser, Terrace, B.C. 
Disgusted by it all 
Dear Sir: 
I was disgusted by the events. Notwithstanding the 
usual "political speak" used to get elected, I was 
appalled at the verbal lengths taken by our political 
leaders to stay in power. 
Mr. Campbell and his friends are well coached by 
sp¢echwriters and spin-doctors. In his press 
conference, Mr. Campbell answered questions very 
skilfully and carefully and evaded anything to do with 
the word "criminal." According to one lawyer 
interviewed, a petty misdemeanour is a criminal 
offence. Not saying so doesn't make it less true. 
Mr. Campbell, saying you made a "terrible, 
personal mistake" does not take away from the fact 
you made a personal choice to disregard the safety of 
yourself and others. Getting loaded on martinis and 
wine is a personal issue. Driving on the streets while 
loaded is very much a public issue. There is no way 
to evade this fact. 
• Is the government s ill going to go through with 
changes to allow alcohol on B.C. Ferries where one 
must drive when the ferry ride is over? Are we going 
to change the laws to reduce the severity of penalties 
for those who drink and drive? Are their choices not 
personal and terrible also7 Is it only a crime if 
someone gets hurt? Or is the situation different 
because, as Christy Clark said, Premier Campbell 
was on vacation, Since when does being on vacation 
lessen the severity of a criminal act? 
Was Mr. Campbell told to say "terrible, human, 
and mistake" as often as possible7 I am offended by 
the hypocrisy of demanding the resignation of anyone 
with even the whiff of impropriety, but Mr. Campbell, 
pleading no contest o a criminal offence, is to be 
treated as an exception. 
Mr. Harris, our local MLA, should think very 
carefully about his continued blind support of Mr. 
Campbell. His verbal maneuvering is desperate. 
Anya Carrel, Terrace, B.C. 
More letters, Pages A6 and A7 
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Treaty retreat was a clue 
Dear Sir: 
Regarding the Premier's 
problem in Hawaii, I think his CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
track record prior to his drink- 
ing and driving problem is of 
great importance. 
Mr. Campbell repeats 
phrases like, "This is what I 
said I would do and I'm going 
to do it" or "This is what I 
was elected to do and I'm going to do it". 
If we go back to the days prior to his election we can 
see the calculated deliberate deceit. Gordon Campbell 
made the election promise to launch a lawsuit against 
the Nisga'a Treaty (mainly the self-gov't section). Para- 
graph 20, page 20 of the Nisga'a Final Agreement clear- 
ly states that "No party will challenge, or support 'a 
challenge to, the validity of any provision of the 
Agreement." 
Just on the off chance that Mr. Campbell and/or his 
advisory staff had not read the Nisga'a Final Agreement 
~nd were unaware of this provision, I taxed Gordon 
Campbell a letter explaining this paragraph so there 
would be no doubt about he content of it. 
Mr. Campbell continued to promise his court chal- 
lenge of the treaty until he was firmly implanted in of- 
fice then he and his attorney-general finally came out 
with the statement that the province could not launch 
the lawsuit and it was withdrawn. 
The first person to publicly bring paragraph 20, page 
The Mail Bag 
20 to the attention of the Premier was one of the Nisga'a 
lawyers. The question is: Did Gordon Campbell or his 
staff not take the time to read the very document they 
were taking to court? 
If this were by some doubtful imagination the truth, 
then can a provincial government of this type really to 
be trusted to perform any kind of action with any re- 
sponsibility? 
Given this example of Gordon Campbell's honesty 
and efficiency, plus his willful deceit of his past track 
record, plus wrecking the employment and health care 
and turning this beautiful province into a "have not pro- 
vince" in order to enhance the city of Vancouver via the 
2010 Winter Games, how can British Columbians ever 
have any faith in such a person. 
Even if the Hawaiian incident had never happened, 
his track record strongly indicates he should be ousted 
along with his entire Liberal party that supports him. 
Lloyd Brinson, 
Nass Camp, B.C. 
!~We don't have winter weekends 
like this on the prairies." 
From $69 to $79, double occupancy, including 
continental breakfast. Welcome to our winter 
weekend specials. Tour Victoria - Shop Vancouver- 
Ski and Wine Tour the interior- then : ~  
relax in a clean comfortable room with 
great beds. Perfect. 
* Valid Friday, Saturday, Sunday to March 
31/03. Subject to taxes and availability. 
Accent 
Inns. 
1-800-663-0298 
www.accentinns.com 
~anadlan owned and operated. 
Picture of Health 
... _: An affordable, sustainable 
Pharmacare plan 
•7. .  
7• . 
We are 
increasing and 
making better use 
of Pharmacare 
resources. 
BC's Pharmacare plan is the most generous in Canada, covering 53% of 
prescription costs. In 1968 there were only 639 approved drugs. Today, 
there are over 21,000. New drugs are continually being introduced that,3 ~:. i ' i~i~;~ 
manage disease and prolong patients' lives. 
But, as a result, Pharmacare costs are growing faster than any other health 
program - over 75% in the past 5 years. This is due to: 
,, An aging population 
" Expensive new drugs 
, Inappropriate use of drugs 
We are acting to control costs: 
,, Reducing inappropriate drug use and 
avoiding use of unnecessary drugs 
• Improving patients' health by increasing 
emphasis on prevention and wellness 
° Ensuring we get the lowest prices from 
drug corn panies 
.:.-~ ? :  . . '~. ~ ":: : . ,  ~ , .  , , ,~ . ,  . . " .  . 
i i;~,i ® Working with other provinces to develop 
a common drug review process 
BC Pays the Highest 
Percentage of Drug Costs 
BC 53% 
PQ ~'~.~' .~  48% 
M B ~ ~ 4 5 %  
$K ~ ~  45% 
NF £ ~ ~  43 % 
AB ~ ~  39% 
ON ~ ~  39% 
NS ~ 37% 
NB ~ 2 8 0 A  
PE ~ 27% 
To learn more about these and other plans to modemize .our  
health care system. Call 1-800-465-4911 or visit 
www. gov. bc. ca/bcheal thc are 
ealthCare 
" • •• / "  " " :  . . . .  ' "  ~'•"  •••"7 • i (  • , 
Prdvincialli/iS~iFr~ser i Interior 
h Se:wiCes)l~ii!He~lth ~I Health ~ H 
sland 
, t  
7 _  - 
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Harry Potter ban protested 
Dear Sir: 
In regards to your Jan. 
15, 2002 story about the 
Harry Potter book ban- 
ning, I was saddened to 
read that one of the 
schools in my hometown 
has pulled books off of 
their library shelves to ap- 
pease some parents that 
don't approve of the 
book's message of black magic and witchcraft. 
What about the message of friendship and the mes- 
sage good vs. evil? (Hey wasn't hat in the Bible?) 
I had always thought hat the school system in Ter- 
race, both public and private, was one of open minded- 
heSS and learning, not about oppression and censorship. 
I have read the books and have seen the movie, and I 
would have no trouble letting my child read the books or 
watch the movie. Yes, the theme of magic and wizardry 
are very pronounced in the books and movie, but that is 
what the story revolves around. 
Have the Lord of the Rings books been given the 
same treatment? The theme of magic is very pronounced 
here as well. Are these books still on the shelves? 
I am all for parental control over what their kids do 
and read and watch. That is part of being a responsible 
parent, but when the population of a school is affected 
by the minority of parents, there should be outrage. 
Since when did the minority control what is done by 
the majority? Oh wait, I remember. Germany in the 
1930s. Didn't we go to war over that? And didn't people 
from Terrace die over that? How about now? Are we not 
battling an evil dictator in lraq in order to restore free- 
dom? What about North Korea? 
Bravo to the parents for getting involved in what their 
kids are reading at school, but do not think that the way 
you are parenting your kids is the way that everyone lse 
should be as well. I f  you do not want your kids reading 
the books, then do not let them read them. Simple. 
Maybe you could spend your time dealing with larger 
problems in the community. Need an idea? How many 
people in Terrace slept outdoors last night? How many 
kids woke up this morning without breakfast or even a 
simple "Good Morning" from their morn or dad? How 
many women live in fear of their spouse? Get real. There 
are bigger issues in the world that need dealing with. 
Rob Barwise, Prince George, B.C. 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
fA  Terrace, B,C. V8G lX7  
m~¢~ Phone 635-2444 * Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
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The Mail Bag 
But what about the Hobbit? 
Dear Sir: 
I just want to mention that I agree with what Centen- 
nial Christian School is doing as it does coincide with 
there beliefs. 
However, if a school is willing to take this book out 
of their school, why are they willing to do a play based 
upon fantasy and wizardry? As far as I am concerned 
there is no difference between Harry Potter and The 
Hobbitt. 
Denise Halfyard, Terrace, B.C. 
Use a camel next time 
Dear Sir: 
Get a load of those B.C. Liberals. They sweep into 
power, give themselves a juicy pay hike, and slit the 
jugular veins of the working class to give a big tax party 
for the rich. Then Gordon Campbell takes a Christmas 
vacation at a hotel in Maul where rooms reportedly start 
at $300 Canadian per night, a month's food for a wel- 
fare family. Being the premier, he apparently thinks the 
rules don't apply to him so he has a few drinks, gets be- 
hind the wheel and promptly gets caught. 
Way to set a good example, Gord. I 'm sure glad I 
.didn't vote Liberal. I wouldn't be that crazy. By the 
way, Gordon, I hope the taxpayers don't have to foot the 
bill for your March court appearance. 
For your next vacation, try camel trekking in a Mus- 
lim country. That way drinking and driving won't enter 
into it. 
Anneke van Keulen, Terrace, B.C. 
Kidney disease strikes families, not only individuals. 
When a Kidney Foundation volunteer knocks on your door, please give generously. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
wvav.lddney, ca 
.4 ~ ~ ~ t ,  I 
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PUERTO VALLARTA Jan 25 RIVIERA MAYA Jan 24, 25, 26 
1 Week 1 Week 
DECAMERON CAMELEON MARIVAL 
LOS COCOS ~ 799 PUERTO AVENTURAS 1199 
All Inclusive • Standard room All Inclusive. Standard teen" 
LAS VEGAS Jan 23 
3 Nights 
Airlare On,y. Per Person (C~ z79 
PUERTO PLATA Jan 29 
1 Week 
OCCIDENTAL ALLEGRO 
PLAYA OORAOA 1259 
All Inclusive, Stsndard room 
' CUBA 
VARADERO Jan 26 
1 Week 
.OTEL VILLA CUBA 1379 
All Inclusive, Standard room 
AIRFARE ONLY 
LONDON-GATWlCK 
Depart Apfi116 to AprU 30- (Wed) 199  I 
Return April 24 to May 22 - (rhu, Sat) 
.ANC.ESTE. 7991 Depart May 1 • (Thu) 
Return May 9 to May 23 • (Fri) 
G SGOW 7991 0epart May 3- (Sat) 
Return May 11 to May 21 - (Sun Wad) 
AMSTERDAM 
Depart May 7 to May 28 • (Wed) ~ 839 
Return May 15 to May 29 - (Thu) 
FRANKFURT 
Depart May 3 to May 29 - (Sat) 949 
Return May 11 to June 1 - (Sun) 
~ ~ ~ 1 ~  Check Out The Tables! 
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Black ice road conditions ;r: ] 
pegged as accident cause 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
A LOCAL coroner is mak- 
ing no recommendations 
stemming from his invest- 
igation into the'death of a 
popular Terrace conserva- 
tion officer over one year 
ago. 
"Recommendations are 
made if there is some op- 
portunity to prevent a 
death of a similar kind in 
the future," says coroner 
Art Erasmus, who invest- 
igated the Dec. 8, 2001 
death of Adrian Juch. 
"In this case he hit just 
an absolutely wet, black 
ice piece of absolutely 
straight road and lost con- 
trol of the vehicle." 
Erasmus says Juch en- 
countered the worst pos- 
sible road conditions fa- 
cing northerners the day of 
the accident. 
The 42-year-old Terrace 
man was driving his son, 
then eight years old, to a 
hockey tournament in Ha- 
zelton when he lost control 
of his vehicle, crossed the 
centre line and crashed 
head-on into an oncoming 
Ford pickup truck. 
Juch was killed instant- 
ly and his son was hospita- 
lized with non-life threa- 
tening injuries. 
The accident happened 
55kin east of Terrace on 
Hwy 16. 
Questions were raised 
at the time as to road con- 
ditions and whether or not 
road maintenance stan- 
dards were adhered to. 
The report - a compila- 
tion of facts surrounding 
Juch's death - indicates 
road conditions were very 
poor when the accident 
happened but road mainte- 
nance equipment and 
crews were on the highway 
as scheduled. 
"Abrasives and de-icing 
materials were being ap- 
plied according to the 
standard set out by the 
Ministry of Highways," tlte 
report says. 
Whether those stan- 
dards are high enough for 
northern roads has been 
called into question in the 
past, but Erasmus ays it's 
impossible for contractors 
to be on every poor stretch 
of highway at all times. 
"The expectation that 
somebody should make all 
parts of the road not slip- 
pery in our part of the 
country, on our roads, is 
impossible," he says. 
"Given the combination 
of temperature, precipita- 
tion, frost in the ground 
and other conditions that 
lead to the formation of 
ice on road surfaces." 
The report clearly de- 
monstrates that road con- 
ditions varied at various 
points of the highway the 
day of Juch's accident. 
"The road conditions 
were changing - there was 
no ice in Terrace and as 
you went east it got 
worse," Erasmus ays. 
Conditions were so poor 
in the Hazelton area that 
4km east of the accident 
site, the driver of the Ford 
pickup passed the mainte- 
nance contractor's salt and 
sand truck which had stop- 
ped so that the driver 
could tighten the tire 
chains, the report reads. 
Art Erasmus 
The coroner's investiga- 
,tion looked into weather 
i patterns on the day of and. 
the day before the acci- 
' dent. 
Temperatures for both 
days ranged from a few dent that RCMP collision 
degrees above zero de- 
grees Celsius during the 
day to zero and below in 
the evening and overnight. 
The report shows Juch's 
Jeep sport utility vehicle 
was not equipped with 
winter rated tires but had 
Goodyear Workhorse tires 
with 13mm of tread re- 
maining. 
"My comment is that 
from personal experience, 
and from what I hear from 
other coroners and tire 
people, is winter rated 
tires give better traction 
than all season tires," Er- 
asmus ays. 
"Whether that would 
have prevented this partic- 
ular accident under those 
conditions is unknown." 
Road conditions were 
so icy the day of the acci- 
analysts were unable to 
determine how fast either 
of the vehicles involved 
were going. 
"Any tire. or scrape 
marks thatmight  have 
been evident on the icy 
surface at the time of the 
collision melted away be- 
fore they could be 
examined," the report 
says. 
It also states the driver 
of the other vehicle said 
he was only going 30 
km/hr at the time of the 
accident because the roads 
were so bad. He estimated 
that Juch was not going 
very fast either. 
Erasmus signed off on 
the report Dec. 3, 2002 just 
five days before the one 
year anniversary of Juch's 
death. 
Clearance Sale 
% OFF ,I 
All  Reg. P r i ced  
Merchand ise  
• Kitchen Aid Products Excluded ~.~ 
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Fuel of f ice 
c loses  
THE ESSO bulk fuel plant 
run by Bassani Fuels Inc. 
has closed its Terrace of- 
rice. 
One office staff worker 
has been laid off, says co- 
owner Linda Bassani. That 
work will now be handled 
out of the firm's Houston 
office and plant. 
Bassani cited the long 
delay in a restart of log- 
ging with Skeena Cellu- 
lose for the closure. "You 
keep hanging on and hang- 
ing on and hanging on," 
she said. "You get to a 
point where it's long 
enough." 
It's business as usual for 
other operations of the Im- 
perial Oil fuel plant here, 
,~ Fuel storage and deli- 
I veries will continue out of 
the Terrac e plant as be- 
I fore, she said, with two 
~ drivers doing, deliveries in 
the Terrace area. 
~ Its cardlocks continue 
l to operate and Kermode 
i~ Auto Sports is selling Esso 
oil products for Bassani. 
Houston-based Bassani 
i bought out Cole Petroleum 
i two years ago. 
New hote l  
owners  
THE DESIDERATA Inn 
has changed ~hands. 
West Coast Fishing Ad- 
ventures bought the hotel 
near the Hwy16/37 june-: 
tion in Thornhill at the end 
of November from former 
owner CarlMotz. 
The de'6'igion to pur- 
chase camg.~after the gui- 
ding bus i~ 's  began pla- 
cing clienff'~here over the 
summer, said West Coast 
co-owner Jii'stin Gyger. 
"Carl was looking to 
move on and we were 
looking for a place so it 
just seemed to fit," he 
said. 
Gyger said it means the 
guiding business has its 
own accommodation and 
the hotel can count on a 
steady stream of summer 
clientele. 
The new owners are re- 
novating now to create a 
new reception area and a 
small tackle shop primari- 
ly geared to outfit the gui- 
ding operatiofi's clients. 
They plan further up- 
grades over time, Gyger 
said. 
He said the Blaekstone 
Restaurant, which rents 
space there, is unaffected 
by the change of owners. 
I t ' s  moved 
WORK WORLD is in a 
new home. 
The clothing store last 
week vacated its old loca- 
tion beside the CIBC and 
moves a short distance to 
the former Fabricland lo- 
cation next to Ruins in the 
Gobind Mall, 
Store reps say the new 
space will be somewhat 
larger with a fresher look 
and closer to Lakelse Ave. 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
Family ~,  Fd Fm O~h0d0cks, T.MJ. 
, Serving I~e Northwest for I0 years 
. Full Fa;e Ord~donflc Care 
, Invisallgn • 1be invisabb 5rmes 
e TJAJ, Treutment 
, Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
• Teelh.Whilenlng (Bleaching) 
• La~ flee0ffice . 
Dr. Peter.A. Oklmi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG lV5 
(250) 635-7611 
~d)~u ~now ~l a chi~ mdd be ~e~ 
the;t first or~odon#c ~reenleg ~e ~e 7f 
Char l le  has  
30 se izures  
a day  
i ~ Research  
may he lp  
change 
~,  his l i f e  
~!!ii!i!;!! i!iiiii! ~ NO REFERRAL NECESSARY 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
4635 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-8165 
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
CONSTRUCTION on the new Skeena Jr. Secondary school was by far the sin- 
gle biggest project that dominated city building stats in 2002. 
Pace of construction 
here slowed in 2002 
THE YEAR 2002 would 
have been the slowest 
construction year in recent 
memory had it not been for 
work on the new Skeena 
Jr. Secondary school. 
City stats show the year 
!.finished with $11.7 million 
m new construction started 
•-  but the rebuild of Skeena 
counted for $9.6 million of 
that total. Even with the 
school the stats were down 
from 2001's total of $14.4 
million. 
Without it, the past 
year would have easily 
... 
been the worst on recent 
record, far below the $6.7 
million construction tally 
in 2000. 
The building pace is 
important both as an indi- 
cator of the Terrace econ- 
omy and because the city 
has traditionally depended 
on new construction to 
bring in new property tax 
dollars to avert tax in- 
creases. 
Another indicator - the 
number of new houses 
started -was  also dismal. 
Not a single new home 
was started. Most con- 
struction that took place 
involved renovations or 
additions of homes or busi- 
nesses, not new projects, 
It's the first time in 
years there wasn't a single 
new home started in a city 
that was building 70-plus 
new homes in the peak 
years of the mid-1990s. 
City officials are hope- 
ful for a turnaround this 
year and say businesses 
and developers have been 
considering plans for new 
projects. 
• : :~ -. ;• , : r  > ii/ !,i • _~!i':!?." ¸:¸ : : / ! • :•i•i !; :<i:~:: • I''¸¸¸¸-:!:'~•!: 
Al l  In -S tock  
Wal lpaper  & 
Borders  
40.50° 0off 
CIL  Pa in t  & 
Genera l  
Pa in t  
On  Sale.* 
Remain ing  
Stock  
15° 0off 
' , . , ~ ,  : .~  ~ %"  
.... ~# 
,-Plusmany 
more inst0re 
specials 
..... /:.i~ .:::!I::!~.!:~ 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
s~ I 
Brake 
Special 
s119 +Tax 
Parts/Labour 
(Machining extra) 
Z)'!~ Authorized Distributor ,,.~ ~ 
Of LIVE BABY CHICKS ~.~ 
THE GARDEN SHED 
GRAHAM AVE 
~.1 MEDEEKAVE 
zi AGAR AVE 
"Don't forget the Garden Shed" 
5033 Graham Ave., Terrace 
Ph: 638-7697 • Fax: 638-7671 
www.gardenshed.perennials.com 
.::.~:.. 
.: ... 
Oil&Filter 
Change 
s19" +Tax 
Ter ra  ce_.,y~ H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 16 W Y~'  {250}638-8171 
D# 9662 ~ 1 -800-665-1990 
20 Point Inspecn n 
Pereira's Countrywide 
Make your investment now and pay ZER~ DOWN 
~ i ~  DECOR-REST : i ~i~;ii~i!:, 
At Pereira's we build values witi7 values • ~ DOWN - .8" INTEREST 'tel 2005!  
Storewide Savings only at Pereira's Countrywide ° OAC • See store for details 
Pereira's Countrywide 
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES 
707 Commercial Ave., Kitimat 
Phone:  (250) 632-6604 Outer  town call 1 .800-828-6604 www.count rywidestores .com 
The VALUE keeps el) golfing betferl Aero~# the bridge to gAVINC~I / :  i : ' i  ~ 
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News In Brief 
S ~  h-~-~h~Yay man 
rE~, CHR [STEF SE 
=rye on a LeW g; all] 
ow rsee r md cc ~di 
ms i a the r ~gion. 
The North Coast Re- 
ST W I N N is city council's pick to 
serve n w roup 
to versee oa on i- 
tions n egion. 
gional Transportation 
Advisory Committee is 
one of eight regional 
committees being set 
up by the province to 
identify regional high- 
ways needs and priori- 
ties. 
Christensen, one of 
Terrace's two new 
councillors, has exten- 
sive roads experience 
in his former job as the 
city's director of engin- 
eering. Stew Christensen 
New finance boss 
NEW SKEENA Forest Products now as a chief fi- 
nancial officer. 
He's Martin Hope, who will also be a vice-presi- 
dent of the company. Hope comes to New Skeena 
from Versatile Mobile Systems Inc., where he was 
chief financial officer. He was previously vice-pre- 
sident of finance at Slocan Forest Products. 
Witnesses wanted 
TERRACE RCMP are asking any witnesses to a 
car crash to come forward. 
Around midnight Jan. 17 a 1997 Dodge pick-up 
truck collided with a power pole in the area of 
Kenney St. and Walsh Ave. 
Police say the driver of the truck was taken to 
hospital by a friend, treated and released. The 
truck's passenger side headlight and bumper were 
damaged in the crash. 
The driver claims to have been cut off by a 
white sedan before the accident. If anyone has in- 
formation about this collision please contact Ter- 
race RCMP at 638-7400. 
Daycare approved 
CITY COUNCIL has approved a rezoning to allow 
a new daycare at the southwest corner of Cramer 
St. and Feeney Ave. 
Nobody opposed the zoning change to public and 
institutional at a Jan. 13 public hearing. 
Child care advocate Darlene Westerman said 
the community needs the expanded aycare pro- 
posed by Harpreet and Harjinder' Gill at 2803 Cra- 
mer. They presently look after children in their 
home a block to the north. 
Westerman said it's the only day care on the 
( 
'1 
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Cocaine ~Become & N0n-Sm0ker P ogram 
~'~*~0~.~.x% Sign Up Now And Saver 
discovery IPvv - For January only, you vm, l,.IQ . , .  ~ get ~50 off the usual 
: 4 weeks of training ~ program fee. You must 
Positive bcus arrests . ~ rog,ster by Feb. l to • Follow up support and m~e • • __ ,  d . _  J :  . . . . .  ~. 
• Newgroups each month, ~ ! - - -  9~I  =am u=,,~.uum. 
A TERRACE man faces atlendwhen ready. Gift Cerllficotes are available. 
drug related charges after B O K Consulfn" Inhonouro~nallo.olnon-smokingweeklheprogrom 
' .  ' " ~1 ¢o.stw~llboroducedk~$l.45~rt~emontho|Jana~ 
a roadside police check Te1:615-0211 °~76[h~t.C'~o:~r~2~:gJ~cCallnomear°~nt~srmo~ised~us.r~t 
uncovered a substantial 
amount of cocaine. 
Wesley Donald Teal, 
20, was arrested Jan 10 
after police found 60 
grams of cocaine and a 
substantial amount of cash 
in a vehicle in which he 
and another Terrace man- 
were travelling. 
The  bust came after a 
routine vehicle check by 
Terrace RCMP on the 
4600 block of Haugland at 
5:30 p.m. that day, says 
RCMP Constable Natasha 
Stultz. 
"One of the men who 
was arrested lives in the 
area," Stultz says. 
"A weapon was found 
in the vehicle and a subse- 
quent search uncovered 
the cash and the cocaine." 
Police described the 
weapon as a baseball 'bat. 
Police wouldn't say if 
the cocaine was divided 
into small amounts or if it 
was found in one package. 
Police then executed a 
search warrant at one of 
the men's homes on the 
corner of Haugland Ave. 
and Eby St. 
During the search, po- 
lice found shotguns they 
said were stolen and drug 
paraphernal ia ,  Stultz 
added. 
One gram of cocaine 
has a street value of be- 
tween $120-$140, Stultz 
said. 
That means the amount 
seized may have been 
worth anywhere from 
$7,200 and $8,400. 
Teal is charged with 
possession for the purpose 
of trafficking and posses- 
sion of cocaine. 
The other man was ar- 
rested and released on a 
south side and would be one of only a few in town promise to appear in court 
handling larger numbers of children. / -: : Feb. 28 . . . . .  
:i iSorit6neighboufs •urged the city tO take act!0ri to ' :~ "~ i~:Cro{vni:c0unsei hasn't 
reduce speeding along area streets. 
"That Feeney Ave. - it's a race track," said 
neighoubr Fernando Carreira. 
Linda Lee also said'too many trucks are using. 
residential streets in the area, rather than proper 
truck routes, to access Canadian Freightways and 
the Real Canadian Wholesale Club. 
yet approved charges so 
his name cannot be re- 
leased. 
m 
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~, Departure Arrival 
' Terrace.Kitimat Vancouver 
I 
, 7:45 a.m. 9:45 a.m. 
I 
m 3:00p.m. 5:00 p.m. 
II 
' Vancouver Terrace-Kitimat I 
' 11:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m. n 
, 6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 
I 
II 
m 
I 
I 
m ,! 
. i 
Sun Man Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Flight# 
v'* v' v' V '  V' V' (101) 
V' v' V' V' v' V' V' (103) 
~*  ~ ¢ ¢ V' V' V' (102) 
V' V' ¢ ¢ v' v' (104) 
"Except long weekends 
Please note, schedules are subject o change without notice. 
Effective February I, 2003 
635-4295 or T011.%ol- 8 66-4 29-5 24 7 
on-line! v~.hawka i r .ca  
mmmmmm~immmnmn~mlnm|mm~mmmnmlm~ 
. Toyc, ta Motor Oil and Genuine Toyota Oil Filter. 
Remove and inspect air filter element. 
*, Lubricate locks, latches and hinges. 
* Confirm lights, horn and wipers function properly. 
, Check coolant, brake and 
washer fluid levels. '- ~ _  
' Check tires and ~-~G~nu;ne'/~r oil~'L- 
adjust pressure ~ ~ ~  ' 
_as]equifed I ...... ~ ' 2 0 ~  
I.I:~ il :l,i l,i:l'J rI~] :l~l:kilj 
' Toyota Premium 72 Boltery. I) 
, Designed to meet Toyota specifications I~ 
' 72 Month pro-rated warmly t~ 
Try Our Express Check~/~Battery Service 1 
INSTALLED PRICES 
=_ . . . . . .  INSTALLED PRICE 
1~0 GenuineT0yob disc pads ° Inspect brake h0sesand li es! 
, Inspect and lubricate calipers ' R0adtest =_ 
Al brok ~aln ore diErent ad if ~if~nd po~ br sen'ke are requi~ , o qua~ ~J be ~ 
.,,-o,.,,, 
TERRACE 
STARTING FROM 
Access (~ TOYOTA 
1-888-TOYOTA-8  * access.toyota.ca 
4912 Highway 16, Terrace 
635-6558 * 1-800-313-6558 
www.terraceautomall.com 
,=v==n,,r, rH l~ MUST ~0 
The Terrace Volunteer Bureau is discontinuing 
their used book sales. We will not be taking in 
any more books but would like to thank everyone 
for their donations for this fundralser. 
COME IN  AND BROWSE 
From now until the end of January, 
get a bag of books for $1.O0 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau ', 
=~c, Lower Level of City Hall 
~"  #2-3215 Eby Street 
Kidney disease strikes families, not only individuals. 
When a Kidney Foundation volunteer knocks on your door, please give generously. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
www.kidney.ca 
It doesn't get any lower than this. 
L • • •  
The Tasty Lowdown 
Banana Split Peanut Buster ~ Parfait Double Cheeseburger & Fries 
4643 Park Avenue, Terrace Offer expires January 31, 2003 
For a limited time at participating Dairy QueeneRestauran ts. 
Registered trademarks of American Dairy Queen Corp. e AM. D.Q. Carp• 2002,. 
Price valid on spedfled sizes only• See store for details• Proud =pomor  of the ChRdren~, Miracle Network, 
SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT 
Because w 
unique, we 
have a s 
a range, 
situation 
2~ 
t¢;~1 
~ TERRACE HEARING CLINIC LTD 
The Hearing Professionals 
4731 Lazelle Ave Terrace 635-HEAR (635-4327) 
HARBOUR HEARING CLINIC 
2nd floor Rupert Square Mall 624-4120 
REGULAR VISITS TO SMITHERS !-800-811-1533 
School 
blasted 
by wind 
BLASTING winter winds 
blew off part of the roof at 
Thornhill Elementary 
School two Saturdays ago. 
Winds clocked at 70 
kms per hour grabbed a 
corner of the roofing mem- 
brane and lifted it up, al- 
lowing the wind to get in 
underneath t e top layer of 
the roof and flip it of. 
A layer of roofing ma- 
terial and insulation came 
off in one section. 
"It just kind of lifted 
and flopped over the 
building," maintenance 
superintendent Robert Gil- 
fillan said, 
The damage was limi- 
ted to a section of roofing 
and some insulation that 
was replaced the following 
morning. 
Fortunately, the inci- 
dent took place between 
4:30 and 5 p.m. Jan. 11, a 
Saturday, when no one 
was in the building - or 
• playing outside. 
School district officials, 
who were notified imme- 
A STRONG gust of wind flipped over an entire section of rolled roofing and in- 
sulation Squares at Thornhill Elementary. There was no structural damage. 
diately, were relieved to a brand new, 250-seat 
discover the damage was school that didn't open this 
minor; initial reports sug- year due to budget cuts. 
gested the entire roof had The rest would have 
collapsed, been placed in extra class- 
Gilfillan, school princi- rooms at E.T. Kenney, 
pal Philip Barren and Cassie Hall and Kiti 
school district assistant K'Shan. 
superintendent Rob Green- A roofing contractor 
wood were already devis- took a look at the damage 
ing a back-up lan. that night and by the foi- 
If the roof had col- lowing day had replac6d 
lapsed, some students all 7,600 square feet of 
would have been sent to roof membrane. 
Mountainview Elementary, Gilf i l lan said the 
school's roof was replaced' 
about nine years ago, and 
has a 25 year warranty. It 
was checked just a few 
weeks ago as part of rou- 
tine maintenance aDd was 
found to he in good condi- 
tion. 
"It's not an old roof. It's 
just an act of God." 
Repairs could range as 
high as $50,000. "All indi- 
cations are that it will be 
covered by insurance," 
GilfiUan said. 
Child care money searcn continues 
The program was financed by a $40,000 annual grant 
from the children and family development ministry. 
Ironically, the $10,000 to keep the doors .open comes 
from another section of the same ministry, said Howells. 
She said Skeena MLA Roger Harris helped steer the 
application for the money through the bureaucracy. 
Howell attributed the $10,000 grant to the many taxes 
and letters ent in support of the program. 
"I can't say how many mothers have told us how im- 
portant he program is to them," said Howell. 
"It provides them with a break, with support." 
Howell said the intent is not only to find a stable 
source of money but also to find ways of raising money 
locally. 
Mothers Time Off operations four mornings a week at 
the United Church and employs five part time people. 
A LOCAL program providing mothers with child care re- 
spite and support continues its efforts to find money to 
stay open. 
Mothers Time Off was due to close the end of last 
November after 28 years after its financing was cut off 
by the provincial government but received a one-time 
$10,000 grant. That's enough to keep operating until the 
end of February. 
But so far the search for new money has been unsuc- 
cessful, says Eileen Howells of Skeena Family Re- 
sources which runs the program. 
"We had one proposal turned down and we're apply- 
ing to the gaming commission but that can't happen 
until the new fiscal year in April," she said last week. 
"For the moment, the end of February seems like it 
will be a sad day for Mothers Time Off." 
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V RRACE i VOLUNTEER BUREAU 
Community Readers 
& Wr i te rs  P rogram 
(Terrace's Adult Literacy Program) 
Would you like to learn to read & write? 
Would you like to upgrade your skills in Math or English? 
If English is your second language, would YOU like to 
laern to read and write in English? ~ 
Would you like to learn some basic compute r skills? 
For more information, call Sue at the :/ 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330: 
L 
briahtlife" 
bringing 
Although prescript on drugs Improve the heath of m ons, they may a so 
cause harm if not taken properly.They can Interact with other prescription 
drugs, over-the<ounter medicines, herbal remedies and v(tamlns, ceitaln 
medical conditions, and even food.So next time when y0u are in, book an 
appointment with our pharmacist and have your medicatl0ns re~,lewed.Th!s Is 
one interaction we Insist ont 
Our pharmacy Is committed to providing you with a ¢omp ement o f  : 
professional health services: 
• On-IlnoPharmaclst&CertlfiedDlabetesEd : :" " ' ' : ~ :  : 
• Free Blood Pressure Monitoring 
• On-line NutrlUonlst 
• Fre~ Video Lending Library 
• brightllfo ~ Health Program : '  : 
• Shop Smart®Tours 
• Health & Wellness Clinics 
• In-store Healthtouch eComputer 
• Medication Disposal Program : 
• Body Fat Kiosk 
• Breast Pump Rental Program 
• Blister Packing Services 
For a limited time during the month 
additional SO Save-On-More bonus 
pharmacy .Some restrictions may apply. . . . .  
Hours of operation: , ~ , 
Monday to Friday 9 am to Spm . : , :  
Terrace Save-On-Foods save )food 
4731 Lakelse Ave. S 
(250)635-4021 
/ , "  
2003 Highlander FWD 
Toyota Highlander is the perfect answer for those who 
want the room and versatility of an SUV, combined with 
tffe smooth ride and easy handling of a luxury sedan, 
And it's now available with your choice of an economical 
4-cylinder engine, or a kick-tarmac 220  hp V-6. 
'; a l l  t'11 pe, me./48 me.lease. 
,ease $4,700 down payment 
from _.. or equivalent rade 
9 °Ac I $33 3n7 
l 
- ::::f, ~m v= for ~ 1.1 
, ,f~n• 
. . . . . . . .  :., : : ,  :.:. . . . .  ::::::::::::::::::::: . . . .  - 
2003 RAV4 4'door : 
Redes,nedandallrevved-up with aspirited $ 2 6 8  "permo./48mo.lease. 
2.0 litre, 148 hp. engine, RAV will turn heads $4,000 down payment 
as you carve corners. With bold lines outside Lease from or equivalent rade 
and champagne-co/oured gauges inside, RAV 
is the Ultimate urban ride and tough off-road I Financing 3"9 °Ac I or Purchase $ t , j~  ~,,~Q¢,~ 
~port vehicle, all in one. • from for ~#t  ~.p~v,# 
2003 Sienna CE Plus 
You don't have to compromise personal style for room 
for a growing family. Sienna's sleek lines and responsive 
performance will excite any driver. Plus dual sliding doors , :  
steering wheel-mounted satellite stereo controls, and . I 
available video entertainment system. ~lnancine O. 9 % OAC I from 
: + ;•  
: . . . . . . . . . .  access . toyota :ca  
On+ : :1  
L :,q^ : Lea' - or equivalent rade , ,oo ,,o . . . .  } :  ..... 
l ed  ;inancinE f ~%C C orPurehase $o'Jn o '~"  I ~ ~  / " '  "" :~ j  
Your .... Toyota+O BC, Dealers, O. 
IT PAYS TO READ THE FINE PRINT: Vehicle models may net bl exactly as shown. Loose end finxnce offm for qualified retail customers only on now 2003 models .Id and delivered before January 3t, 2003, Lease payments of $368 hr the 2003 Highlander FWO 6021AP(A) based on 48.mntb welkawzy lease 
wilh $4,700 down. Total ]ease obligations aft $23,364. Line payments ai S208 for the 2000 RAY4 4.door HH30VM(A) ba.d In 48.month walkaway lense with $4,006 down. Total lease obligations ere $16,864, Lease paymenis ef $280 for the 2003 Sienna CE Plus ZF19CS(B] booed on 48.menth walkaway lease 
wlth $4,708 down, Total ease ehli0atinno tee $18,590. Loose pxymnnta hazed on s maximum el 06,000 kin. Addilionxl charon! are 10C/in, License, insurance, and applicable taxes arc oxtrx, Purchase price includes z maximum for height and pro.delivery inspection el $1,380 for 2003 Hi0hlender FWD end 2003 Sienna 
CE Pint, and $1,280 for 2003 RAY4 4.door. 01her payment plans available, Denier may lease soil for into, Some conditions apply, and oilers may change without notice, See your participating Toyota BC Denim lot more dolzilx. 
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I N  im 
One Of A Million More Prizes 
This Weekend including.., 
• ® 
A Panasonic DVD Player* 
A "SPIRIT" Movie DVD* 
A Pair of M~le  Passes 
I,[']'~','~'zi]'~;ll~'a~,,li~:ei'i[~:~:~r 
A Free Product" 
Home Entertainment Weekend 
January 24-26, 2003 
'NO PURCIIASE NECESSARY. SEE STORE FOR OETAILS. 
[ 
X,~. .~("~, '~:~ ¸" ,:~ ~ - ,•. f ~  ,:~-:.' ~./ ~'~ 
. . . .  • -.~, ,,,. :. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~! ~1 ,~, ,~- ~,  ~ : . . . .  ,  . 
. . . .  r ~ r a ,'.~.,~.~.: .. .. ~! 
IUU DUlIOOrewardmiled ! . . . .  . , , .  I . ,  ,a I 
I~  WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM $100.00 PURCHASE" ' / I / / / d : • • ~i~i!~i:i~i 
I~1 ,Limitolonebonusofferpe~visit.,Couponmuslbepresentedattimeofpurchase.,AIRMILES coupons cannol be I J J J J J ~.,jt ~.,J I . ;:i'i;:~;:!~!;i~ 
l i i  combined with any olher discount olterorAlRMILES~'coup~nofler. I! II II II II II I I I I l i l l l l  I I I IU l l  - -  | : ' ! ; :  
I:'~i i~cludingCuslome~ApprecbtionOay&Sen~rsDay, Not valid at Saleway I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  I 1 .111  ; : ,, • r '  " - .  - . . .  - .  . . . .  ~; : : i : '  
I~I LiquuSIore~.Couponeffectiveatyo~rparlicipatingS~fewayStores, I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  i J J J  ,~ J J  J J . I I~ .~,~. . ,~,~ 
I!~iff Coupon explres Jan. 25, 2003, Excludes alt Gift Cards. Other exclusions apply. I II I I~ l la Ja~i~ l ]~ l l l l  - 
I~ i !  Pk~ase see in.store for comp~te list of Exc lus ions .  ~ 5 2  sial 2 1 ~"~ f ]= I ! • ~ • ~.k~'~.  
i iO I I I I L ' I~ I~I !D~I"  l~ l ' l~ lmiO i ~ I , H  H a  I I IllllO~ l : l :aea i l  Imiao i I I I i I i m 
~-,~,:} ,~!~::., i, S, :, ; ~ : : ~.',:~ ,.;~ !~ :;: :.'~. • ! • ,  . : , .,:~, ~,." 
" 250 ' 
~]!~: ! ; ;~¢ JL ! J  W, I LL  :: : i WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM $200.00 PURCHASE" ! 
~i~, !~,~7,~]~, ' ; :~ ,~,~,~ ~' ,~v~-~ | Limitofone~nusofferpervisit, Coupon must ~ Fesenled at time of purchase. AIRMILES coupons cannot be I 
~'~: i  ~ ~/ /~\~ I combined with any other discount offer or AIRMILES~'couponoffer. II II II I I  II II I I I I I I I I I I  I I I  I I  III I "  
~i i~,1~b7-4~1~ )~ ~ ~  I includingCustomerAppreciationDay&SeniorsOay. Not v lid at Safeway I I I I I I I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  l i  
I '~!~;~,A~/ /~ ' !~] ] I~  ' / ! , :~k~T~ : LquorSues Coup~nefeciveatyourpar~cipatingSafewaySlores I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I!1111111111111 I ;  
~ ' ~  Couponexpiresaan.2S,2OO3.ExcludesallG,flCards.Olherexclus,onsapply. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I n l l l l l l l l l l l  I ;: 
~ = ~ ' - ' ~ 1 ~ ~  ~ , . q ~  I Pleaseseein-slorefucomp~eleistofExclusons. I0  "~00000"10857~"=711:  
~1 ~ . I  I ~ :  ', ~ | '"  "adema~ °f/~ R M'LESInlema~ Tradm9 BV' U~'d Lm~ I'eme" L°Ya~/Mar~l Gr~ ~ ""  ~ ' ' Y  L ' "  l i "  
'~-~C~ ~,~~,~- ~ ~ . . . .  ~ . , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . , ,  :; 
I 
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M P worried about economic progress 
CANADIAN ALLIANCE Skeena MP Andy 
Burton says he remains worried a provincial 
policy on dealing with native groups will bog 
down economic and other development. 
The policy was introduced late last year 
and requires provincial officials to advise na- 
tive groups of and then seek their response to 
any and all proposed activity on lands they 
claim as their own. 
Burton says he has no trouble with contact 
with native groups on development proposals 
but adds it seems open-ended. 
"This kind of consultation could go on 
Burton. forever," said "Obviously ~e have to 
have their input, but not a veto." 
"At the end of the day, somebody has to 
make a decision." 
"At some point in time, the government has 
to,haye the authority," said Burton. 
The MP's keeping a close eye on the ap- 
proval progress of the planned Tulsequah Chief 
~ COAST MOUNTAINS DISTRICT 82 SCHOOL 
RECONFIGURATION 
COMMITTEE MEETING 
SCHEDULE 
ThornhilJ Junior Secondary 
Thursday January 23 r~, 2003 7:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m. 
Thursday January 30', 2003 7:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m. 
ALL MEETINGS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
~1111111111111111111111 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
IIIIIIIIIIii1111111111 
Royal LePage Terrace 
congratulates 
VANCE 
HADLEY 
on obtaining the 
Royal LePage Terrace 
"Sales 
Achievement 
Award" 
during ~e month of 
December 2002. 
All Realtors at Royal LePage contribute to the RIP Shelter foundation. 
m 
~2~o) 635-2404 
Ro~u,~z, #~02-4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
rE,C= wa~'.ro)allepagec~ Email: nfo@ro#lepageterrace.com 
a proud sponsor of 
(;l|lffil-." 
,)1 11)1)!:111) 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for 
help to a spree of thefts from motor vehicles 
in the horseshoe area in Terrace. B.C. 
Overnight  on January 15/16; 2003,1.-:, 
several vehicles were entered in. tile:-/i 
following areas of Terrace: . . . . .  -.;: 
4600 block of Tuck Avenue 
4600 block of McConnell Avenue 
4900 block of Park Avenue : :  
3700 block of Sparks Street 
4400 block of Lazelle Avenue : :"~ ::~£~;: ~:
In every case; small items of value:were 
taken, including coins and medta~;.In:.::tw0 
cases windows to the vehicles.Were/.:._ 
smashed in order to gain entry. 
Terrace Cr imestoppers  wants  your 
information, not your name. Any information 
is valuable and may lead to the arrest and 
conviction of the offenders. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for Jl 
Information leading to an arrest and ¢harges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Call 635.TIPS 
C~ 0~"  • *" Jet Boats~'~ " '~ (GO%mmer~i 'a  I Liability J  oats • 
C~. .  Mobile Homes * Travel _~¢~,~ 
 .k olo,,do. o  
. _ _  . . . .  
_ . . ,%,_ ' z~_~:  ....... Services ...................... 
250 635 5232 
Fax: 250-635-3288 
4635 Orelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (Next To SAAN) 
copper and gold mine south of Atlin to deter- "Until aboriginal 
mine how the new provincial policy might 
have an effect. 
It has passed environmental pproval more 
than once over the years but opinion remains 
divided on whether it should proceed. 
"I know there's discord between native 
groups, non-native groups and environmental 
groups," said Burton. 
"Consultation is needed but it should not be 
a veto power indirectly." 
The new provincial policy follows on two 
2002 court cases, one of which was on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands concerning logging 
plans by MacMillan-Eloedel. 
Those two cases hold that the province 
must take every step possible to ensure native 
groups are contacted and spoken with about 
development plans. 
They build upon earlier court decisions re- 
quiring contact with native groups. 
fights and/or title are 
proven through a 
court process, the 
province has an obli- 
gation to consider 
aboriginal interests 
in decision-making 
processes that could 
lead to impacts on 
those interests," says 
a background state- 
ment on the new po- 
licy. 
A provincial offi- Andy Burton 
cial said the policy 
addresses the results of the recent court cases. 
"It meets our legal obligations as to our in- 
terpretations of the most recent rulings," said 
Barb Wright of the sustainable resources mini- 
stry. 
I 
Kalum Horseshoe 
Community School Society 
is holding its 
Annual General 
Meeting 
Date: January 30, 2003 (Thursday) 
Time: 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Location: Health Unit Auditorium 
Kalum Horseshoe Community School Society 
is the sponsoring society for the following 
community programs: Fit for Life, Hungry . 
Kids, Pre Teen Program and Nights Alive. 
Mark your calendar and plan to attend 
! i l / i~ i i i i i i ( :  : • i 
ess... 
, . , ° ,  
k . .~4 
• . -  • . 
. , . 
Campbell's 
Tomato Soup 
First 2, 12x284 mL 
cardholders price ios.7 
Coke or Sprite Lays Potato Chips Pork Side Ribs 
Regular or Diet, 2 L.itres Selected Varieties, 255 to 270g Breast Bone Attached, Frozen or 
csrdholderspdce F77SlZ.0 caMholderl p~a me,s4 Thawed for your Convenience, 
Plus deposit, enviro levies where applkable. 3.95/kg ~rdholderi pdca 907s ,.9 
fo4r500 16.,9 17,  
so MUC. 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, January 22 to 25, 2003, 
i i i 
IN STORE• 
i 
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Dissolving resolve 
~ ~ O, DO you have any New Year's 
resolutmns. It's a common ques- 
tion at this time of year. To an- 
swer, I have to digress awhile first. 
I'm quite good at making resolutions. Actu- 
ally, I'm a pro. IN FACT, it's the creation of 
resolutions that I excel at. I love the 
process. It's interesting and inspiring. I'm just 
not very good at the rest of it... You know the 
second, more annoying part of resolutions.., the 
part where you attempt o KEEP them? I am 
NOT good at that at all, But that's OK because 
nowadays I'm not very concerned with keeping 
them. 
Yes, you read that right. Let me explain. 
From pretty much as soon as I could write, 
every New Year's Eve found me sneaking 
away to some place of solitude. I would sit and 
meticulously chart and outline where I wanted 
my life to go in the New Year. 
My resolutions always became a long list of 
things that I felt needed to be changed in or 
about me. One year in my teens, it took a full 
sheet of loose-leaf to record all the things I 
had scrutinized in myself, physically and 
otherwise, and found flawed that I was resolute 
to change... 
As with most resolutions, mine fell away 
within two to six weeks of my attempts, every 
time. This confirmed, to my mind at least, 
• that I was just as bad as my long list of unhap- 
' piness had suggested. It was a vicious circle. 
It wasn't until my early 20s that I stopped 
feeling like a failure for not achieving my lofty 
goals year after year. I started to see that, for 
me, the whole value of resolutions was in the 
list itself, in writing them down and then 
studying what I'd written. The importance of 
the ritual had nothing to do with actually 
keeping the list or not. 
Why not? Because the lessons I needed to 
learn came from looking at what I listed as my 
"chief problems." The listsbecame two things 
for me, a barometer of my own mental health 
(needing a whole sheet of paper dedicated to 
listing things you hate about yourself is not 
good thing) and an indicator of how badly I 
was missing out on LIVING my life when I 
was so centred on changing it. 
'As with most resolutions, mine 
fell away within two to six weeks 
of my attempts, every time.' 
For things that aren't thinly veiled self- 
hatred issues needing to be addressed, I've 
come to the conclusion that if something 
needs changing, it needs changing now. If I 
don't have the conviction that something is 
worth the effort TODAY, will January 1st real- 
ly have the magic power to make me 
commit? No. 
This attitude is empowering and aggravating 
because ! find myself in the position of con- 
stantly having to evaluate decisions and 
change them immediately if need be, no more 
resting in my complacent, "Well, come New 
)' C Year's that'll change attitud . When I fail to 
uphold my ideals perfectly, I can't quit trying 
and wait 'till New Year's. I have to try 
again. I'm living how I feel I should be living 
NOW, not planning to live that way sometime. 
Resolutions aren't bad. Deciding to make 
positive changes health-wise, attitude-wise, 
action-wise, finance-wise, tc. is good.., but I 
do find it helpful and self-enlightening to look 
at what I'm resolving to do and what the real 
reasons behind the resolution are. Do l really 
want to lose weight o be healthy or am I buy- 
ing into society's message that as a woman 
I'm not acceptable being confident or self-as- 
sured at my size? Do I really want to go to 
school or am I chickening out on what I really 
feel I should be doing? 
Sometimes a resolution to do fifty crunches 
a day is just a resolution to strengthen your 
abs; sometimes it means you feel weak or 
powerless. Occasionally resolutions point to 
bigger issues that need to be dealt with. 
So to answer the question, do I have any re- 
solutions? Sort of. Socrates aid, "The unexa- 
mined life is not worth living." ! resolve to not 
wait until the end of the year to evaluate my 
life. I will contemplate each day,,enjoy each 
day, seeing what, if any, changes need to be 
made so that hopefully I don't wake up one 
day with regrets, I will concentrate on what my 
feelings might be trying;to tell me.,; and what 
the beck, while l'm thinking on  i t ,  I might 
even do some crunchesi ~ 
i ! i ) 
'We paid a 
huge price' 
A Holocaust survivor tells his story 
so that others can fight oppression 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TO LOOK into Robbie Waisman's 
eyes is to understand that the Ho- 
locaust isn't a remote historical 
event. 
For those who lived through it 
like he did, it's a vivid, personal 
memory. 
Of the 11 million people who 
were killed during the Holocaust 
(six million Jews and five million 
others, including political priso- 
ners, intellectuals, homosexuals, 
and gypsies), an estimated 1.5 
million Jewish children perished. 
Just 5,000 survived. Waisman, 
now a 71-year-old Vancouver resi- 
dent, was one of them. 
"I feel being one of those that 
survived leaves me with an awe- 
some responsibility," he told more 
than 750 attentive high school 
students last week, including a 
bus load of students from Stewart. 
He was liberated from the Bu- 
chenwald Concentration Camp at 
the age of 14. He and most of the 
other children who survived were 
orphans. 
Sharing his remarkable story of 
survival is not just a recitation of 
facts for Waisman, it's a painful, 
personal exercise that brings up 
images and memories that are 
still so raw, despite the passage of 
time. 
He avoids scheduling other 
major appointments. 
"It usually messes up my day." 
That's because when the memor- 
ies come back, he has to deal 
with them. He doesn't know when 
they'll hit. 
"Sometimes a smell will trig- 
ger a memory, or you're in a 
crowd and something just triggers 
it and boom! You're back." 
Even being stopped at a rail- 
way crossing while driving can be 
difficult. The Nazis transported 
prisoners to the death camps in 
cramped railway ears; the tracks 
efficiently leading right into the 
camps. 
His own sister, the only other 
member of his family to survive, 
still can't talk about her ordeal at 
all - not even to her own children. 
Waisman began to speak out 
after learning about Jim Keegstra, 
an Eckville, AB, high school tea- 
cher who taught his students the 
Holocaust was a myth. 
"That's when I began to be 
angry and to counter his 
nonsense." 
He's a proud Canadian but is 
critical of our nation's conduct o- 
wards Jewish refugees during the 
Second World War. Canada r.e- 
fused to give 5,000 Jewish child- 
ren safe harbour. When federal of- 
ficials finally relented, it was too 
late. War had broken out. 
ROBBIE WAISMAN believes the world has learned something 
positive from the.atrocities of the Second World War. 
Just 5,000 Jewish refugees 
were permitted to enter Canada 
between the years 1938 and 1945. 
By contrast, 200,000 entered 
the United States, another 
700,000 entered the United King- 
dom and 15,000 entered Australia. 
When he applied to come to 
Canada after the war, only refu- 
gees exhibiting perfect health 
were allowed; even wearing glas- 
ses was grounds for disqualifica- 
tion, noted Waisman, who wears 
wire rim specs today. 
When he arrived in Halifax and 
boarded a cross-Canada train for 
Calgary, he was overwhelmed by 
the sheer size of the country. 
"I was thinking, 'How many 
people might have been saved i f  
Canada had been forthcoming?'" 
His message is a call for 
people to stand up when they wit- 
ness injustice or discrimination. 
"I do this because I feel it's 
necessary to understand what ra- 
cism can do. I want students to 
Continued Page B3 
Making faces 
CALEDONIA Senior Secondary students Dustin Tashoots, left, and Bal 
Dhaliwal display their works-in-progress, two plaster masks created using 
moulds taken from their own faces. Career and personal planning stu- 
dents in Grades 11 and 12 learned mask making and design unit from 
Dani Pigeau and Eddie Spencer from the First Nations Education Centre. 
A scholarship-sawy 
student earns praise 
By JENNIFER LANG 
COAST MOUNTAINS school trustees are 
congratulating former Hazelton secondary 
student Tara DiZazzo on her successes in
finding scholarship money - and sharing 
her tips with other students. 
The second year psychology student at 
the University of Northern B.C. earned 
about $36,000 in scholarship money after 
she did some digging. 
Some of the scholarships she applied 
for and won include the Canadian Mille- 
nnium Supply Association's Scholarship 
worth $16,000, the Canadian Supply As- 
sociation Scholarship worth $2,000 and 
the UNBC Scholars award, which covers 
four years of tuition costs - so long as she 
maintains a B average. 
Sales from her Scholarship Handbook 
for Secondary Students inB.C. support he 
creation of new scholarships at her old 
Alma Mater, Hazelton Secondary. 
Newly-elected Hazelton school trustee 
Jessica Mikolayczyk commended Di- 
Zazzo for leaving such a positive legacy. 
"She is still contributing to our 
district," Mikolayczyk told fellow 
trustees at a recent school board meeting. 
Copies of DiZazzo's scholarship 
pamphlet have been sold to school dis- 
tricts and students across B.C. 
"It's good to see that," said Terrace 
trustee Hal Stedham. "Our kids are using 
a resource by one of our kids." 
The board plans to send DiZazzo a let- 
ter of congratulations. 
Most don't eat filling first 
TWO-THIRDS of Cana- chocolate or vanilla coo- centre. 
dians have chomped into a kies a bite or nibble at a Nearly half of respon- 
Girl Guide cookie at some time rather than separating dents, or 47 per cent of 
time or other, a poll con- the wafers and eating the those asked; like to eat 
ducted by Ipsos-Reid has cream filling first, their cookies along with a 
found. Just 22 per cent con- glass of cold milk, with 1 
And most of the cookie- sume the filling f i r s t ,  per cent favouring warm 
eaters, some 67 per cent, twisting the cookie apart milk, Four per cent eat 
prefer to eat the popular to expose the creamy them without a beverage. 
Around Town 
Raffle for anniversary 
Harley motorcycle 
THERE'S NO feeling like it: the sense of freedom 
and adventure you get when you're riding on the 
back of a Harley along kilometres of open road. 
But why take someone's word for it when you 
could get a chance to experience it for yourself? 
The Northwest B.C. Harley Davidson owners 
Group, or HOG, is raffling off a special bike this 
year, a 100th anniversary edition 2003 Standard 
Softtail, as part of a charity fundraising effort. 
All proceeds from tile raffle, which takes place 
at 11 p.m. March 22 ~/t a HOG dance at the Elk's 
Hall, will be given to the Muscular Dystrophy As- 
sociation of Canada. 
Tickets cost $10 and are available from HOG 
members. Call Arlene at 635-7620 or John at 635- 
4242 for more information. 
The Harley Davidson Motor Company cele- 
brates a century in business this year. A special 
anniversary ride will take place, along with other 
events. Bill Harley and brothers Arthur, William 
and Walter Davidson began manufacturing motor- 
cycles in 1903, after developing a one-cylander 
engine. 
Harley Davidsons became a symbol of the coun- 
ter-culture in the 1950s and '60s when the compa- 
ny introduced its "superbikes", a series of heavy, 
loud machines favoured by leather-clad bikers. 
Harleys, known for•their distinctive, deep rum- 
ble, their heavy-duty size that's suited to highway 
touring and their tear-shaped gas tanks, inspire 
fierce loyalty among fans. Milwaukee, WI, home 
to the company's headquarters, welcomed 140,000 
visiting riders in 1998, the 95th anniversary. 
Autumn graduates 
FOUR Terrace students were part of  the University 
of Victoria's fall graduating class• Cherri Gagnon 
received a certificate in public management• Jen- 
nifer McMynn and David Western both earned Ba- 
chelor of Arts degrees. Roy Hernes has earned a 
Bachelor of Commerce degree. 
Rockfest breather 
ORGANIZERS of Northern B.C.'s biggest Classic 
Rock music festival are taking a year off. 
Vanderhoof's Rockfest officials blame a poor 
local turnout at the 2002 festival for forcing them 
to take a hiatus this year, the Omineca Express re- 
ports. 
They'll decide this summer if the festival will 
go ahead in the future, Rockfest 2002 headliners 
included Canadian rock legends Tom Cochrane, 
Doucette, Trooper, Glass Tiger with Alan Frew, 
Doug and the Slugs, and the Stampeders• They 
were joined at the three-day-festival by Juno nomi- 
nee Marcel Gagnon, Coquitlam's own Matthew 
Good, post punkers the Headstones, and Stabile 
Boss. 
As in previous years, Rockfest ook place on the 
August long weekend, which is traditionally River- 
boat Days weekend in Terrace, 
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CITY SCENE 
PUBS & 
CLUBS 
GATOR'S PUB: Live music weekly . . . . . . . .  
BEASLEY'S MIX: Watch your favourite sports 
programs on a large screen "IV, 
GEORGES PUB: The Kingfish. Jan, 24-25, 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club, 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke Fridays at 
8 p.m. Saturdays, Frank and Friends play. Meat draw 
starts at 4:30 p.m. All members welcome; bring a 
guest, Opens at 3 p.m, 
CONCERTS 
[]  Sons of Maxwell perform at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Friday, Jan, 24. Presented by the Terrace 
Concert Society. This pop/folk combo is built around 
brothers and singers Don and Dave Carroll, Their 
electrifying live performances are winning Sons of 
Maxwell fans everywhere they play. The group has 
earned critical acclaim as well, winning a 2002 East 
Coast Music Award for best roots/traditional 
Sons  o f  Maxwel l  
group.Tickets at Cook's Jewellers. 
[ ]  The Terrace Little Theatre presents Yuk 
Yuk's on Tour, Featuring comic Sean Collins, with 
Sam Easton, Jan. 24 and 25 at the Coast Inn of the 
West. One show Friday at 9 p.m,, two shows Satur- 
day at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $15 at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. Urnited seating available, 
[] Satirical singer.songwriter Todd Butler brings 
his varied musical selections to the R.E,M, Lee Satur- 
day, Feb, 8 as part of the 2002-03 Terrace Concert 
Society line up. He's a veteran contributor to CBC 
Radio and "IV. 
[ ]  K'San House Society and Terrace Little 
Theatre present The Vagina Monologues. Satur- 
day, Feb. 1 atthe R.E,M. Lee Theatre. All proceeds to 
the building fund for the Terrace Transition House, 
Tickets at Sidewalkers, Misty River Books and Ksan Soc- 
iety's office, 
/ 
The Terrace Slanda(d Is now 
: ::~ ,,,~ii!i!i!~iiiiiJ 
. . . .  www, te,,rra cestan d ard, corn 
POTLUCK 
online 
[]  All are welcome to attend the Terrace Scottish 
Country Dancers' Ninth Annual Burns' Potluck 
Supper and Entertainment. At 5:30 p,m, Saturday, 
Jan. 25 at the Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Wholesome food and entertainment for the entire fa- 
mily, in celebration of Robert Burns (1759-1796). 
Admission by donation plus your favourite dish. Please 
bring your own plates and cutlery. For more informa- 
tion, please call 250-635-5163. 
VISUAL ARTS 
[ ]  The Terrace Art Gallery presents the 2003 
Quilting Exhibit and Photography Exhibit 2003 to 
Jan. 26, The gallery is located in the lower level of the 
Terrace Public Ubrary, It's open Wednesdays to Sa- 
turdays from noon to 4 p.m. and on Sundays from 1-4 
p.m. The gallery is open from noon to 6 p.m. on Fri- 
days. For more information, call Aron at 638-8884. 
[] UPCOMING: Edward Epp; Freighters, Ships 
and Trains: Paintings from Prince Rupert Har- 
bour. At the Terrace Art Gallery from Jan. 31 to 
March 2. Also featuring woodwork by Tony Wood and 
poRery by Dan Condon. Opening night reception at 7 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising Information 
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• More than 90% of North American homes are built 
of wood " 
• Wood-frame construction is as strong and safe as 
any other building material 
• Wood-frame construction is thermally efficient and 
is the best insulator against heat and cold 
, Wood is the most affordable building material 
• Wood is the world's only sustainable and 
renewable building material 
• Wood-frame construction meets code requirements 
for fire safety 
• Product innovations and advances in technology 
continue to make wood the best choice for building 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
January 
January 24, 2003- Winners of the 2002 roots~traditional 
category at the East Coast Music Awards: 
Sons of Maxwell, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets available at Cook's Jewellers 
February : 
February 1, 2003. The Vagina Monologues presented by 
Ksan House Society and Terrace Little Theatre 
Tickets $15. Available at Sidewalkers, Misty River 
Books and Ksan House Society 
February 8, 2003- Todd Butler Variety, excitement and 
surprises!l Tickets available at Cook's Jewellers. 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Sparks and Halliwell Jan. 22 at 6:30 p.m. For THURSDAY. FEB. 6 
info, call 635-9121. Changing Minds, Not Bodies, a Look at the 
Lies the Media Told us About Health Female, 
: . . . . .  I ' ~:" THURSDAY, JANI 23 ::  "-; Body Image. A,workshop :presented by The !i 
" CancerSupport Group for family:and friends •TerraCe Women's Res0urce centre in recogni- 
meets Jan. 23 at 7 p.m, at the Stepping Stones 
Clubhouse, 4450 Grieg Ave. Call Cra.ig for more 
information at 635-0049. 
Help plan the future of School District 82. 
The public is encouraged to attend a series of 
working meetings in January. The district is 
seeking input on a list of 50 potential budget 
cuts. Next meeting: Thursday, Jan, 23 at Thorn- 
hill Junior Secondary School, Starting at 7:30 
p,m. Suggestions can be emailed to 
cmsd@cmsd.b,c,ca, or faxed to 635-4287 or 
mailed to the Coast Mountains School District at 
3211 Kenney St,, Terrace, V8G 3E9, 
FRIDAY, JAN, 24 
The Red Cross Medical Equipment Loan Ser- 
vice (MELS) hosts an open house from 2-4 p,m. 
at the Northwest Health Unit at 3412 Kalum 
St, Volunteers have worked hard to reopen the 
depot. MELS provides medical equipment o 
people on a short-term basis while they're reco- 
vering from surgery or illness, Cake and coffee 
will be served. 
SUNDAY. JAN. 26 
Terrace Tourism hosts a family potluck pic- 
nic and skating party at the Lakelse Lake picriic 
• site Sunday, Jan. 26. Celebrate Terrace's 75th 
birthday and wintertimel Snowshoe races, ska- 
ting, scavenger hunt and more, Call 635-4546 or 
635-0832 for more info, 
Family Literacy Day Jan. 26. Come to the 
Terrace Public Library for a puppet show, sca- 
venger hut, poster making, a book draw and 
more. From 1:30.2:30 p.m. The event is free but 
please register in person or by calling 638- 
8177, 
All are welcome to attend the Terrace 
Scottish Country Dancers' Ninth Annual 
Burns' Potluck Supper and Entertainment. 
At 5:30 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 25 at the Knox Uni- 
ted Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave, Wholesome food 
and entertainment for the entire family, in cele- 
bration of Robert Burns (1759-1796). Admis- 
sion by donation plus your favourite dish. Please 
bring your own p!ates and cutlery, For more in- 
formation, please call 250-635-5163. 
MONDAY, JAN, 27 
At the Crest Hotel In Prince Rupert: The 
World Wildlife Fund presents Jeff Marllave, 
vice president of marine science at the Vancou- 
ver Aquarium, as part of its Marine Matters 
series. He'll speak at 7 p.m. in the hotel's B,C. 
Room on the challenge of capturing images of 
the underwater world due to poor visibility and 
light conditions. The aquarium has embraced the 
use of images showing the diversity and expanse 
of the submarine environment to encourage a 
conservation ethic, For more information, Call 
Erika at 250-624-3705, 
tion of Eating Disorders Week Feb. 2-8. Facili- 
tated by Fie Shepherd, Community Nutritionist. 
At the Terrace Women's Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave., beside the pool. Doors open at 5:30 p,m., 
and the workshop starts at 6-7 p.m. Call 638- 
0228 for information. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CALLING ALL PHOTO CONTRIBUTORS: 
We're running out of storage space! If you would 
like to collect any photographs you have submit- 
ted to the Terrace Standard or the Weekend 
Advertiser, please drop by our office at 3210 
Clinton St. between 8 a.m, and 5 p,m. Photo- 
graphs are available for pick up by inquiring at 
the front desk, 
Snowman Building Contest from Jan. 1-31 
(Snow permitting). Presented by Terrace 
Tourism. Four categories: best effort, most 
creative, best dressed, and most grandiose 
(size does matter). Take a photo of your snow- 
man and submit it to Terrace Tourism, Drop by 
the Visitor Information Centre on Keith Ave. or 
call 635-4546, 
The Northwest B.C. Harley Davidson owners 
Group, or HOG, is raffling off a lO0th anniver- 
sary edition 2003 Standard Softtail, The raffle 
draw takes place at 11 p,m. March 22 at a HOG 
dance at the Elk's Hall, Proceeds will be given to 
the Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada. 
Tickets cost $10 and are available from HOG 
members, Call Arlene at 635-7620 or John at 
635-4242 for more information, 
The Terrace Public Library Is now taking re- 
gistrations for Its children's programs. 
Tickles and tales (newborns to babies aged 12 
months) Thursdays from 11:15-noon, Toddler 
Time (13 months-23 months) Wednesdays from 
11:15-noon, Preschool Storytime (children from 
3-5 years) Wednesdays or Thursdays from 10- 
11 a.m, Classes are free and start the week of 
Jan, 21 and run for six weeks. Register in per- 
son or by calling the library at 638-8177. 
Note new hours: The Family History Centre 
(genealogy) of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints, at 1744 Kenworth St,, is 
open Wednesdays from 7-9 p,m. Any other time 
by appointment, Call 635-3190, 
Attention all home.school famillesl The li- 
brary is putting on a program just for you, It is a 
fun-filled, multi.aged, cross curricular class. On 
the first Friday of every month from 1-3 p,m. 
Free but register in person or by calling 638- 
8177. 
The Terrace/Kltimat Hiking club has snow- 
shoeing excursions planned throughout the win- 
ter every Sunday leaving at 9 am. Schedules are 
available from any outdoor store, the chamber of 
Terrace Toastmasters meets at the Telemedla commerce, the library or the Ter race  
boardroom at 7:30 p m (back a ey entrance) Standard, For Info Contact Chris at 635-5996, 
JANUARY SPECIALS 
For The Month Of January, Enjoy! 
.~ ,  ... ,.. ~ Warm Spinach & 
Artmhoke Dip 
~ ~  tortilla chips 
Lunch 11.4 p.m. 
Sheppards  P ieWra  " 
soupWi'th y°ur choice 0 ~  ~ ' ' ) i ' ' o r  fries " I 
Dinner After 4 p.m. 
Pan Fried New Zealand 
Hoki & Prawns ...... 
with fresh vegetables, choice ~ '~ '~ 
of potato, pasta or ~ ~  
rice and garlic p i ta ,~ J I , r~]~,~ ~n~ 
o . , . , ,oo ,  o,., .  
_ _  the family together! 
4702 Lake lse  Avenue,  Ter race  635-6302 
Look 
O oppedtn! 
Baby's Name: 
Dryden James 
Date & "time of Birflt: 
Jan. 2, 2003 at 10:24 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 1,5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: B',u't & Lori Straw 
Little brotber for Allison 
4) 
Baby's Name" 
llene Chelsea 
O~/te & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 2, 2003 
Weight: 9lbs. 10 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Eric Boomer &
Naomi Weget 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Valerie Victoria Rochelle 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 03, 2003 at 10:q9 a.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs. 3 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: llelen &Jim 
Baby's Name: 
Brian Roy Gordon Jr. 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 27, 2002 at 6:24 a.m. , 
Weight: 10 Ibs, 7.5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Brian & Yve,e Wesley 
4) 
Baby's Name: 
Bq,'ce Robert Janles 
D/ire & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 24, 2002 at 9:01 a.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs, 14 oz. ~x: Male 
Parents: Bruce & Lori Neid 
4) 
Baby's Name: 
Aiden Jon Wilson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 31, 2002 at 3:07 p.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. I l oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: lleather Wilson & Ryan Press 
I L  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  
~•!!Nor thern  Drugs' Baby Club and 
1~gbr newborn will receive their first 
 und Teddy Bear 
Simply fill out the I~  
stork report and i~: 
drop In slot Io ,";:..~ I '~  ' : I  ~ O 
Ul l  ! SKEENA MALL 
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 Logging n company owner and 
hotsprl g developer mourned 
Ray Skoglund is remembered as an avid photographer, golfer and storyteller ,..o..,. 
CONTRIBUTED 
By ALICE GELLNER 
FORMER TERRACE bu- 
sinessman Ray Skoglund 
passed away Dec. 30, in 
White Rock, B.C. 
Ray was born in Salva- 
dor, Sask., to parents Tom 
and Ethel Fletcher, given 
up into a foundling home 
and adopted by Gunda and 
David Skoglund. 
Ray was stationed in 
Tofino, B.C., during the 
Second World War and 
served in the Royal Cana- 
dian Air Force. It was 
there he learned the skills 
of operating heavy duty 
equipment. 
Ray moved to Terrace 
in 1951 with a job and 
some equipment to begin 
building the townsite of 
Kit,mat. 
He moved his family 
here in January 1952 from 
Prince George and rented 
the old "Osbourne" house 
which was located on La- 
kelse Avenue where the 
Coast Inn of the West now 
sits. 
Ray bought a piece of 
land "out of town" towards 
Prince Rupert (which is 
now Canadian Tire) to 
build'their family home. 
The DeJong family 
bought a piece next door 
to start a potato farm in 
1955. There were many 
fond memories hared be- 
tween these two families 
and much visiting over the 
fence between "Grandma" 
and Mrs. DeJong. 
Ray approached every- 
thing he did in life with a 
passion. Some people in 
life are bystanders and 
some are participants. Ray 
was definitely a partici- 
pant. Whether it was 
building a logging compa- 
ny, developing a hot- 
springs resort, riding a 
gets with their mom, 
Georgette and grandma 
around their kitchen table. 
Many good memories and 
relationships were formed 
there. 
Ray's personable man- 
ner and charismatic perso- 
nality enabled him to be a 
great promoter of the resort 
and the whole northwest, 
Wherever he went, he 
spread the news about the 
hot springs. His son, 
David, has a story of a trip 
across Canada on which 
Ray brought along several 
hundred bumper stickers 
from the hotsprings and 
David's job was to attach 
them to as many billboards 
and poles as possible. 
Years later people would 
come in telling the story of 
having seen one of these 
on their travels. 
Another of Ray's pas- 
sions was photography. 
Gordie McConnell of Sight 
and sound could testify to 
this! Ray has an extensive 
library of photos and 
16mm film taken of the 
northwest. His pictures 
were always a source of 
much delight o him, right 
up to his last days. His 
children (and friends) re- 
member well sometimes 
holding back a little when 
requested to come down 
the basement to view the 
latest edition of home mo- 
vies. 
Ray never had time for 
golf when he was living in 
Terrace, even though he 
helped clear land for the 
first nine holes at Skeena 
Valley Golf and Country 
Club. He was far too busy 
during those years with 
other things - building his 
businesses, fishing, racing 
snowmobiles, photography, 
hunting. 
But after retirement, he 
snowmobile, running a ri- . took the sport: up and like :?, 
ve~rbo/it Up'the .Skeena or e.vezything else in his life,~ 
tile N/iss rivers, 'photogra~.~ii~i"purSUed' it with an infec- 
phy, fishing or golfing, he 
did it with a passion. 
Ray and his business 
partner, Sandy Sandover- 
Sly, built a very successful 
logging company in Ter- 
race from the mid '50s to 
the early '80s, employing 
over 150 people. Ray was 
known and well liked 
throughout the northwest in 
the logging industry and 
fondly remembered for 
being a boss that was "out 
there with the guys" - on 
site with his sidekick 
Nikki (a huge Japanese 
bear dog). 
In 1958, Ray bought he 
land that held the hot 
springs at Lakelse Lake 
and with his usual vision 
and  determination he 
began to make things hap- 
pen. Some of the best 
memories of Ray and for 
the Skoglund family come 
from that era. They all 
took part in the running. 
and developing of the hot- 
springs into the family bu- 
siness it so obviously was. 
All of the kids had their 
first jobs there and they all. 
remember making hambur- 
From B1 
Waisman 
take responsibility for 
what's going on in their 
community." 
Waisman also joined 
residential school survivor 
Willie Abrahams as part of 
an evening sponsored by 
the Canadian Jewish 
Council and community 
groups. 
"The greatest fear that 
the survivors I have talked 
to have is that the Holo- 
caust will be forgotten. We 
paid such a huge price. 
We want to leave a legacy 
of remembrance," hesaid, 
adding that Buchenwald 
survivor, friend and Nobel 
Prize winner Elie Wiesel 
once! wrote, 'Remember, 
for there i s  - there must be 
. hope in remembering.'" 
Waisman is featured in 
theBoys of Buchenwald, a 
new doCumentary airing 
Feb. 6 on the History Chan- 
nel 
tious enthusiasm. He had 
seven "registered" hole-in- 
ones in his golfing career 
and several unregistered. 
He was known as 
"straight-down-the-middle" 
Ray. Talk to anyone who 
had played golf with Ray 
and they may tell you a 
story of having either 
bought a club (at a very 
good price!) off of Ray or 
he had given them a club. 
He lived his retirement 
years from the early 1980s 
with his second wife Con- 
nie at Nico-Wynd golf 
course in south Surrey. 
They wintered in Maui 
where Ray was able to 
golf daily. 
Everyone who met Ray 
usually went away with a 
story to tell - and Ray was 
a great storyteller as well. 
For more stories and 
pictures of Ray, visit the 
Terrace Public Library 
website at www.tpi.mon- 
arch.net and follow the 
links, History of Terrace 
and Stories. Another link is 
http://wwW.monar ch.net/u s 
ers/rays koglund/pages/ma i 
n.htm 
RAY SKOGLUND, pic- 
tured at left in a photo- 
graph provided by the 
family, operated a suc- 
cessful company, Sko- 
glund Logging, from the 
mid-'50s to the early 
1980s with his partner, 
Sandy Sandover-Sly. 
Skoglund developed a 
reputation of being "out 
there with the guys." He 
also developed the hot- 
spring resort near La- 
kelse Lake. 
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The Terrace Standard 
advertlslng@terracestandard.com 
Community  Readers 
& Wri ters  Program 
(Terrace's Adult Literacy Program) 
Winter 2003 Tutor Training Program 
When: Wednesday evenings for 8 weeks 
January 29th 
February 5th, 12th, 19th & 26th 
March 5th, 12th, & 19th 
from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Where: Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
For more information, call Sue at the 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 638-1330 
¢ 
Featuring 
Sean Collins 
With 
Sam Easton 
Janual3' 24 & 25, 200 3 
Frhlay at 9pro. Saturday t7 and 9:30pro 
At the Coast Inn of the West 
Tickd at Uui~lobe Cotule~'v "lYavel 
LOu LIMITED SEATi.NC 
r' official ticket outlet Is.. '.. , ~  
1,.,uurwny IrdV~ 
4718A La~(e Ave ~, 
Knox United Church (Terrace] 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 9:30 am = Tuesday 5:30 pm, 7:00 pm 
® ® ( We=ghtWatchers 
food.r real , eal life. real results, 
• .Ve Id for e limited time et partldpeting meeting locations, 
• ©2003 We ght watcnem ntemetlonel, lee,. owner of the WEIGHT WATCHERS tredemerk, At rights teeerved, 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchialti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
; .... ........ 'By  
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening . . . . .  
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have - 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We Welcome Ag New Patients 
"IT TAKES 
MOMENTUM TO 
MOVE FORWARD. 
COLEEN TAYLOR 
NEVER STANDS 
STILL" 
for ye,.S, ::: 
Investors Group Flnanci~{l 
Services Inc. is an affiliate of  
hwestors Group Inc. - one of 
the largest financial services 
companies in the country. For 
over 70 years, Investors Group 
has been a pioneer in offering 
'a corn prehensive array of 
fimmcial products and services. 
Today, we manage, over $40 
billion in mutual funds assets 
tbr over a million Canadians. 
~,John Acres Region:fl 
Director for Investors Group ' For more • information, 
Financhfl Services Inc,, is . . . .  please call (250) 635-0601 
pleased to announce ihe 
appointment of' Coleen www. investorsgroup .com 
Taylor as Associate Regional 
Director in the West DMsion 
for her outstanding 
commitnaent to finding tile 
right solutions for our Clients. 
Trodema~, oened by k~eilor, Group [no and I[con~l 1o ih. 0ffdlo~l corporations 
I I I I I 
hn~om 
up 
SOLUTIONS BUILT AROUND YOU TM 
Inveslor, Grou~ Financial Service, Inc. 
I 
%•, 
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ROB BROWN 
Spare the Rod III 
T he boot tracks on the strand of soft 
sand edging the shoreline revealed 
next to nothing of the bizarre battle 
between me and the robust female 
steelhead earlier that morning: not a hint of my 
reel seat snapping; nothing to betray the mo- 
ment when the bottom half of my rod, winch 
and all, fell into the drink; no inkling of the 
shock and embarrassment I'd suffered as a result 
of the do-si-dos and allemande lefts I'd been 
forced to perform in front of a pair of amused 
and slightly confused fishermen in order to 
avoid further tackle wreckage as I struggled to 
bring the fish to shore. 
A cigarette butt was all that remained of. 
the exertions of these same lure fishermen who, 
before I appeared, had given the run a vigorous 
massage with wobbling spoons. Other than the 
gentle disturbance caused by a flock of mergan- 
sers that had returned to dip for eggs and salmon 
bits in the riffle below and the distant rumble of 
a train, the river was tranquil. 
An eagle had resumed its vigil from the 
trunk of the leaning cedar snag that hangs over 
the spot• where Ted Rawlins hooked the steel- 
head of his lifetime. These birds, the solitude, 
the repetitive action and distant concentration 
required to fish a wet fly, and the sweet, forgiv- 
ing action of my Hardy de-Luxe were gen!!y 
sweeping the mishap and mayhem of the morn- 
ing into the back of my mind. 
It may not be cane, but the Hardy de-Luxe 
i isas close to the supple action of bamboo,as, a 
rod made of carbon fibres can hope to be. ] 
bought it from Steve Nickolls twenty years ago 
the day after I'd backed my truck over Finlay's 
Fenwick and my green Hanson. It had been sit- 
ting on the rack at the Northwest Sportsman for 
. a long time as stiffer and vastly inferior Ameri- 
can rods and their equally inferior Japanese imi- 
tations left the store in the hands of eager fly- 
fishermen, many of them beginners who had 
swallowed the ad bait that claimed stiff rods 
were best because they could be cast farther. 
Carbon fibre was a relatively new and little 
understood material in those days. 
Where other companies opted for stiff rods, 
Hardy and Orvis, the two oldest flyfishing man- 
ufacturers in the English speaking world, wisely 
did their best to emulate the action of the bam- 
boo rods that had once been their mainstay and 
which they manufacture to this day. They came 
close. 
My Hardy de-Luxe is de-Light. I 've used it 
on rivers and lakes from here to Atlin to catch 
everything from sockeye salmon to grayling. 
When Finlay passed five years ago I fastened 
his favourite reel to it and filled the reel spool 
with a multi tip line. 
I fished through the run once more and 
picked up another fine steelhead. I worked my 
way downstream gradually - through the Rock 
Garden, over the flats, through the Coldwaters. 
The rhythm of the fishing was perfect: a few 
minutes between trout and a few trout between 
each steelhead. My subconscious had taken 
over the fishing in the same way it takes over 
the mechanics of driving on a long trip. By the 
time I'd finished and made my way back to the 
truck I was in some kind meditative Zen state of 
semi-consciousness. 
Distractibility is the hallmark of the middle- 
aged mind. This morning I got up, brewed a pot 
o f  coffee, then went looking for my cup. The 
~search took me to my studio where I was dis- 
tracted by the sight of a folio of Elizabethan 
music on my stand. After playing through a few 
,pieces I got up and was distracted by something 
,else. Long story short: I found myself tying flies 
as I listened to the radio and struggled to re- 
member why I'd come to the studio in the first 
place. At times like this my mind is a pinball ri- 
cocheting from bumper to bumper under glass 
streaked with pop stains and thumbprints. 
So here I was, at the truck, spaced o,~t and 
faced with multiple tasks. 1 leaned my beioyed 
Hardy de-Luxe up against he side of the truck 
in the crack between cab and box, threw a stick 
for the dog, undid my boots, took off my rain 
jacket, slipped off my waders, slipped on my 
shoes, found my keys, opened the door, put the 
demanding dog in the back under the canopy, 
put the waders and my wading staff behind the 
seat, climbed in, and drove off. 
The next morning another coffee mug hunt 
took me to the pickup. The bench seat was for- 
ward revealing the gear stowed thel;e.,My Hardy 
de-Luxe was conspicuous by its absence. Out of 
the murky pool of my subconscious an amphi- 
bian moment emerged- the moment when I'd 
leaned my rod against he truck. 
Continued next week.,. 
S rn oot skating 
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nation, talent and artistic flair to 
excel in interpretive figure ska- 
ting and two local teens are put- 
ting themselves to the test in that 
discipline this weekend. 
Shelby Stach, 16, and Keisey 
Minhinnick, 13, are two of 10 
local skaters hitting the ice in this 
year's Pacific Skate competition 
in Kamlonps Jan. 24-26. 
Among the numerous events 
they're competing in is a special 
event called the triathalon which 
sees skalers judged in three areas 
- skills, solo program and inter- 
pretive. 
The interpretive event is a ska- 
ter's chance to creatively demon- 
strate the mood of a certain piece 
of music to the audience. 
Working with their coaches 
and a choreographer the two girls 
have come up with two very un- 
ique ideas. 
"In interpretive you're sup- 
posed to tell a story," says Stach. 
Sporting a crushed velvet ska- 
ting dress she'll be performing her 
own version of a nightmare. 
"I really like my piece be- 
cause it's something everyone 
can relate to because everyone 
has had a nightmare," she says. 
The mnsie she's performing to 
alternates between a fast-paced 
beat and a slower tempo. 
"The slow music isn't just slow 
- it's kind of creepy," she ex- 
plains. 
Kelsey Minhinnick is looking 
forward to the interpretive compe- 
tition because it allows her to ex- 
SHELBY STACH and Kelsey Minhinnick are taking part in a unique event at this year's Pacific 
Skate competition in Kamloops Jan. 24-26. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Hawk Down and her theme - a 
snake. 
"I have to use a lot of facial 
expressions and big arms," says 
the affable teen who'll be wearing 
a red snake-skin print dress for the 
competition. 
But the interpretive piece is 
just one part of the triathalon. 
The skills competition is a 
technical event which evaluates 
gliding, turns and edges. 
And to round out the event is 
the solo program, where skaters 
incorporate spins, jumps and field 
moves to a piece of music. 
They're judged on artistic presen- 
tation and execution of the tech- 
plore:different areas of her p re -  nical mo,qes ........ ,, ::~ ~,, 
sentation. : . . . . . . .  : 2 Y The triathaion will be a i'chal- 
The music she's performing: to lenge for the two Terrace teens 
comes from the movie Black  given that most of the other ska- 
ters they're competing against 
skate at a higher level than them. 
But thier coach thinks they are 
up to the challenge. 
"The slow music isn't 
just slow - it's kind of 
creepy." 
"The two of them are very well 
rounded, enthusiastic skaters," 
says head coach Cathy Mills. 
The teens are very involved 
with the local club and also put in 
time as program assistants who 
competing in other individual 
events. 
"They are going to be very 
busy," says Mills. 
Competitions can be a nerve 
racking experience but the skaters 
have developed ways of putting 
the stress out of their minds and 
focussing on the task at hand. 
"Right before I go on the ice I 
listen to the music a lot and walk 
through my program, " explains 
Minhinnick. 
Visualizing the piece is also 
important to mental preparation. 
"Lots of times we think of how 
our program could be and visua- 
lize it," she says. 
help out with the younger Cans- The key to keeping coo! on the 
kate skaters. ~ ........ : "  ..... ice? .... 
In addition to the triathalon, "You just have to stay focus- c[~ ll Stach and Minhinnick at,. . d, Stach says. 
Melanson rink 
eyes up B.C. 
championships 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
TERRACE'S Duane Me- 
lanson rink has one goal 
this weekend - to win. 
The local team - skip 
Duane Melanson, second 
Mitch Griffith, third John 
Evans and lead Andrew 
Simpson - is competing in 
the B.C. Interior Curling 
Association (BCICA) fi- 
nals in Prince George 
Jan.24-26. 
A win there means a 
trip to the men's provincial 
finals taking place in Sal- 
mon Arm Feb. 6-9. 
Three of the Terrace 
players are no stranger to 
the interior playdowns. 
Last year Melanson, 
Griffith and Evans compe- 
ted at the event with then 
skip Kevin McDougall. 
They didn't make it to pro- 
vincials last year. 
When McDougal l  
moved to New Brunswick 
earlier this year the team 
rearranged their positions 
and picked up Simpson. 
After the regional play- 
downs at the Terrace Cur- 
ling Club Jan. 11-12 the 
Melanson rink earned a 
spot at this weekend's 
playdowns. 
They face Prince 
George's Dave Johnston 
rink and Quesnel's Allan 
Jacques team. 
Sports Scope 
Collect your old photos 
IAVE YOU contributed a sports photo to the Terrace 
Standard but just haven't had a chance to pop in and 
pick it up? Contributed photos are piling up and we in- 
vite you to come in and collect any photos you may have 
submitted over the last couple years. 
Our office is located at 3210 Clinton St. and is open 
Monday 9 a.m. -5 p.m. and Tuesday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 
p.m. Just tell the receptionist you'd like to look through 
the sports photos. It's as easy as that. 
Space still available 
YOUNG SOCCER enthusiasts looking to brush up on 
their skills still have a chance to register for the second 
session of soccer clinics hosted by local coach Nick Kol- 
lias. 
The clinics run for four consecutive with the second 
session starting Feb. 1. All participants must have been I
registered with the Terrace Youth Soccer Association in | 
the summer of 2002. I 
Register at the Terrace Arena or phone Nick at 635- I 
9231 for more information.Olympians coming | 
I 
I Good vibes 
PLAYERS on the Kermodes' bench (above) send out some good vibes as 
Amandeep Dhaliwal (right) lines up for a couple penalty shots. The girls faced 
the Smlthers Senior Secondary squad Jan, 17 in their first game of the Cale- 
donia Extreme III basketball tournament. Check next :week's issue of the Ter. 
race Standard for complete results. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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3 Announc 125 Wanted  
.i 
I REWARD $5000 
Welded aluminum 25 feel (over all) 8 
feet wide JET BOAT. C/W Yellow GM 
3ig Block, 4 tan bucket seats, checker 
)late interior. White shorrider tandem 
.railer. Stolen from Kelowna, 
November 10lh 2002. Last seen being 
towed by a 80' s Chevy/GMC Blue or 
Greyish 4-dr wl4" white stril~, duel 
fuel/propane & gas. 250-878-8090 or 
collect 250-769-1080 evenings. 
3 3 RCMP file #.00=-51985. This Truck 
towing this boat was last seen in this 
area. $5,000 Reward offered for info 
leading to the return of this boat. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
~dv" '
Cathy 
615-9286 
m , 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
,~fi's and informationj 
85 Travel /Tours /  
Vacation 
..... ?~;::,~ ; .: 
[ 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/talc 
or cash. 
Buy Manufaclurer Direct 
at Wholesale Prices 
i Cedar Caskets from $1800.00 
Birch Casket ~r0m $1400.00 
Cremation Urns from $125.00 & up 
Fully Insured 
Terr=e 638"8411 
CollTdl Free 1-888-208-8324 
V'mw We~;fe 
http://www,a ~-cas  kels.c0rn 
6reatUom 
ZlLnl 
l V  = ~ J~q 
A HEARTFELT THANK YOU to 
Rob and Jan; Jan's parents 
Rick and Fern. Most of all 
thank you to "my angel" who 
found my red van In the ditch. 
Cathy. 
John & Hilda VandeVelde 
of Terrace, are pleased to 
announce the engagemen~ 
of their daughter 
Llza Miran~la 
~o 
, I~enjarnln Eric Kerby 
J Eric & Wanda Ker~ of 
[l!~<~ Terra~:e. 
t, eo. 
2003 
.~1~, " ..... :~i~ ::~ :!~:~:~ii~::'~ ~ ~ ?~'~: :!~ 
. ,o,g,  
Men 
, :an  " :an l 
r; l.',I[~ rg~ 
LOSE WEIGHT naturally 
without starvingt I lost 12 
pounds in 10 days. Ask me 
how. Distributors enquires 
welcome. 1-250-692-4210 or 
website www.slimbucks2.com 
FOUND: KITTEN, black and 
white, about 4 weeks old. 
Found In New Aiyansh. Please 
call 250-635-3888 
LOST JAN 6/03, between Ter- 
race and Greenville. Canon di- 
gital camera model powershot 
530. Reward offered.Call 250- 
638-6804. 
MASSAGE IN the pdvacy of 
your home by Masseur. For la- 
dies, gentlemen and couples by 
appointment. Phone 250-615- 
6221 
PALMS MOTEL - Vancouver, 
B.C. *Prime location by sky- 
train..transJt..&amenitiesl Men- 
tion this ad & receive 10% dis- 
count on weekly/daily ratel Call 
toll free 1-888.435-3347 month- 
ly rates availablel www.palms- 
motelvancouver.com 
LOCAL FISHING guide wanting 
to purchase and or lease classi- 
fied rod days In region 6. Ser- 
Ious Inquires only. Contact @ 
reglon,qulde6 @hotmall.com 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 
3772 
WANTED: SLEDS, atv's, dirt- 
bikes to sell on consignment. 
Call Tory at T.C's Motorworld 
after 5pm. 250-635-0111. River 
Drive, Thornhill 
/ 
Q 
J e r ry  and  Amber  Demmif l  
February 20, 1948 
-January 22, 1993 
January 2, 1976 
- January 22, 1993 
It'e been "t, en yeare elnae that  fatefu l  n ight 
That God Cook you away In the blink o f  a l ight 
Daye have gone peacing by 
Even now I et l l l  t ry  not  1;o cry 
Thinking o f  you every~lay 
Even though you had ¢o be on your way 
I remember your emile, laugh and grin 
Which glvee me come comfor t  ~leep wlthln 
Knowing you've gone to  a betcor place 
.Leaving only memorlee ¢o fill the  apace, 
~ii L!.~I.. By Tawnya ~chuster  
//::ill'Gone but not forgot,~n I~ all ~,our family & fflenda 
~i~r~P,~- went to be with the Lord on January lath, g003 at ~ 
if  I the age of 66 years. Survived by her loving f'amlly; one I I I 
I I  J stepdaughter Sherry Dorey of Nova Scotia, two stepsons; Dermic ~ • 
~1 (.%ndra)Dorey of Ontario, Cyril (Jennie)Dorey of Nova Scotia, I 
~ i  six grandchildren! Troy, Cheryl, Heather, Cad, I~en, Ashley and I : i  
~w/ ,~rees!s ters ;  Irene Sl'~rples ofTer~e, BC, Bey (Jlrn) I; :i: ~ 
~en21cton  , BC, Adele (Mike)Watts of Trlnldad. Beloved I , i l ; .  
~!| aunt of Doug and his children Kalen and Tylxr of Terrace, BC, I /iiii: 
~ |  Jeff (Michelle) end their children Meg and Moll,/of I.as Vases, NY. I :: 
~ ISad~ predeceased by husloand Gordon In 1999. A Celebration I ~ ~: 
~!1 of Ufe will be held on Friday, ,, ~ . . . . . . . . . .  I~, 
~:~/ January24th, 2003et1:00p,m, ! ~ ~ \  ~ I~; 
~i;J from Knox United Church on J l ~ ~ 3 1 & "  Jr.':; 
~' l  Lazelle Avenue In Terrace, BC with ~ J ~ l  ~i i' 
~1 Reverend W. Harsrave officiating. ~ r ~ P ~ ~ .  I 
I M morla, r,bute, ybe directed ~ , ~ ' , ~  I • 
i!I tothe Canadian Cencer Society or L ~ ~" I I 
!~ tha BC Heart an d Stroke Fund in d B r ~ ~ : ~ l  I 
.,/J Betty's mem~. Condotences~y :~ '~ ' ;~;~{~.m I 
I be directed to the family by ~~.~,~ I ~ 
~J emall: perkvlew@vlp.net, Funeral ~ " ~ ~ ~ ' ~  I 
: J arrangements entrusted to ~ r ' ~ ~  ~ j ~:i 
i J PARI6'IEW FUNERAL HOME i 
. I 50) 493.1774 
DOUBLE JOGGER stroller 
wanted. Please call 250-615- 
5581. 
FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
AUCTIONI Saturday, Feb 1st. 
11:00am. Dell, bakery, restaur- 
ant, seating .... Accepting Con- 
signments Nowl Dodds auction 
3311-28 street, Vernon, B.C.. 
View www.doddsauction.com 1- 
866-545-3259. 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
lamlnate..$.49sqft. C0rk..$1.99: 
1X6" Fir..$.80. 3 1/4"OAR pi'bfi~" 
nished..$3.99sqft. 3 1/4"maple 
prefinished..$3.99sqft. Shaw 
realwood, flueless, floating oak, 
maple, birch, cherry $3.25sqft. 
Granite & slate.. $2.50sqft. Oak, 
maple, Marbal, heaven floating 
floor $2.50sqft TONS MOREl 1- 
800-631-3342 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, Al- 
der, and Bimh. $80.0 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
100 GALLON tidy tank. Call 
250-635-7649 
5 - 6 PERSON hottub, w/cedar 
skirt & cover. Blue marble Inter- 
Ior, w/light etc. All chemicals in- 
cluded. $3500 obo. Call 250- 
635-2597. 
DOUBLE MATTRESS, box- 
spring and bedframe, $190, 
2yrs old, clean, good condition. 
Leave message at 250-635- 
2211 ext313 
FLOORING. SAVE at Tots 
Floors. Save on laminate and 
hardwood flooring, Intedor door- 
slab and hi-fold doom. Trans- 
ition moldings and staimosing. 
We also do kitchen and bath re- 
novations. Call 250-638-7074 or 
fax 250-635-0749. 
SMITHERS BASED trucking 
company looking foy full or par- 
tial backhauls from Vancouver 
area or Alberta and Saskatche- 
wan. Phone 260-877-6269 
XEROX 5818 photocopier. Able 
to do 18 copies per minute. 40 
sheet automatic document fee- 
der and single sheet feed. Has 
3 paper supplies with stand and  
storage cabinet. Can print on 
transparencies. Comes with 2 
cases of toner. Asking 
$3000.00 obo. Contact Sandy 
at 250-845-2131. 
1254Bus iness  i 
opportun i t ies  : 
home? Are you looking for ser- 
ious Incomel www.thosewho- 
succed.com 
& loans Information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
OLD HAZELTON Business Op- 
portunity. Take over 50 seater 
restaurant, well established 
turnkey operation, very busy In 
tourist season. 250-847-8747 
OWNER RETIRING, For sale: 
10 unit apartment building In 
Quesnel, completely renovated. 
long time tenants, low malnte. 
nance, ideal for early retire. 
ment. $235,000. Call 250-992.. 
9395 
PARTNER WITH ME Your 
money (rain 10K) my skills. Ex- 
cellent returns. Call 604-728. 
5570 or email dd74O@hot- 
mall.com 
B6- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 22, 2003 
' ~::258 Careers 270 Help Wanted: 
' . . .~ . t o~ ~He~D~gC~Oe 
.... "NEW LOCATION 
• Massage * Reflexology 
,Ear Candling •Life Energy Assessment 
FRAXCES BIRDSELL 635-2194 
Nalurul Therapist - Holistic gealer o Clinical Ecologist 
PRUNING. ,  
SNOW REMOVAL 
Terrocn, B.C. 
Qulnlon Freeman 
Rob Freeman (250) 635'2652 
n You  A f fo rd  To " 
se Weight? Yes? 
IE I Stick to your New Years Resolution! 
IE I Guaranteed. Risk Free. Natural 
!~ I Weight Loss & FDA Approved! 
I   __Teresa of 63S 13S6 
~ , ~  I~, ....... ,.,.,,,.,.,.,...,,,..,., . ..... ,..J~...- 
You :ca~ Ad~f i se  in Thi~sp0t 
f0r$112 001!a Week: :! 
: :FOR a m,fii 6 i!6f:il;3iWE EKS 
i: ::: P!e'a/d;c iii'f : ii' 6 6!i f i: :i;:.i 
638 : :!: ,:... :~ . . . :  . , , 
m 
M Jr 
I4¢l(llOE & IOl~4 T gER~KE$ 
~ Ken Gill ~s~ E~=vaU~ Home 250-635.5566 
~ s~ Cell 250-615-7294 P 
4813 Pohle Ave. 
Terrace, RC, V8G 1J4 Ernail:mkbackhoe@monarch,net 
:Gift. BasketsFor:All O¢casionsl 
Giving youth the beer driving education that we can 
is imporlant to everyone! The I.C.B.C approved 
courses creates better drivers on the road. Reduce 
your waiting period on your Learners from I 
6 to 3 months. Earn 2 high school credits _ I 
Safer driving obilily will help you stay ~ I 
ace!dent fr~ which will result in J 
savlncls on insurance premiums. ~lT-~P~_~c" I
 i,10635-5750 , .0t0 0 
 !,il,i ii iiiiiii :: 
The Basket Case 
Call Silvana Rigsby 
~ ~  ~ " today for specially gih 
~' :*" "  baskets & creations I-..¢~=~-.~ . 
%Ph: 250-638-1716 Cell: 250-615-9702j 
Ory  ~ 
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIALISTS IN CLEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES •SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS •SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
',FIREPLACES •REST. GREASE TRAPS 
*ATrlC INSULATION REMOVAL *ELECTRIC SNAKE 
*AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS *FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOTHS *VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Indush"ial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1 1 32  
258: Careers 258 Careers 
CLASSES START Feb 4th. Be- 
come a Qualified Aromatherap- 
ist. Correspondence or "In 
House" training. Change stress 
anc~ general health. Acclaimed 
School and therapy treatments. 
SCENTS OF COMFORT. #52- 
6th St. New Westminster, B.C. 
604-521-7670www.scentsof- 
comfort.cam 
270 HelpW~inted 
i 
SALES POSITION: Industrial 
supplies. Titan Supply Inc. 
Cranbrook Division has an 
opening in OUTSIDE SALES. 
Successful applicants w~l have 
sales experience with industrial 
supplies, mechanical power 
transmision and hydraulic pro- 
ducts to Industrial customers. 
Apply in writing only with re- 
sume before January 20, 2003. 
Fax 1-250-489-2311 email 
dtennant @titansupply.ca 
SKOOKUM TOOLS serving the 
Wood, Metal, Fiberglass and 
Automotive trades. Abrasives, 
drilling, cutting and hand tools. 
Franchises available. Minimum 
50K investment, www.skookum- 
tools.corn 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network technician, 
computer technician, program- 
mer analyst, office adminstrator. 
For program or student loan in- 
formation from odr CDI College 
Abbotsford Campus. Call toll 
Free today 1-888-229-1555 
GOLF SCHOOL 2003 Parks- 
ville, B.C. Vancouver Island. 
Morningstar International Golf 
Academy, Spring summer golf 
schools. 3 day classes, unlimi- 
ted golf and practice. CPGA In- 
struction 1-800-567-1320 
www.mornin.qstar.bc.ca 
Intro f0 Computers 
Jan 25 • Sat * 9:00am-4:00pm 
~~l  Gitxsan Child 
& Family Services 
Society 
Executive 
Director 
The Gitxsan Child & Family 
Services Society iS seeking to fill 
the position of Executive 
Director, the senior 
representative and service 
delivery authority for a delegated 
agency. The Executive Director 
is responsible for hiring staff, 
implementing family support and 
child welfare programs, as well 
as Board, staff and community 
development. 
Full details can be 
viewed at 
"Job Opportunities" 
v,n~n,v.interior-news.com 
or call 
(250)-842-2258 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work online from home, large 
international company in 53 
countries around the world. Full 
training, above average income, 
www.afortunetoday.com or call 
1-800-378-4043. 
BOBELL EXPRESS Ltd. Ex- 
perienced HIGHWAY B-TRAIN 
DRIVERS to work from our 
Cache Creek terminal. Mini- 
mum 5 years experience. Stea- 
dy, scheduled, year round driv- 
ing employment. Well - main- 
tained, late model equipment. 
Competitive wage and benefits, 
Professional drivers only. Fax 
resume abstract to 250-457- 
9372. 
CLASS ONE DRIVER required 
for Interior based company. 2 
years Super B flat deck experi- 
ence required on general 
freight. Performance based re- 
numeration. Company operates 
primarily BC/BC-AB Fax re- 
sume and abstract 250-828- 
1490 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS nee- 
ded in Terrace, B.C. Apply on 
line www.secretshopnet.com 
MARINE DEALERSHIP seek- 
ing experienced SALES PER- 
SON, boating background an 
asset. Apply to Manager, Jones 
Boys Boats, Box 1357 Ains. 
worth, BC or fax to 250-353. 
2911 
NANNY HELPER wanted for 
remote Cariboo Ranch. Trade 
help for morn and board + 
horse. Single mother OK. Long 
term. Reply 250-383.5144 Ex. 
tension 1556. Pfaml@hob 
mall.corn 
Fixed Operations/ 
Service Manager required 
immediately 
Will be responsible forService, Body and 
Pans I~pt. Individual must exhibit high 
ethics, energy, good attitude, excellent 
:ommunication. assertiveness, independence, 
leadership, team spirit, Management. sales 
and organzational ski ls. Experience is 
requital. Remuneration c sists ofhast: 
salary, vehicle allowance, benefits, pension 
lnd a annual bonus based on profitability and 
viewpoint performance. 
Send complete r sume with references to:
Aon: Heine Seiben. Lake City Ford Sales 
Ltd. 715 Oliver Street, Williams Lake, BC 
V2G IM9 email:beino@wlake.i:om 
Phone 250-392.4455 Fax: 250-392-6563 
SALES, PARTS, SERVICE 
PERSON required. Power 
equipment retailer-Calhoun. 
Small engine parts experience, 
good sales, computer skills re- 
quired. Mechanical experience 
desirable. Fax resume 250-545- 
7366. 
SERVICE MANAGER for busy 
interior H.D. truck dealership. 
Must be fully qualified and take 
complete charge of full service 
shop. Top wages, pension plan. 
Full benefits, resumes: box 951 
c/o The Abbotsford news 34375 
Cyril St, Abbotsford, B.C.V2S- 
2H5. 
THINKING OF working part- 
time? The pampered chef offers 
quality kitchen tools sold 
through home parties. Training 
provided. Call 250-563-8826. 
VANDERHOOF COMPANY : 
looking for experienced log 
truck and highway SUPER - B 
DRIVERS for work in and out of 
the Vanderhoof area. Accom- 
modations available. Please fax 
resume and current abstract to 
250-567-2212 or call Troy at 
250-567-2422. 
VANDERHOOF LOGGING 
company looking for logging 
trucks for immediate work in the 
Vanderhoof area for winter sea- 
LOG BIJILDER/TIMBERFRA- son. Phone Troy at 250-567- 
MER. Full time position with ' : 5801 between 8 am and 5 pro. 
high end producer. Experienced WE ARE accepting resumes for 
only please. Learn about us: the position of WAITRESS. 
www.logworks.caContact John: . Please send your resume to 
fax 250-378-4611, phone 250- Shan Yah Restaurant at 4606 
378-4977. Email: Iogworks Greig Ave, Terrace, B.C. No 
@ uniserve.com phone calls please. ` 
$69 
Pizza 'Round the World $99+text 
Jan 25-Feb I • Sat * 9:30am-12:00pm " ...... 
Intro to Windows 2000 . . $169 
Jan 28-Feb 6 * Tue/Thu * i]:00pm-~!0:00pm 
Medical Terminology ~ ~: :~ ~ ~ :  / ': : : $250+text 
Feb 3-Mar 5 . /Men/Wed • ,:uu~lu-t:u:uu,m 
Massage FUndamentals : ' $59+gst 
Feb 4-6 • Tue/Thu'. 7:00pm:10:00pm,,-: :,:~; 
Foodsafe Level I _ "::'• "" ::' $79:::. 
Feb7-B • Fri/Sat * 6pm-10pm/9am-4pm 
Forklift Cert i f icate T~aining !i,::-i • ,:i~!'ii~i::!::~. "~ ii  :: 
Feb  7-9 Fri-Sun 6pm-10pm/96m!4pr~jga~.~j~m :i~!} iii:: 
":: ' ; ~: :" ~:c 9 Inlernet E-mad :' :(: '~ : : ,  ~ '=I~ :~ ~' "~' r~, : '4 '~ $8  
• Feb 8 * Sat • 9:00am~:Oopm:i/:::ii;iii:l~::::~;,.:~-(!i~ii~::.~':;;. i .  
Childsafe ' - . . . .  :i: ! .... ¢( ~: i:. .Lii!ili: $79 
Feb 8 • Sat • 9:D0arn-d',00pm -;,:.~- 
ARCVIew " ~:~:.,-!~:, :-:i!~ ~, : '  $269+1exl 
Feb8-Mar 15 • Sat • 9:0~la~-~ii~prn: I::/ " 
MS Word 2000 Level l  : . : /  I . ,  $169 
Feb 10-19 * Men/Wed .• 7:00pm-10:00pm 
MS Excel 2000 Level I $169 
Feb 11-20 • Tue/Thu • 7:00pm-10:00pm 
NORTHWEST 
~ ~COMMUNITY  COLUE~[ 
Take a closer look. 
" ~ e  Classifieds 
EXPERIENCED FELLER BUN- 
CHER OPERATOR needed. 
Experienced with Timbco T44F 
an asset. Please call 250-962- 
8365 
FULL TIME RANCH HAND 
required for Southern Interior 
operation. Must have ranch or :' 
dairy experience. $2000/mo 
plus residence. Fax resume to 
250-836-0095 
Correctional Officer.. i:ii!:::ii.i ii  
The Co .  'eer ie  is &. ( .t  Illtll tl IV It S Ct' t )V  s ion  is the  t ra in ing  agency  For 
I TM IC ,3 COl" 't't:t Otis illlr I 1t' ~'(lll I j t tst lce sect lo  I. Yet It St COOl ') e e dill" 
e ln )lovll|etlt I't';ttlilR'ss I I ' ; Ih|ing tu wa lk  ill ti le Followiltg jatoressions:  
FULL TIME TECHNICAL SUP- 
PORT ASSOCIATES to handle 
inbound calls. Qualifications: 
Grade t2/GED, technical pro- 
blem solving skills. Salary 
$11/hr, Apply to Convergys, 
2121 E.T.C,H., Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C 4A6 or fax 250-571-5870. 
Email kamloops,jobs @ conver- 
gys.com 
HOUSEKEEPER REQUIRED 
in Seymour Arm. Minimum one 
year commitment required. 
Must enjoy plants, be nature 
oriented and have good sense 
of humour. Call 250-833-7711 
for more information, 
Youth Custody Worker 
Adult  Correct ional  Officer 
C:dl li0.i.52,%5;'7,2. Iitx ti11.1.',28.~5.19 r," entai l  us al cc:id(rjilw.llc.c:l fro" an 
4~f~, ,  . -~ .~;~' , .  ;I ) l ica t, "ul(I d;ul I , 'ltt('llrl all Jill( I I I O I session ill |h'i ltce ( ;eo lge .  
L .  ....... / " :  In format ion  Sess ions  (Free) 
~ -  .:-~ '.'*£7~ Wednt.~dav. J ;mu:uv ~2, 2(lll:~ 
HL ' l l l l l i ' , '= '~ ,:t,, I',,,-!~:ilo p,l, ;,i 
~C. -~ ~ 6:1)0 pin • 8:00 Iml 
.:' tl~(]7 - ,q,et~'l l)olt lhl iol l  Sll'e{'l 
~ ~ 1 ~  Visit  our  wet)s ite at www. J ibc ,be.ca.  
We t ra in  the  peop le  who make 
communi t ies  sa fer  p lace~ to  l i ve .  
Corrections F.¢ Community Justice Division 
M:/!.~37 
INTATA LOGGING, Burns 
Lake needs an experienced 
PROCESS OPERATOR. Bene- 
fit package. Send resume to 1- 
250-692-7B60 or call 1-250- 
692-7B80. Fax 1-250-692.7920 
MeEWAN GM is seeking a profess ional  
SALES CONSULTANT 
We invest thousands in training to make you successful. 
Training: We have on going training 
Management: We have the best management 
team in the country to assist you. 
Compensat on Commission, bonuses, spiffs 
Bendits: medical, dental, relirement andMOREl 
At McEwan GM we've estab!ished a 26 year reputa!icn of 
honesty, integri~ and outstanding customer service- ~0etore 
and after the sale. With the hoffest products on the mar!el 
and os the fastest growing deahrshtp in our region, we re 
adding a sales professiona to helo expand our market 
penetration and to he p- our extremely loyal customer bose. 
If you're currently, a professional in sales, with a ~lid. 
' ' t  repeat and referral business, apply todayl If you don teal 
you're paid or treated as well as )lou should be and you're 
fired of working for someone who isn't working for you, send 
any sales h story with job history for the past two years to: 
Aftn: Steve Nickolls, 
McEwan GM 
5004 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. V8G 5S5 
Fox 250-635-6915 
i All replies are striclty confidential (no calls please==,=~i,~~m~ 
Job Description: 
• Networ[< and oinfly plan with a~]encies and commumty 
members in meeting the goals and ob ectg, es of the project, 
• Reconnect aboriginal individuals with work experience 
programs and counsellin.cl/support programs that address the 
many ssues surround n~ ~omehssness 
• Outreach to aboriginal individuals who are homeless, 
• Work indel0endenffy and as a team member, 
• Newark with community a qencies in developing support 
networks for aboriginal inclivi~als who are homeless, 
• Provide monthly progress/statisticql repor!s to Director of 
Kermode Friend'shlp Society, Kermode Friendship Sooety News 
Letters, and olher community agencies, 
• Follow the American Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice. 
Qualifications 
• Minimum of a 10 month certificate in the Social Services 
Worker Program from an accredited institution and 
combination of work experience dealing specifically with the 
social/emotional issues affecting you th-at-r!sk.. 
Demonstrated ability in working with and developing rapport 
with youth-at-risk. 
Knowledge and experience in working with Aboriginal groups 
and an understand ng of Ahorig na culture 
Ability to work independently and within a multi-disciplinary 
team. 
• Proficiency in Windows 95/2000 and related computer 
programs 
• Use of a vehicle and a valid BC drivers license. 
• Abilily to undergo a successful criminal record search. 
Submit a resume with Iflrea references to: 
~ Executive Director 
Kernlode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street, Terrace, BC V8G 2N7 
Application deadline: January 24, 2003 at 4:30 p.m. 
Northwest Community College invites aoplications for a full-time Secretary to the Board of 
Governors/Assistant o the Bursar to commence as soon as possible. This position reports 
through the President to the Board of Governors. acts as a first line contact to the 
President's office and Is the Adminlstrative Assistant to the Bursar. 
This Is a key and challenging position that requires the following skills and experience: 
• Excellent Interpersonal, communicat ion and organizational skills, d iplomacy and 
confidentiality 
• Excellent administrative skills including writing, report preparation, telephone manner 
i Abilily to handle and prioritize multiple tasks 
Thorough knowledge of computers and College software applications 
Considerable knowledge of College organizational sffuCture, policies and procedures 
Demonstrated ability to work well Independently.and to establish effective w0rklng rela- 
tionships With. the College Board, other employees, government officials, students, unlon 
representatives and the general publiC, " 
Education " .Compet lon :  of Grade !2 ;  Certif iCate o r  Diploma In an Office 
Administration/Office Technology Program~. Including courses In the use of Mlorosoff 
Office, Windows, Internet Applications and Electronic Mall and. a minimum of three years 
experience In a senlor secretarial position, .::i : :  
If you are Interested in this position please respond In Confidence by submitting a current 
resume and quoting competition #02,140B to: Director, Human Resources, NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2, 
FAX: (250, 638-5475. Emal,: creynolds@nwcc.bc.ca. ~ N O ~ c U W  cEo S,~.= 
Closing Date: This position will remain open until a M ~ u.t~ 
a suitable candidate can be found. Take  a c loser  look .  
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
The Faculty of'Education, Professional Programs 
in conjunction with the 
Northwest Teacher Education Consort ium 
invites applications f rom experhneed teachers for the position: 
FACULTY ASSOCIATE 
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMEN'I' PROGR&td IN 
NORTH~T lEACHER EDUCATION CONSORTIUM (NW'I'EC) 
IN THE COAST MOUNTAINS DISTRICT [KITIMAT/TERRACE), 
BULKLEY VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT. AND PRINCE RUPERT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
FOR THE 2003-04 ACADF2,11C YEAR 
POSITION 
Faculty g~sodates are responsible for. the supervision f student teachem during their school placements; worMng with faculty 
memlx~rs in developing nxxhle programs,, indMdual and group Instruction: and maintaining effective liaison Ixtween the Facui B, of 
Education and the poblie mhools. 
All qualified candidates a~ encouraged to applt'i however Canadians and permanent residents will Ix given priority. 
Significant travel Is required, 
The 9-month appointment beginning August 11, 2003 is a 1,O or 0.7 position (to be deterndned). The normal metho~ of 
appointment Ls by s~ondment from a school district. Appointments will Ix made Final March 14, 2003, so that a have-of-absence from a 
school district may [x~ arranged, The work for Faculty Assodate pnsitiom will cover the Coast Mountains, Bulldey Valley and Prince 
Rupert School Districts. Posltlons are soltM for Individuals who are willing to be based in Terrace rod/or Bulkley Valley, 
THE cRrI'ERIA 
~lection of ondldates i based on at least he following criteria: 
• curriculum and lnstn~ctional eeds of the program 
• normally five years nf demomtrated excellence in public school teaching 
sensitivity oequity [~sues 
: work experience with adult learners (desirable) 
previous Mhool Associate expertence (desirable) 
: secondrnent approval from ~h0o] district 
experience with microcomputer teehno]o~/as applied to schools 
: knowledge of aboriginal peoples' histories within the ~$1on 
Requests fo# application forms and Information pockages should be addressed to:
Ms Lynn Reader, Piofe~lonal Programs ,.:: . :' 
FaUlty Of Education 
Simon Fraser Univemlty 
8888 University Dth'e 
Burnaby, B.C. VSA lM 
Tel@hone: (604)291-4213 Pax: 604..291-5691 
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS, TOGETHER ~ffrlt SUPPOR'i'IN(} DOCUMENTS, SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY THE FACULTY OF 
EDUCATION NO IATER THAN FEBRUARY 24, 2003, 
, ( ¢ 
270 Help Wanted :.274 Pr0fessional i • ~i ' - ' 404 Apartments : 
QUALIFIED G.M. parts person 
Is required Immediately for a 
GM dealership in the Sunny 
Shuswap of B.C. Send resume 
to Salmon Arm GM, box 580, 
Salmon Arm B,C. VIE.4N7. At- 
tention Bob Menzies Parts Man- 
ager. Email: salmonarm- 
chevclmc @.clmcanada.com 
NEW OPPORTUNITY- province 
wide. Bulk systems requ res dri- 
vers and lease operators. Five 
years driving and two years Sbt. 
Fax resume and abstract to 1- 
604-795-5797. 
Registered Nurse/Licenced Practical Nurse 
required immediately to care for a vent 
dependent child in his home and/or 
accompany child in school, Trach and ventilator 
specific training will be provided. 
BCGEU & BCNU benefits applicable as 
per collective agreement. 
ParaMed Home Health Care 
1-800-223-6208 
Fax: 1-250-564-3636 
420 Comme rcidl 
,lob Description: 
• Effective communication skills; work with a team 
• Ahility to sttpervise staff 
• Ct)mputer knowledge and experience necessary 
• Ability to write reports 
• Experience with finance, accounting, administmtkm ofEarly 
Childhood programs 
• Knowledge of diverse Aboriginal Cultures 
Qualifications: 
• Qu:tlified Early Chiklhood Educator with proven experience of 
nfinimttm 5years 
• First Aid Tnlining Certificate : 
• Focxl Safe Level 1 Certificate . . . .  
• Valid BC Drivers Licence 
• Criminal Record Check 
Sttbnait resume with tlu'ee references to: 
tlealth & Education Programs 
Larisa T:uwick 
Kern]ode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., VSG 2N7 
Application Deadline: January 31, 2003 by noon 
i 404 Apartments 
The Terrace Standard is looking for a sales person. 
This is a one-year full time position owing to a 
~alernity leave and w Ilbe fo owed by permanent 
We are looking for a person who has excellent 
communication skills, can meet deadlines, can thrive 
in a competitive nvironment, and is willing to grow 
in the position. 
A valid Class 5 drivers licence and a reliable vehicle 
are required. 
The Terrace Standard offers a comprehensive 
benefits package. 
Please send resume to: 
Brian Lindenbach, Sales Manager 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Fax: (250) 638-8432 
The deadline date is January 31, 2003. 
i 282Tutor ing ii I!, /302 Account ing ~ 
ii 328 F inancei  ': .... 
• Mor tgage  :~ 
STANDARD 
cBRfrlSH OLUMBIA Ministry of Human Resources 
COMPETITION HR2003722 
Auxiliary Employment Assistance Worker 
Formerly Financial Assistance Worker 
ON-CALL JOB OPPORTUNITY 
Terrace 
Salary: $18.40 to 22.85 per hour 
Our Minislry is currenlty recruiting for 
auxiliary EAWs (on-call) for Terrace 
Position: In con unction with other members of interdependent and 
muhbdisciplinary teams, interviews and eslablishes digibillfy of 
applicants/clients. Authorizes payments under all BC Benefits Acts 
and Regulations; promotes reattachment o the labour market; 
assesses clients circumstances for possible intervention and 
! additional social support services; determines appropriateness of 
!= various sub-programs for special needs clients; determines clients 
need for exceptional hardship [unds; and reviews clients 
, employment andre-training opportunities. 
i i Qualifications- Applicants who are not currently Employment and 
Assistance Workers (EAWs) must pass a written exam, which will 
test knowledge, skills and abilities. Those who pass the written 
~! exam will be invited to the next stage of the selection process. 
Successful applicants will be appointed at the entry level. Newly 
': appointed EAWs will enter a development/training plan and will 
; advance through successive pay levels as they acquire practical 
: ! !  experience. 
Prior to submitting an application you must contact closing 
Iocolion for a complete list of dutles and qualifications. 
Appoinfmenls are subject to a satisfactory police record check. 
i Travel is a requirement. Transl~dalion arrangements must meet 
~: the operational requirements of the ministry. An eligibility list may 
be established 
Applicant will be required to pass Ihe Pre-Screenlng EAW exam. 
!: Information Packages and Government Application Forms can 
be picked up at:. 
The Terrace District offi¢,e "- 
Ministry of Human Resources 
ii 102 2918 Eby St 
' "  I Terrace BC V8G 2X5 I 
i JCor~pleted applications hould be returned to the above,noted J 
i :  I Terr0ce address, The clos,ng date for applications iS~ Januar~v 30' I 
i i i i ..... I 
~i  
ii 
W LAKES DISTRICT 
MAINTENANCE LTD. 
BRIDGE JOURNEYMAN - SMITHERS 
This permanent position is open to both male and female applicants and is within 
the Bargaining Unit of Iho International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 115. 
The Point of Assembly is Smithers. Thls position requires extensive travel in 
Service Area #25. 
Under the direction of tha Bddge Manager, the successful applicant will perform 
bridge repairs, bddge construction a d related uties as they pertain to a Bddge 
Joumeyman. 
The successful candidate will be required to work in adveme weather conditions. 
,Must be able to adapt o rapidly.changing conditions dudng emergencies. Some 
shift work may be required. The successful candidate will be assigned to winter 
road maintenance for the winter months. 
,Must possess a valid Bddge Journeyman Technical Qualification Certificate. 
,Must possess a valid Class 3, with air pem~itted, B.C. ddvers llcenco. 
,Must be familiar with Ministry of Transportation standards that pertain to bddge 
maintenance. 
~bl.~: As per the Collective Agreement 
Ptease supply resume with references to: Lakes Dlstdct Maintenance Ltd., Box 
3969, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. . . . . .  
Attention: GS. Hemmeding, Operations Manager. 
ACCOUNTING CLERK " 
TEMPORARY PART-TIME 
To perform various duties in the Accounting 
Department. Preference will be given to a 
candidate nrolled in the 3rd level or higher of the 
CGA, CMA or CA Prog.ram, with a minimum of 3 
years proven exper ience  in all facets o f  
accounting. Good interpersonal skills and ability 
to work in a team environment is essential. 
Only those candidates selected for further 
consideration will be contacted and will require a , 
Criminal Records Check. 
Please submit your resume to: 
Terrace & Distr ict Communi ty  Services Society 
#1-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C.  V8G 2X6 
Closing Date: January 27, 2003. 
If you require further intbrmution, please call 
Job  Descr ipt ion;  
• Deve lop  a progKltn with learn|rig opportunities fo r  preschool 
childrerl 
Ability to supet%se and implenlent daily activities 
o Knowledge and experience with Early Childhcx~d reporting 
process 
Ability to devek|p an Aboriginal fncuses curriculum 
:Effective co|nrr~tmication skills; must be able to work as a team 
nlenlber '~ ' 
• Extensive knowledge of diverse Aboriginal cultures 
• Strong org-|nizafiona[ skills 
• Computer knowledge and experience 
• Provide resources to Aboriginal chiklren and their fi|milies 
Oualifications.. 
• Qualified Early Childhood Educator with proven experience of
mirfirrmm 5 years 
• First Aid Trainir~g Certificate 
• VaIM BC Drivers Licence 
• Crinlirlal Record Check 
Submit resume with three references to: 
Health & Education Programs 
I.aris:t Tatavick 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street, Tem|ce, B,C., V8G 2N7 
AppUcatFon Deadline: January 31, 2003 by noon 
Tutoring Service Available. BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Grade 3-7. $20/hour. Call 250- . Set up and maintenance of your 
63B-0927 small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
290 Work Wanted: 9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
HOUSE & OFFICE CLEAN- 
ING. $12 per hour or contract. 
Call Lorraine at 250-635-4358. 
LIVE-IN NANNIES available. 
Qualified experienced caregi- 
vers with criminal, medical and 
reference checks. No place- 
ment fee for overseas nannies. 
604-669-9900 www.studio- 
plane.cam email: into@studio- 
plane.cam 
RENOVATIONS + REPAIRS. 
Interior, exterior, plumbing, dry- 
wall, electrical jobs etc. Free as- 
timates. Reasonable rates. 
Over 30 years experience. Call 
Alex 250-615-5475. 
FREE CREDIT counselling. 
Consolidate debts, one low pay- 
ment. Eliminate or reduce inter- 
est. Rebuild your credit rating. 
Credit counselling Society of 
B.C, NON PROFIT SERVICE. 
1-888-527-8999 
GET BACK on trackt Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home you qualify 1- 
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.cam Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
LIrI'LE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your childl 
Our licensed facilities is located 
on Halliwell Ave. We are close 
to uplands school and play- 
ground. Spaces available for all 
ages. For information and regis- 
tration call Robin 250-635-4947. 
( Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
~,~vel0pment a d Economic Securi~,~ 
MR. FIX IT by certified building 
technologist. Repairs and 
maintenance by science, not 
duct tape. Property manage- 
ment. No job too small. Call 
250-615-5558 
PAINTER 15YEARS exper- 
ience. Quality workmanship. 
Reasonable rates. Free esti- 
mate. Call Dan at 250-635-7555 
iii'; 322 Educat ion /  
: :; Tutoring 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter interior 
residiential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable ratos. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
0199 
Horthern Hearing & Safely Training 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Sat., Jan. 25 Thur., Feb. 20 ....................................... $90 
WCB OFA Transportation Endorsement 
Sun., Jan. 26 Fri., Feb. 21 .......................................... $90 
WEB OFA Level I w/Adult Care 
Man., Feb. 24(Full) Tues., Feb 25 ............................. S!15 
WCB OFA Level 3 CAREYBOOAa~ Insrruaor 
Feb. 3-14 Mar. 3-14 .............................................. $67S 
~WHNtlS --  Anytime via computer .............................. $S5 
TDG Clear L ,  nouatle 
Anytime via Computer .................................................. $75  
Red Cross CPR Level C 
Fd., Jan. 31 ........................................................... S70 
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2BEDROOM UNIT in Thornhill, 
utilities included. Laundry facili- 
ties available. $550/month, no 
pets. Available immediately 
Damage deposit required. Plus 
2 bedroom half duplex. In 
town,f/s, w/d, $550/month + de- 
posit. 3bedroom house, wash- 
er/dryer, frldge/stove, fireplace. 
Hosptlal area. $650/mo + 
DD.Cal1250-635-5992. 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT. 
Fridge/stove, carpets through- 
out. Downtown on Lakelse Ave. 
$540/mo, utilities included. 250- 
615-9301 
AVAILABLE MARCH 1st. Tak- 
ing applications for a beautifully 
painted, well finished 2bdrm 
apartment In a secure building 
with on site management. Lami- 
nate flooring throughout living 
area and master bedroom. A 
must see, References required. 
250-638-1622 
• FOR RENT: 1(with study/stor- 
age) & 2bedroom apartments in 
Thornhill. $325/m0, unfur- 
nished, utilities extra, available 
immediately. 250-638-0438 
FURNISHED 1BEDROOM 
apartment. $360/month plus 
damage deposit $180. No pets. 
Call 250-635-6851. 
1BEDROOM I~URNISHED 
apartment in Thomhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
secudty deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 
II!1111|11~!1|!|1|1111|1|!||||!!!1|111|~ 
Publishing 
Where all of your printing needs are completed 
with fast service at reasonable prices. 
WE 8PECIA IL IZE  
IN 
Office Stationary - Business Cards 
Brochures - Flyers - Posters - Newsletters 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper - 
Ph: 635-1872 - Fax: 63,5-1868 
I , i i .dA I .m.A ImAl~l~l l  =mi l l  = m =mmmm =m jm4lm l= =i ] ]=.  
i1420 CornmerciaiS>i 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPUCATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
S420.00  month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
4204 N. Sparks 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. Laundry 
facilities on each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean & 
Quiet Building 
on the Bench 
638-8554 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS • 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
o Clean, quiet renovated suites 
, Ample parking 
° Laundry facilities 
, Close to schools & downtown 
0 On bus route 
° On site management 
, No pets 
° References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
,too,d, or, d/ ,~h p~o,~ pm~omj, I 
~n,m hono~md; ~. mmdaddm, o! ~ t 
nut d kln ~x card; and ~ mmoloddm, J 
~. ~ m~ tz~ ond ~C =:a~) .  J 
F~a~ ~l  ~ &no~ ~: J 
HEART and SlROKE FOUNDATION ~,  I 
OF II.C & YUKON ~ "%.: t P oBo.n,~..~cvsom \ J I 
635.t966 , " ' 
l&  2BEDROOM apartments 
available immediately. Call 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
1, 2, AND 3BEDROOM apart- 
ments available. Heat, hot wa- 
ter, electricity included. Live in 
manager, on site security. 250- 
635-3409 or 250-638-0015 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apartments. 
Available immediately. On-site 
management. References requ- 
ired. 250-635-6428 or 250-638- 
0015 or 250-615-0345 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
LARGE, QUIET 3 bedroom 
apartment, fddge, stove washer 
and dryer, gas fireplace and 
electric heat. $600/mo. Please 
call 250-635-7321 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 and 3 
bedroom, security entrance, 4 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
in the Horseshoe. Comes with 
f/s, w/d. Non smoking, quiet 
working person please. 
$575/month includes utilities. 
Available January 15/03. Call 
250-635-4672. 
ONE BEDROOM BACHELOR 
• suite, downtown (basement). 
Close to mall. $375/month in- 
cludes heat. Call 250-635-6350. 
' Available February 1/2003. 
1BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite, clean, newly renovated. 
2blocks from downtown. Avail- 
able February 1/02. $450- 
month. Call 250-638-1115. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite. 5 appliances.Satellite dish. 
South Kenney. Available im- 
mediately. $575/month. Call 
250-638-8089. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
fddge/stove washer/dryer, large 
yard, no pets, $620/mo. In- 
cludes all utilities plus cable. 
Available immediately 250-635- 
appliances. No pets/smoking. 2556. 
Walking distance to downtown. 2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
Available immediately. 250-638- in Thomhill, Close to schools, 
0046 or 250-635-4852 . laundry facilities on premises, 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bed- no pets. Recently painted and 
room apartment. Close to with new appliances. $475/mo. 
schools and hospital. $475/mo i Phone Rob. 250-638-7290 
References required 250-635- 
5103. 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 2 bed- 
room apadment. Close to town 
security entrance on site man- 
agement. No pets. Available im- 
mediately $500/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-0404 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite, ground level fenced yard. 
Patio, Storage, 'washer/dryer 
hookups. Prefer non-smoker. 
References required. $450/mo 
plus damage deposit. $225/m0 
Call 250-635-4279 
apartment on Braun's Island 2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
$300 and $400/too, Pets web ' 4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
come. Call 250-635-9102 635-7171 
SMALL APARTMENT in 4 plex NEWLY RENOVATED office 
in Thornhill. Ideal for single per- spaces Available immediately. 
son or couple. To view 250-. 530 '.,qff] 409 sqft. 4600 block 
635-8288 , Lakelse. Inquiries daytime 250- 
TWO AND A HALF BEDROOM 638-1900 or evenings 250-635. 
APARTMENTS. 4623 Hau- ;' 9769. 
gland, full kitchen and living- 
room. Recently renovated, elec- 
tric heat. $600/month plus $300 
deposit. Available February 
lst,2003. Call 250-638-1348 
Maria or 250-635-5800 Tony. 
2 BEDROOM/BATHROOM, 3rd 
floor, tastefully renovated apart- 
ment. Woodgreen condo, Suit- 
able for 1 or 2 non smoking ma- 
•ture adults. No pets, f/s, dish- 
washer , blinds. Available ira- 
• mediately, $650/month, refer- 
ences and damage deposit re- 
quired. Call 250-638-0240. 
2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
:stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
'References required. 250-635- 
3796 
3BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, above 
ground basement suite at 4721 
Loen. Fddge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, storage. $600/mo. 
250-638-8639 
BC Housing 
RENTAL ACCOMMODATION 
The Willows, Seniors Building 
Applications are being taken for well-maintained Bachelor 
and 1 bedroom apartments: 
• Close to the downtown and transportation 
Fridge and stove provided 
Cab|evision and laundry available at minimal costs 
• No security deposit necessary I 
• Tenants pay no more than 30 percent of gross month y 
;ncome. 
For information, please call 638-1619 or pick up 
applications from #103-3404 Kalum Street, Terrace 
or call 250-627-7501 to have an application mailed. 
3BEDROOM DUPLEX in 
Thornhill. Close to scllools. 
$525/mo. Phone 250-615-9301 
3BEDROOM SUITE, fddge/- 
stove, laundry facilities, cable, 
utilities included. Covered car- 
pod, close to town. Damage de- 
. posit and references required. 
No pets. $800/month. Available" 
immediately. Call 250.835- 
2921, 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE. 
$575/mo, half damage deposit. 
Frldge/stove included. Call 250- 
638-1094 
3BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath. S/s 
duplex, covered carpod. Refer. 
ences required, Available Febr- 
uary 1/03. $6g0/month. Call 
250-635-8650. 
4BEDROOM DUPLEX in Ter- 
race. N/g heat, washer/dryer In- 
cluded. No parties, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
required. Phone 250-798-9554 
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2 & 4BEDROOM suites, newly 
renovated, close to down- 
town.Heat included. 4 bedroom 
has washeddryer. Available 
now. Call 250-638-1902. 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT in 
5-plex on River Drive. $400 
Electric heat. 1bedroom duplex 
near downtown. $375/mo,No 
pets please. Phone 250-638- 
1648 
2BEDROOM HOUSE w/fin- 
ished loft and garage on large 
treed lot. Fridge/stove, dish- FURNISHED, 3BEDROOM 
washer. $700/mo. 250-635- house. July 1- September 30, 
9151 2003. Would consider house 
5/6 BEDROOM, newly renova- 
ted on acreage in Gossen Sub- 
division. 5 appliances, n/g and 
wood heat. 2 car garage, bas- 
ketball court, garden, fruit trees. 
• Full basement, 1 1/2 baths. 
Asking $900/month. Call 250- 
635-2298. 
swap- we live in Salt Lake City, 
Utah. Lorna at 801-944-0243. 
OSOYOOS, BC enjoy the cli- 
mate of Canada's only natural 
desert located in the South 
Okanagan Valleyl Brand new 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX,~ CLEAN 2BEDROOM house for LAKEFRONT apartments and 
fridge/stove, draperies, n/g, . rent. Fridge/stove. Close to townhomes. Prices start under 
large yard with storage shed. •town. $600/mo. Call 250-838- $100,000. 1-866-738-1002, 
$525/month. Available imme- 7608 www.casa-del-lago.ca. Co- 
diately. No pets. Call 250-635- : CLEAN 3BEDROOM house for oparators Real Estate Services 
2556. rent. Southside, fridge/stove, Inc. 
' 2BEDROOM GROUND floor washer/dryer, dishwasher. 
apartment. Located on Pine $700/mo:Cal1250-638-7608 
, Ave in Thornhill. Close to COZY 2-3BEDROOM home in 
schools. Available immediately ThornhilL 5 appliances, large 2BEDROOM MOBILE home in 
• No pets. Call 250-635-3583. 
• 2BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in. 
i 4plex en Soucie Ave. $600/mo. 
:3bedroom house on Goulet 
Ave. $650/mo. Sorry no pets, 
250-638-1648 
, 7!  : : 
~572 Modular 
i :~Homes: : i  ~ ." i 
LARGE 2BEDROOM suite in a 
quiet, high quality four plex, 
Near hospital and bus routes. 
,Onsite caretakers, 5 applianc- 
es, ng fireplace, mini storage. 
No pets please, $685/mo. Call 
Beth, 250-635-6248 
• LARGE 3BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds, finished attic, garden 
level basement, fenced yard, 
pets negotiable. Non smokers 
only. In upper Thornhill. 
$700/month + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. For ap- 
plications call 250-635-4368. 
NEWER 3BEDROOM apart- 
ment in duplex comes with 
fridge, stove, washer and dryer. 
Has carport and large yard. 
Quiet area and on bus route. 
Available immediately. No pets 
please. Phone 250-635-4571 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex at 
3735 Pine Ave, Thornhill. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup. $375/mo. References 
required. 250-636-8639 
SMALL 2BEDROOM duplex in 
Thornhill. Suitable for one or 
two people. Fridge/stove, no 
pets, security deposit. $385/mo. 
250-635-6668 
SPACIOUS 2BEDROOM in 4 
plex unit. Working couple 
preferred, 4 appliances. Also 2 
bedroom apartment, security 
entrance, rec facilities, security 
deposit. Both available imme- 
diatelv. Call 250-635-6824. 
VERY SPACIOUS 4 bedroom 
duplex located in upper Thorn- 
hill. $750/month. Available im- 
mediately. Call 250-638-0410. 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$450/mo 250-635-8772 even- 
in~s. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE at 4509 
Greig. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer hook-up. Fresh paint, 
hardwood floor. References re- 
quired. $600/month. Call 250- 
638-8639. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendinq Services available. 
1BEDROOM CABIN in Thorn- 
hill. Electric heat. freshly pain- 
ted. $395/mo. "Available imme- 
diately or Feb 1/03. Call 250- 
635-2319 
1BEDROOM HOUSE for rent 
$350/mo. Call 250-635-5981 or 
250-635-3409 
1BEDROOM HOUSE in Thorn- 
hill. No pets. $376/month ~lus 
damage deposit. Call 250-635- 
9530. 
FOR RENT 
x BEDROOM HOUSE 
DowrowN,  NATURAL 
GAS HEAT. RENT $540 - 
REFERENCES REQUIRED 
PH, Z$0-63S-$475 
2 BED. TOWNHOUSE 
near hosp.ilal, fridge/stove, 
washer l dryer hoTok.ups. 
New condition. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
$600/550 per monlh. 
Call 250-635-8650 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, in quiet 
neighborhood in Horseshoe. 
Large fenced yard, pets wel- 
comed. W/d, dishwasher inclu- 
ded. Hardwood floors, large pri- 
vate deck. $600/month plus uti- 
lities. Available February 1/03. 
Call 250-503-1247. 
2BEDROOM HOUSE, half 
basement in Horseshoe. 
Ffidge/stove washer/dryer. Utili- 
ties Included. $675/month. 
Quiet people, good rental refer- 
ences required. Call 250.638- 
8639. 
4BEDROOM 2 1/2 baths 
house on bench. 5 appliances, 
familly room, den. Good refer- 
ences required. $850/mo 250- 
638-863g 
4BEDROOM DOUBLEWIDE 
trailer In Jack Pine Flats, all ap- 
pliances, oil and wood heat, Pri- 
vate setting on 5,5 acre hobby 
farm with numerous outbuild- 
Ings, $650 plus damage depo- 
sit. References required. Avail- 
able February 1/03, Phone 250- 
798-2456 
4BEDROOM FULLY furnished, 
hottub, spa tub, 2 1/2 bath. 
$2000/mth U3.(250)- 877,g152 
fenced yard with fruit trees, sun- 
deck and tennis court. No pets, 
non smokers. Damage deposit 
and references required. Call 
250-635-2627. 
LARGE 1BEDROOM suite on 
Queensway with yard, good 
view, log living room and fire- 
place. Garbage pick- up inclu- 
ded. $425/month. Call 250-635- 
2837. 
LARGE 5BEDROOM house 2 
1/2 baths. Double garage, 5 ap- 
pliancesl Minutes from town. 
References and damage depo- 
sit required. $1000/month. Call 
Jim Daffy 250-635-2404. 
SMALL WELL maintained, 
clean 2bedroom house in 
Thornhill. N/g heat, includes 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
blinds and yard maintenance. 
Ideal for 2 people, $450/mo se- 
curity deposit required. No pets 
or parties! Call for appointment 
to view or leave a message at 
250-635-7467 
VERY CLEAN three bedroom 
lower half of house. Includes 
fridge-stove, washer/dryer. Ask- 
ing $500-month, Available 
immediately. Call Patrick at 
250-638-1135. 
2BEDROOM DOUBLEWIDE 
trailer on large lot at 4651 Bea- 
ver Cresent. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. $500/month. Call 
250-638-8639. 
3BEDROOM TRAILER on one 
acre. 20 x 40 detached shop. 5 
minutes from town. 
Fridge/stove. $600/month. Call 
250-638-1461 references re- 
quired. Available immediately. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
14X70 mobile home with large 
addition. 3bedrooms. Very spa- 
cious, nice condition. $600/mo 
plus damage deposit. 250-635- 
• 6640 
MOBILE HOME for rent in Ter- 
race Trailer Park. F/s, w/d. 2 
bedroom with 20x8 addition. 
$500/month. Call 250-837- 
6788. 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
• trailers for rent. For more infor- 
mation call 250-638-0008. 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks [3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
ROOM FOR rent. Close to 
downtown. All facilities, no par- 
ties. Call 250-638-8944. 
LARGE MODERN bedroom. 
with mini kitchen. ~rivate bath. 
ncludes heat. washing facili- 
ties Close to bus route for col- 
lege. Available immediately. 
Call after 6:00 pro, ask for 
Wayne 250-635-4294. 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visil 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.cam or call Su~ 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578- 
8369 Hotels. condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski n/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation - Great' 
Rates - Great Service. 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy, 
and sell timeshares. 
www.starresort.net. 1-800-985- 
4395 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 baths, 
newly renovated. Close to town 
and schools. Includes Us, w/d. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
635-3908. 
3STOREY TOWNHOUSE 1 1/2 
bath. Newly renovated. Close to 
schools and hospital. Families 
welcomg, ,.Call 250-635-4220, 
$600/month, 
PAY 1/2 MO RENT for January, 
February, and March 3bedroom 
townhouses close to downtown 
and schools, Fis, w/d hookups, 
apartments with wid available. 
Please call TERRACE MANOR 
250-635-4980 
excellent condition. Large addi- 
tion, new windows, flooring 
throughout. Located in Terrace 
trailer park. Includes f/s, dish- 
washer, washer. Call 250-635- 
1884. 
FACTORY DIRECT chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cus- 
tom homes, residential packag- 
es, no commissions! SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOMES, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. For more infor- 
mation toll free 1-888-765-8992 
DL10146 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available Dave Crossan. 250- 
567-2607 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
FROZEN, OVEN ready home 
grown chickens ranging from 5- 
9 Ibs. $2.30 per lb. Call Helena 
250-698-7451. No Sunday calls 
please. 
30 YEARLING bulls on feed. 
Black Angus, Simmental and 
Red Angus. ADG is 3.6. some 
heifers/bulls Xbar Sim- 
mentals/Crosby/Angus. 250- 
567-4122 or 250-567-5307 to 
view stop by the farm in Van- 
derhoof. 
BULLS FOR sale 190 plus 
quality yearling bulls. Hereford, 
red and black Angus, Gelle- 
viehs, Charolais and Limousin 
on test at Lazy B Ranch. Please 
call Chadie ant 250-690-7226 
Fort Fraser. 
, ' ,  ": ) 
1995 BOBCAT with 5 attach- 
ments. 7000 Ib trailer. Call 250- 
615-0264 or 250-615-9351. 
KEN'S 
:MARINE 
Clothing 
20% OFF 
1991 Honda 
CBR600 
*4,500.00 
1991 Ph.zer 
Long Track 
*1,800.00 
2002 Kodiak 
Ullramoli¢ 400, 
4x4, w/winch 
s6,500.00 
1996 Arctic Cat 
Powder Special 
s2,995.00 
1998 Arctic Cat 
zr 500, 2" L0nglrock 
*3,995.00 
Demo 2002 
Kodiak Ultro-Melk 
400, 4x4 
57,495.00 
1999 Y.m.hu 
III ' :!':i' " '~:  " ""#' 
' ~ ' ~'*~ .;, .7 . ~ ~ . 
!::; . ::~ '~:;: .i ' ~ ,~ : 
i ~ ".:,Ii > :'. ,~. ~' . 
VACANT 1650 sq. ft. RANCHER 
TOTALLY RENOVATED, 3+ BEDROOMS 
3688 K 'SAN AVE. 
Spectacular view, 5 appliances, large kitchen, huge liv- 
ing room, 2 bathrooms, new flooring throughout, minutes 
from downtown, large 1/2 acre riverfront lot on quiet :u l- 
de-sac, huge bathroom w/Jacuzzi tub, stall sho~er, 
double sink 
Asking $151,900 Phone 250-638-0160 
t 
IN TOWN/COUNTRY LIVING 
is the setting for this 6 year old home on the Bench. 
1'/2 storey p]us full basement, 3 extra large bedrooms, 
3 bathrooms, family room, ceramic tile in kitchen, 
entrance, bathroom, large veranda, sundeck, landscaped, 
dog kennel, security system. 4401 North Sparks 
Asking $178,800 
View by appoinlment only 250-638-2012 
Outstanding Achievemen 
of Terrace 
congratulates 
John Evans 
on 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of December. In recognition 
of this accomplishment, John is pleased 
to make this month's donation to the 
Heart & Stroke Foundation. 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
• (3TS) & (3WA) $26.75, Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST, Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
" advertising @terracestan. 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
PICTURESQUE DOLL house 
character home. Big sunny 
deck, cedar fenced yard, huge 
apple tree. 2 bedrooms, one 
bathroom. Hardwood floor, n/g 
fireplace, suitable starter home. 
' Double lot. 4601 Haugland Ave. 
Asking $110,000, Call 250-615- 
5581. 
Erika Longer Um Codlinsld IJ0~m 
NNN 
pat Qulrm Jim D~fy Voice Ho~O, ey 
Bert qungh Rusty Lju~gh IN/~,e W~le~m 
~11111111111111111111111 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
~l ln l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
635-2404 
#102-4644 La~el l c  Ave .  
wv ,~v,n)~ a l lepaS¢.C : l  
,,o,.,,,.,,=~ Emai l :  in fo@roya l lepag,2ter race .com 
3BEDROOM HOUSE in excel- 
lent condition for sale. Includes 
alarm system, 3 appliances, 
heated and wired shop, storage 
shed, garden, fruit trees, and 
fenced in yard. Located at 2409 
Cramer St..Asking $112,900. 
Phone 250-615-5519 
FOR SALE: 2 logging trucks 
with or without jobs in Chet- 
wynd. Retidnq. 250-788-8177 
•hooo 
our li in room,,, 
KEEP1T 
2002 Civic DX-G 1995 Chev Ext Cab 
$17,995 3/4 Ton, 2 Wh. Dr. $12,995 
2001 Chev Venture 1995 Civic Hatch 
$17,995 $8,995 
2001 Civic DX-G 1994 Jeep YJ 
$16,995 $8,995 
2001 Civic LX-G 1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
$18,995 NOW $16,995 
2000 Honda CRV-EX 1993 Subaru Loyale 
NOW $8,995 $25,995 
1999 V01ks Golf Wolfsburg 1993 Chev S-Blazer 
$10,995 
WAS $19,995 NOW $16,995 
1993 Civic Sl 
1999 Ford 4 WD S Cab XLT $8,995 
$25,995 1993 Mazda 323 
1998 Ford F150 $7,995 
$19,995 1990 Accord EX-R 
1996 GMC EXT Cab 4x4 $8,995 
$16,995 1988 Nissan Pathfinder 
1996 Chevy Suburban LT $8,995 . 
$22,995 1988 Nissan Sentra ..... 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R $2,995 !~#".~: 
NOW $15,995 1 9 8 ~ "  :" ...... 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
Cab w/Plow 1981 V ~ o n v .  
WAS $16,995 NOW $14,995 
ihealthy ! 
ealthy diet II '= 
Terra c H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 16 W / /  (250)638-8171 
D# 9662 / 1-900-665-1990 
www.bchonda.com 
I • t, 
• .  t " ,: ' 
.. . "~  . : : ?~ 
4 
i: 
'i 
Guess where we stand with Canadian drivers for 
The Honda " . Exc lus ive ly  a t :  
You can't buy that kind of respect; you have to earn it. 
With hundreds of new passenger vehicles available, Canadian drivers continue to choose Honda Civic above all others, Why? We believe Civic 
has earned that commitment by delivering consis~zntly solid value, a 5-star safety rating, advanced race.proven engineering, environmental 
leadership, high resale value and one of the lowest cost of operating figures on the planet. Find out for yourself. Get in. Turn the key. Smile, 
j•/ ~ ...~ 2003 CI~C SEOAN ~. ~ ; i ~  ~.~ ' -~ LX-SPORT 
, + . , ,~++ tyl ~/ . 
am[ ~ '  ~+:  ==~-'~-.-:~i, ...,o,,t.... 
~.~; .%.  L':,/[-: ~.~,~.--"'~c,",",",",",",",",~ Top.oHhe. neenhancemens 
l Y  ~ ! ~  .... , ~  : **~. !  5 include: "Power Moonroor/ 
~ '  g~%-E+"~.,~' .." Windows/Doo~/Mirrors 
'"~Jml~. - .~  ~"  j ~'TrunkSpollerwithLEDBrakeLight 
.~ .~k '~ '~ ~, '~ " 15" AIIoyWheels ~' AM/~ Stereo 
~ l ~ a ~  with CD Player,.,and much more. 
PIll MONTH O,A.(. PII(ISINCLUD|,IIIIEHI |II~L~U|S[~IT'~ 
-I'e rra H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 16 W /~ '  (250)638-8171 
D# 9662 ~ 1-8oo-665-t 99o 
(I 2¢~m exceedng ~lowa'¢ e), 12,516.46 (f152,789.g8) down I~'/ram1 o¢ ~lulvalen~ I~e  acc~lable Io @~a" ($0 down on aqlxoved credit from Honda Con,~Ja Finance Inc.). Down payments may van/to reflect flucluafmg/CFE after January 13, 2003. 
Ior$8.320,OO(ll$11,342.00)#ustaxes.rlltl$1~Offer~e~JJanmp13 sl,2003a padlclpatlngde~er~o~y.~l~tic~amgoe.~e~to~nm oem.s. ;~ . t~.~mg ~me m~ In-sloc~.~'c~Jal~vcu~upesmo ~eo~s~24.36,48o~60 
mo~th terms, tip.trace xt~nple: $20,000 at 5.6% per mnum equals $467,87 per mon~ tar 40 moths, C,O.G, Is $2,457.76 for a Iolal of $22,457.76, Down paymer4 m~y be required. "As repoded by Cm'mdian maf~fac~ kl ~e~ year 2002. 
, I ! 
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........ ,:..::~.. ..,~:~:~,~!. #~.~-.-,..~:. ~:~, , 
- ~ ~  I CH~VSLE~ ! 
~<~';'><:::""' ' : "~ I '  .... ' SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD, 49161twy. 16 WeSt 635-7187 
• 1-800-313-7187 DLR, 5958 
• PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE www.terraceautomall.com 
, " . . . . .  Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to , ~.:~ ,<,  . 
.:i,,~,:,, • .... . . . . . .  ~:~>.) ' • i: :.. ' / >': . . . .  Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
~ i i i i  ~~ j ~  Fill out  this  entry up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 20Ol Dodge 
~ etum piCtUre. ~ courier service. Grand Caravan SE '~ andr i t~th  ~w ~,,=0,~c, , o,~,,, Power Windows & Locks only NOW ONLY $27 ,995  
!i . ~  S20*O0:  (incL GsT),: Ph: FAX: 636-2633 
'<'...,, ..... ,~  ~.  ,-. ; ' . ~ . <: ~ ' ! : . : ,  : . . >  ,~ P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
~ - -  .:~ 636-2622 
' ' Terrace Depot: 635-7676 ~:• ':>;"~'~ : .;~,,.,, i picked up v,, Auto~,~, ,  Mo,n 
I. ; :  f~ . ,  ,.,. .... • ~: i :i,, afterFebmaw 2ooo Chrysler Intrepid 
" 786Trucks / ' .  i~!~'~,'. , . ~_~,~'~. . . . .  " . V6, Auto, Air, Crulse, Tilt, Pwr 
i!~;!ili!ii.:i:/~ . ~ ) , : ' ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  ?:,:. ' ".~'~,~,. . . . . .  . . : . :  Wind0ws, L0cks, Cassette 
,~ . ,< .< . . . .  ,,,:~.,~., ~, .~,,,~>--,." ]~eautz~ul  Rahse .~ BOAT TOPS & Frames. Boat- 1991 CHEV 1/2 ton 4X4, now was,5,995 
: ,: ? : : '  ~ < < %  ' ~ !" ~ .~. .~. . - . . .  v . . . . . . . .~ . .  = , .~ .=. . ,~  , , . .~ ,~ top i'epairs, recovering of boat- paint, 8cyl, automatic, standard NOW ONLY $12,995 
• ~ , , : : '  i : ,  seats by Satellite vinyl. Fabrics cab, box liner, good condition• '99.Dodge Ral~500 
i ~ ~ =  (~~(~'  : , ;  and canvas w0rks ~520 Johns Asking$450O. 250•845-7624or tit a i!!i~t your baby s pzcture" in the V41~ ~WV~ : i Rd. Terrace, B.C.250-635-4348 250-845-5626 4x~~LT ) .... i i • ,  i or ?=50-615-9924 1992 MAZDA B2600 deluxe ~; i~:~,~o 
i  .Beautiful Babies, f 740 Snowmobi les"  • . . • ,  . . .  : ~ • 
extra cab, 4X4 with matching '99 Dodge Grand Caravan 
canopy• Alum dms, new tires. VG, Aut0,4Dr.,windows, L0cks&M0¢e 
Only 111,000kms. 2nd owner $17,995 
Terra( 2000 YAMAHA MM700 SLP excellent condition• $7995 obo• 
~iii l l ii, ili:! ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ pipes; ekholn gas rack; cobra Call 250-798-9505. '98 Plymouth Gr. Voyager 
:' V8G windshield, 3300kms. Excellent 1994 GMC 4x4, 3/4 ton, diesel, $1VS'2,995Auto' Air 
condition. $6600 obo. Call 250- automatic, loaded. Extended 
i , . ,#  ca,.Oa,,,,o-o,,-o,o,o,,,o- ' , ,  , . , , ,  C , , . ,o ,  
i 615-9351, Sped 
4 Door, 4x4 
D. ,  . . . .  - • $17,995 i!Speczal Edition; Ed MOVlNG OUTofcountryl2001 ?792Var ts /Buses  , . ,  L . ' . ,  . . . . .  ; , ' Pontiac Sunfire GT. All options '98 Chrysler Neon 
including new summer and 1979 FORD1ton cubevan. 14' 4Dr.,Auto.AIr 
studded tires• Book priced at box equipped with bins, work $9,995 
, ~i ~ • ii i .  $27,000. Sacrifice $23,500. (of- •bench, pipe rack + lights• Call '97'Plym0uth Breeze ,:..i., 'w i l l  b ' " g p'ct .......... res I' fers) 250-636-2266 omai,: 250-635-77971eavemessago. NC, Auto, Tllt, Crulse 
We . mumsy7205 @ hotmail.com $12,995 e acceptln 1 U Family .~ame: lii =,,-==-,,,=[.me:~=.,,===,,,~= 
abies to put  into~oUr i Bob~s ]st Name:, :l 780 SUV's"~"4X4's' 
upplemen Baby's Birth Date: . . . .  • ...... " " '  Local pull-o ' 1990 JEEP CHEROKEE winter i'i.ig!il;!ipOPular~ uts  t Age of baby in pic. ~iiii~.!c~iebrating the babies b Mom's 1st Name:. '~i .vehicle. 4 wd, 4 door. Comes or .  ! i! w" a" sea'°n 
!i~:~:::;   . . . .  be~een JanuaW 2002 to  Address: pn,)n, c'~A,= ,, !! $4500tires' Welobo. Callmaintained'250-635-5085.Asking 
'95 Dodge Ram Reg Cab 
2500, 4x4, VS, Auto, Canopy, NC 
$14,995 
Couple o ilty ',~ Dodge Dakota ClubCab , ,U  ,x4,W,,~to, Air, Cru,~e, 
Tilt, Locks, Windows 
el exposinfl $7,495 
FOR SALE 1991 FordExp,orer themselves'-zo c85 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 
VS, Auto, 4 Doer, 4 Wheel Drive 4x4. 193,000 kms, White wilh 
blue interior, ecently new trans- L,O mi l l i on  
,~,,) 
ONLY $5,495 
mission. Tires are 85%. Excel- readers 
lent condition• $6400. Call 250- • 
567-2696 Vanderhoof• With a Network 2001 Ford Ranger XCab 
Classified Ad, you XLT, 4x4,V6, Auto, Air, Windows, IBank ]Is NO? ] LOCKS, Crulss, Tilt and More sa  w i l l  reach  2 .3  mi l -  $26,995 
l i on  readers  in  over  I~~. ,~ JFe  swI 100 newspapers  in  2000 Ford F150 XCab 
B.C .  and the  Yukon .  4x4, VS, Auto, Loaded 
I ~  Yes! I ,,yo- are  buy ing .  ; $24,995 
All Credit Applications Accepted. se l l ing  o r  s imp ly  2000 Ford Taurus 
Easy, Fast and Confidential, te l l ing . . .  Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
No Hassles or Embarrassment.,~ I t  pay '= to  spread  Locks & More 
YES to poor credit/no credi t ,~l~ ~ the word. $17,995 
NEW YEAR, NEW STARTI ; !~ J~ Ca l l  th i s  paper  a t :  
No money after Christmas? J~ ~ '97 Ford  F150 Xcab 
0D°wn°r 638  7283 ,x4v,,.,o cfor 90 days 0,c A,), f0, 0el a ~C~.~ ,=, $17,995 
'Must  have  job:  you  work  )ou drive! V ~ . ~  
IB I :{ :{:~JP.~I~H ;] ~ I] | I I1  o r  (604)  669-9222 '95 Mercu~ ~r~ger 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, . -~_ ,  ~ '92 Ford F150 4x4 
,. " Reg. Cab 
$9 
. , ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ 7 . 1 1  To place your  , '92 Ford Explorer 
Communi ty  Classified vs, Auto,,r, Cruise, Ti,, Windows, Sunroof, Cassette 
call th is  newspaper  or  t~ $11,995 
tol l  f ree~1-866-669-9222 . . . . . .  ; - '92 Ford Escort Wagon 
L l a S S I T I E G S  .... 
classifieds@bccommunitynews,com ~ .... ~ $5,995 
www.communi tyc lass i f ieds .ca  • 
CH 2.3 MILLION B(2 & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,443 
2900 Pontiac GR Prix 
|11 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
PLAYERS NEEDED.  
Amazing oppor tun i ty  to  
represent  Canada in 
top Europe international 
summer  hockey  
tournamen't (atom-junior, 
oldtimers, adult female). 
A lso soccer ,  r ingette .  
780-906-71  1 O,  
www.azorcan .net ,  
azorcan @ connect.ab.ca 
AUTO FINANCING 
SECOND CHANCE 
FINANCE. We Say Yes to 
Poor  Cred i t  and 
Bankrupts .  Se lect  from 
Over 450 Cars - Trucks - 
4x4 's -  Vans. Call Marty 
604-464-3941. 
NEED A CAR?  You ' re  
approved-s low 
repayment, rape, divorce. 
We can help- -need a 
v i sa?  Randy 604-817-  
5337. Fred 604-780-6145 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED 
Subs & Cal i fornia Style 
Wraps  are look ing for 
mot ivated  f ranch isees .  
Jo in  th is  dynamic  and 
fast growing  Canad ian  
Company.  1-888-922= 
2294. www.zestos.com. 
START YOUR OWN 
bus iness  for less.  No 
f ranch ise  fees. Former  
Zesto ' s  Sub & Wrap 
Bearchel l ,  ~ Adams eqUl~i'nent for sale, only www.dollarstores.oom or  Pont iac ,  5402 - 56 St., Voyager  RV, Hwy 97, 
used n!ne months; Offers i ca l i  tol l  f ree 1-877'388,  Wetask lw ln )  AB, TgA 2B3 Winfield, B,C, !-800-668. 
1-250-398-0446 0123, ~i i or' faX 780'352'1884. 1447. www.voyagerRV.ca 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$20,995 
BUSINESS EDUCATION FINANCIAL SERVICES SERVICES 2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
OPPORTUNITIES A NEW CAREER? Train DEBT STRESS? Contact CR IMINAL  RECORD? NC, Tllt, Automatic, Cmlse, 
NEW AGRICULTURE to be an Apar tment /  the personal  and small Canadian pardon seals Pwr.Wtnd0ws/Locl~sandM0re 
Condominium Manager.  bus iness  spec ia l i s ts ,  . $18,995 FRANCHISE sells rapidly record.  U.S. wa iver  
in Saskatchewanl "New" Many jobsl Job placement mydebtso l  u t ion .com,  permits legal Amer ican '97Chevr01et1500XCab 
ass i s tance .  A l l -Areas .  "Debt Solutions. On-Line. entry.  Why risk 4x4 0nly33,000Km. 
agr icu l tura l  f ranch ise  Government Registered Anytime." Toll-free 1-877- $17,995 
rated #1. We provide a P rogram.  In fo rmat ion /  556-3500. Since 1987 employment ,  l icensing,  '97GrandAM 
very unique service to the brochure (604) 681-5456, travel, arrest, deportation, NC, Auto, Air, Cruisa, Tllt, 
agr icu l tura l  industry• 1 - 800  - 6 6 5 - 8 3 3 9 ,  FOR SALE MISC. proper ty  conf i scat ion?  Wind0ws, PowerSeat 
F ranch isee /Dea lers  www.rmtt.ca. SAWMILL  $4995.00 All Canad ian  - ' U.S. $11,995 
required.  Investment  WRITE FOR CHILDREN new Super Lumbermate Immigration special ists.  '97GMC200OSLE4x4 
$3OK-$70K.  Earn ing and teens . . .wr i te  for 2000, larger capacit ies,  1-800-347-2540. AIr, Crulse, TIIt, Wlnd0ws, 
capac i ty  1st year  money and pleasure with more options.  Norwood L0cks&More 
our unique home-study Industries, mantJfacturer STEEL BUILDINGS $19,995 
$75,000-$120,000,  plus course. You get individual of sawmi l l s ,  edgers  STEEL BUILDINGS. Final '95 Chevrolet 4x4 Reg Cab 
re -occurr ing  revenue tuition from professionals and  sk ldders .  Free C learance Salel  VS, Auto, Air, Crulse,Tilt&iore 
thereafter. Can provide on all aspects  of information. 1-800-566- Manufacturer direct. Beat $11,995 
many references,  ch i ldren 's  wr i t ing  6899, ext, 400.OT next price increase. 25x40 '93 ChevSl0 Blazer 
Agricultural or Marketing myster ies ,  novels ,  INTERNET PC $24.99/  $7 ,200.00 .  30x40 4x4,4or. 
background a def in i te  articles, short stories and me.  Rent to own. .$8 ,900.00.  30x50 $7,995 
plays. Call today for the Complete Internet ready $10,300.O0.  ' 35x50 asset. For into: Call Gary free book that explains it :I~iMPORTs,I ,i Pentlum II computer. No $13 ,200:00 .  40x60.  at 1-866-821-3464, cell: all. 1 -800-559-7632.  cred i t  check.  Call 
1-204-228-7466 or emaih Quality of Course, Ottawa $1 7,30Q.00.  P ioneer ,  2001 Subaru Impreza 
sugary@rots.net ON Re-Compute  to l l - f ree:  1-8OO-668-5422. S ince AIIWheelDdve, AIrCrulse 
1-877-795-9433. 1980. Tilt, Windows, Locks 
INVENTORS - PRODUCT EMPLOYMENT $24,595 
IDEAS wanted l  Free OPPORTUNITIES PERSONALS TRAVEL 
in format ion  package.  N E W S P A P E R CANADA'S  TOP 2001Subaru Legacy 
PRESSMAN REQUIRI~D PSYCHICS . . .A re  You CLASSIFIED ADS WORK 40r.,Sedan, L0wKM,NC, 
Develop & professionally . Goss Community Press. Ready  to Be l ieve in - you ' re  reading them Crulse, TIIt, PowerWind0WS&L0cks, Auto, CD 
present your new product Salary $14. - $18./hour Psych ics  Aga in?  Call nowl Place a 25-word  $23,995 
idea to manufacturers  c o m m e n s u r a t e Now, You Won,t  Be c lass i f ied  in 99 B .c .  & 
through '  DavIson,  an with exper ience .  Disappointedl 1-900-451- Yukon newspapers  for 2001 H0ndaCivic 
0 n I~, 13~cnl~,~r., award w inn ing  firm. M a i n t e n a n c e , 7070 $2.95/minute 18+. only $309.  Call Aut~....IL~.~CD ' 
Patent  assistan.ce t r o u b I e s h o o t i n g., D IVORCE SURVIVAL  thls newspaper  for Po~'s ' -&Locks 
available: 1-800-544-3327 ° rgan izat iona l  sk i l ls  STRATEGIES . . .Be fore .  details, orphone 1-866- $18,995 
(24 hrs). > for high qua l i ty  spending large sums on 669-9222 ext.  3. '99 Mazda Miata 
required. Wainwright Star legal fees, call The Family www.communltyclasslfleds.ca Convedible 
ROBERT BAREFOOT'S  Chronic le ,  A lberta.  Law'Centre to understand T IMEsHARE RESALES. ~ Only16,800KM 
Coral Calcium Supreme Email  resume: your rights• & obligations. Worldwide Select ion.  Rii $20,995 
for sa le  In Canada.  barb@starchronicle.com. Our lawyers will present '98 
Staggering results from all CLASS 1 CHIP and log you w i th  your options & Stroman Since 1979. Call Mazda MPV ES AWD 
degenerat ive  d iseases,  hau l  dr ivers  requi red offer  smart  & proven nowl Buyers call 1=800- V6,Aut0,AIr&M0re 
Home based bus iness  immediately. Minimum 2 strategies to help reduce 61 3 -7987.  Se l lers  ca l l  $13,995 
opportunity.  Call today years exper ience.  Fax  your legal fees, safeguard 1 - 80  0 - 2 0 1 - 0 8 6 4 .  '93 Toyota 4 Runner 
resume with up to date your assets & defend your www.tlmesharelink.com V6,Aut0,AIrC0ndltlonlng, 
Cruise, Tilt, Windows & Locks 1-866-319-O708, Calgary; dr ivers abstract to Rick child custody & access TRUCKS $14,995 
www.curecanada.com. Penchuk at Buchanan's rights. Don't be a victiml 
T ruck  Shop in High "Separate Smart". .Tol l -  O DOWN O.A .C . "  '91Toy0ta4Runner 
GREAT CANADIAN Prair ie.  780-523-5910 Fre91-866-879-3529• Guaranteed  cred i t  v6 
DOLLAR STORE (fax) o r  call 780-523 '  approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, $4,995 
franchise opportunit ies.  5288. RECREATIONAL crew cabs, diesels, sport 
With more than 100 LARGE MODERN GM VEHICLES ut i l i t ies ,  cars & vans .  
stores across Canada, we dea lersh ip  requi res  OVER 200 NEW and Rape's,  broken leases,  TERRACE 
offer  one of the most  P re -owned Sa les  used motorhomes ,  5th heavy  duty equ ipment .  ~1~ 
thr i l l ing and af fordable Manager .  Exce l lent  whee ls ,  . t ra i lers,  ~ 
f ranch ises  to own. wage. Company benefits van-convers ions ,  truck Take over payments. Free i CHRYSLEI ] 
To learn  more,• available. Please forward campers, Total RV Centre del ivery. Call Lawrence 
v is i t  our~ webs' ite: resume: Attention: Jason RV Listing Service. Free Slccla,  BC's la rgest  4916 Hwy.16 West 635.T187 
• pick-up Western Canada. f inance broker.  "I-800- 1-800-313-7187DL, 5958 
993-3673,  Vancouver  
604-327-6377.  www,terraceaut0mall,com 
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Leg!on 
spe=l 
good 
to go 
IT'S A fun-filled bonspiel 
curlers around the region 
look forward to each year 
and it's set to go this 
weekend. 
The Terrace Legion 
mixed bonspiel takes 
place Jan. 24-26 and it 
promises to be a good 
time. 
With both men and 
women taking part and 
oodles of prizes on the line 
organizers are getting ex- 
cited about he event. 
For more information 
contact the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion at 635-5825. 
Curlers can also register 
at the Terrace Curling 
Club. For deetails call 
635-5583. 
,,, 4: ¸  
I Snow f.ln 
THESE three youngsters were among nearly 75 people who turned out 
for the Snow Valley Nordic Club's open house Jan. 4 at the Onion Lake 
cross-country ski trails. The trails are groomed, the snow is perfect for ski- 
ing and for those who want to get out after work - check out the first sec- 
tion of lighted trails available for night skiing. JIM THORNE PHOTO 
Dhaliwal's shot dead on 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
SHE STANDS just five- 
feet-two-inches tall but 
Caledonia's petite Aman- 
deep Dhaliwal is proving 
time and again that she's a 
powerful force for the Ker- 
modes girls basketball 
team. 
The feisty hoopster lead 
the scoring in each of the 
squad's three games at the 
College Heights tourna- 
ment in Prince George Jan. 
10-11. 
Logging 46 points over 
the course of the weekend 
Dhaliwal is proving a va- 
luable asset o the team. 
Also hitting the net with 
consistent accuracy is Ali- 
son Smith who picked up 
38 points at the tourna- 
ment. 
The Kermodes had to 
overcome a rough start as 
they took on Kelly Road in 
what coach Dave Crawley 
calls a controversial game. 
The Terrace squad drew 
so many fouls that five 
Kermodes fouled out and 
the last minute and a half 
was played with just four 
players on the court. 
It was a close game but 
Kelly Road came out on 
top by a four-point margin 
59-55. 
But their luck changed 
as they took on Burns 
Lake - this time Cal came 
out the winners defeating 
Burns 42-26. 
"The team bounced 
back and played two solid 
games, winning both and 
placing fourth in the tour- 
nament." Crawley said. 
Next up was Correiieu 
from Quesnel. Caledonia 
came out on top 64-51. 
Dhaliwal scored 18 points 
while Smith picked up 11 
points and Shelley More 
added 10 more points for 
the team. 
Amandeep Dhaliwal 
was named to the first all 
star team. 
Alison Smith was 
named to the second team 
all star squad. 
Bikers eager to learn from Olympians 
participants space for the camp is li- 
mited. 
The interest in the clinic is a 
marker of the growing interest in 
high level biking in the Terrace area. 
Participants will be learning from 
some very experienced instructors. 
Tomlinson was on the 2000 and 
1996 Canadian Olympic team and 
placed in the top 15 at both the 2000 
and 1998 World championships. 
Hastier was a 1996 cross country 
mountain bike Olympic team mem- 
ber, is a three-time Canada Cup 
champion and two-time national 
champion. 
The clinic covers everything from 
mental strategy, health and fitness, 
race training and also includes bike 
mechanics ession. 
Registration forms are available 
at Me.Bike and the intensive three- 
day course costs $100. 
Fore more information contact 
Lucy at 638-7603 or McBike at 635- 
5225. 
A UNIQUE biking training camp to 
be lead by two former Olympians is 
already filling up. 
Lesley Tomlinson and Andreas 
Hastier are coming to Terrace to 
host a three-day training camp for 
biking enthusiasts Feb. 7-9 and so 
far, the response has been very posi- 
tive. 
"We already have 10 or 11 
people signed up," says organizer 
and local biking buff Lucy Praught. 
With registration limited at 20 
Wrestlers bring 
in medal haul 
ALL FIVE Terrace-based 
wrestlers who took part in 
the Jan. 11-12 Kelly Road 
wrestling tournament came 
home with top-six finished. 
Three of those wrestlers 
also picked up medals. 
Picking up a gold 
medal for his hard work 
was Grade 12 student 
Humphrey Davies. Origin- 
ally from Aiyansh, Davies 
is completing his school- 
ing at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary. 
He won all of his mat- 
ches in the 74 kilogram 
weight category on his 
way to the top of the podi- 
um. 
Brad Carson, also a 
Grade 12 student, lost only 
one of the weekend's mat- 
ches on his way to a silver 
medal standing. 
Grade 10 student Lindy 
MacRobbie earned a 
bronze medal in her 
weight division. 
Amanda Comerfort 
placed in the top six in her 
category. 
Robert Wickie placed 
in the top six of the 66 ki- 
logram weight class with 
2-2 record. 
Lindy MacRobbie 
Community coach Lak 
Jaswal praised the local 
wrestlers for continuing to 
practise hard and put in 
solid performances. 
The club is largely 
member-run as it does not 
have a dedicated full-tlme 
coach. 
The Kelly Road tourna- 
ment is important for 
northwestern wrestlers 
looking to move 'on to the 
provincial championships 
by earning points in the 
B.C.-wide standings. 
Scorel)oard 
Minor l [ockey 
Midget House League standings 
through Jan. 16 
Team GP GF GA W L T PTS 
Team Yellow 2g 135 85 20 8 1 39 
Team White 28 101 104 13 13 2 28 
Team Teal 29 96 124 12 17 0 24 
Team Red 28 73 92 10 16 1 21 
Scoring Leaders 
Krlstian Gough Yellow 27 
Sam Gill Teal 25 
Eric Eide Yellow 24 
Jordan Wall Yellow 23 
Chris Shienker White : 2i 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
SELECT TEAM COACHES FOR 2003 
~)! The Terrace Youth Soccer. 
~ :  Association is accepting 
i applications for qualified ~ 
: Provincial B level Select Coaches ~ 
for the 2003 Season. Coaches ~I 
are required for both Boys and 
Girls from U-12 to U-18. 
@ 
¢.~ If you are interested in participating inthe development 
~ of our youth by. being a HeadCoach, Assistant Coach, ~. 
~ or Manager of our Select Teams, please submit your 
~6~ application by February 28 ~', 2003. ¢~" 
¢~ NOTE: Application must be made in writing to: @ 
¢.~ George Bujtas ~ 
6~ 4101 Benner St. ¢.5 
~: Terrace, B.C. V8G 3B1 @ 
&, Fax: 635-3714 @ 
,.., Regional P ayoffs will likely be June 7th and 8th @ 
@ Venues to be announced by May 18th ~.~ ¢.; ¢.J 
,'.; PROVINCIAL CUP @ 
~ will be held July 4th through July 6th ¢:; 
'~ Girls TBA Boys in CAMPBELL RIVER 5~ 
Successful operation of this clu~equires parent VOLUNTEERS 
I ower-up 
gives brief 
treat to 
skiers 
IT'S NOT the grand open- 
ing anyone was hoping for, 
but Shames Mountain sea- 
son pass holders did get a 
chance to hit the snow last 
week, even if it was for a 
short time. 
With 75 cm of packed 
snow at the top of the 
mountain, Shames Moun- 
tain revved up the moun- 
tain's T-bar from 1 - 3:30 
p.m. Saturday, Jan. 18. 
However, interested 
skiers and boarders had to 
hike up from the bottom of 
the mountain to the T-bar 
as chalet facilities and the 
chair lift were not open. 
Those willing to take 
the long walk up were able 
to zip down two groomed 
runs from the top of the T 
- Rainbow Ridge and 
South Paw. 
Black diamond runs and 
many of the rcsort's other 
popular runs were not yet 
open. 
The upper lift was only 
available to season pass 
holders for the afternoon. 
It's been a tough year 
for the local resort as Mo- 
ther Nature refuses to fill 
the order for any ski hill's 
main ingredient for suc- 
cess- snow. 
Last weekend the resort 
had 15 cm of packed snow 
in the lower area but in 
order for the mountain to 
open completely it ,needs 
at least twice that amount 
in the lower area. 
Resort officials are ea- 
gerly awaiting a dump of 
snow so they can open up. 
They maintain that as 
soon as there's enough of 
the white stuff the moun- 
tain will crank up the chair 
lift and be open for busi- 
ness. 
++tinline • P;::i:i:!:!:i::'::k / ~ i!i!gi:!:i~$!$:" 
www,terraceslandard,com 
I 
40,000 British Columbians I 
~g  have epilepsy. A third are children [ and teens. 
I-IIHHIPILtPSY nc  EP ILEPSY  INFO L INE  (1 -866-374"5377)  
Box 865 Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
250-635-2542 
NOTICE TO MEMBERSHIP 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
A notice to the membership ofthe 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club, 
an Annual General Meeting will take place 
Sunday, February 2, 2003 
7 pm at the Clubhouse 
The purpose of the meeting is the 
election of directors. 
Are You Interested In A 
MASTERS DEGREE 
IN POLIT ICAL SC IENCE?  
There will be a meeting at 
THE TERRACE CAMPUS 
4741 Park Avenue 
on 
JANUARY 27, 2003 AT 6:00 p.rn. 
For all interested in this program and other 
graduate programs please come to meet: 
The Dean of Graduate Studies 
The Chair of Political Science 
Dean, CASHS 
The Director of Regional Operations 
Refreshments  will be served. 
Quest ions? Call Leslie King, Chair ,  
Nor thwest  Reg ion  at 250-615-5578.  
li ant .ak 
Photp  
Did you see a photo in the 
you want a copy of?. The Te 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our office locate, 
at 3210 Clinton Street and i~ 
the photo of your choice ar 
4"x6" 5"x7" Olflers 
Phon, 
Pdce includes printing fee h'om Norlhern 
purchasing fee from the Terrace Stan 
All pho~graphs are copyrigh~ecl 1o the Terrc 
(Note: 90% of photos token are digital photos 
o high qz dity ,peg. Black and white prints 
a so avail ~ble h'orn black and white negatives.) 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 Lakelse Avenue 
. . . . . .  
. I~ ........... L~.'~;:~;~ .............. I I~*~I  .......... 
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I s nnMn mt AROO,O tat coeNte 
. ,  ;. Since 1978, snowmobilers in B.C. have hosted 
vS:'" ' Snowarama, a fundraisin~ event in support of children with 
"~;: :  disabilities. In Terrace, this years event is being again 
hosted by the Skeena Valley Snowmobile Association. 
:i';,~.':.:+. The riders agree that nothing beats the exhilaration of 
?ii~:~'~ . jumping on their machines and riding the trails with family 
,~..!' ~'. and friends. Some of the day's Snowarama activities 
~ :'!~,:~ include trail rides, poker runs, a hot chili lunch served by 
..... the Terrace Downtown Lions, and award presentations. 
~!!:~'~}"!~'. Everyone who donates $20 or more to Snowarama will 
~,E'.'~:!~I have their names entered in a draw for a chance to win a 
~ $2,000 Travel Voucher. Participants in the ride can also win 
,~,~¢~':~ ~ many other prizes, donated by local merchants. 
~ ,~ ~ ,.- "We .~<, . receive tremendous upport from local residents and 
~;i' ,~,~: ...... business owners who pledge every year to Sno arama, 
i. ::). ~ :~ ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ says' Snowarama Chairperson, Bonnie Larson. "We'reW very" 
t:;~-~~! ~:i~i: proud of the assistance we've provided for special-needs 
~:.~.::~:< :~:: kids for the past 25years." 
~' ' Snowarama takes place February 16, at 10 a.m. (with 
~ ~! : i  location being determined by snow conditions). Pledge 
4 ~"~,~.,~>~{~; sheets are available at Ken's Marine, Neids and Kermode 
.... ~ i~ '  Auto Sports. Further information, call Bonnie at 635-5930 
,~ ~ i  or Joyce at 635-7913. 
All proceeds from Snowarama go to the BC Lions Society 
• ~ for Children with Disabilities to support Easter Seal Camps, 
i~  ~ i :  Easter Seal Houses and Easter Seal Buses in the province. 
: 'f ( 
